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Saturday, 10th  of April.

12:24:21 To the pleasant couple who shouted at me for being a rough sleeper last night and to get a job -

I have one thanks.

12:26:05 To the lovely young black man who ten minutes later interrupted my tears by offering me money

- that I refused - God bless you!

Sunday, 11th  of April.

06:39:01 Just left the night centre...have decided when I'm back on feet I will fundraise at least the some

amount I have cost them.

06:40:28 One upsetting thing.  Many of the rough sleepers waste so much food.  Spend all day collecting

from different soup runs then chuck it.so sad

08:16:47 Have hurt my back carrying worldly possessions on my back.  Also blisters layered three deep

on my feet.

12:25:03 Approached by beggar for money.  I so have the best response to that one at the moment!  Hint

to you all: genuine rough sleepers don't beg!

12:26:39 Just had late breakfast at homeless day centre: one egg, one sausage, 2 pces of bread 80p. 

Have 66p left for whole of April, yippee!

12:28:05 Just a thought: if you are wondering whether homeless people really get attacked and verbally

abused on London's streets by general public..

12:29:48 The answer is yes, at rate of approx. 3 to 4 times a night (and I'm a woman).  And I'm not

begging, drinking, taking drugs or even smoking!

18:01:30 Waiting, waiting, waiting and desperate for somewhere to take an afternoon nap.  Hate

weekends at the moment.  Working day gives structure.

20:18:51 Woke up with head on desk drooling over hand.  No privacy for the homeless.  Get to enter

night shelter in half an hour.  Hurrah!

Tuesday, 13th  of April.

15:44:11 Spotted last night: group of people waiting outside night shelter singing "Wherever I lay my hat,

that's my home" - beautiful!

15:45:27 God bless the hare krishnas: veg curry, mars bar and a smile! tummy rumbling in anticipation for

my one meal a day.  just 2.5 hours to wait
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15:52:36 Back on the streets tonight.allow myself 1-2 nights in shelter then rest of week out.warmer

weather nice but makes public drink/abuse more

16:42:59 Killing time waiting for soup run - I waste so much time waiting. don't get there early now-

e.euros arrive late and push in front anyway.

16:45:17 I am going to count obvious roughsleepers each night for own satisfaction-bet won't be

many.people come with tupperware and fill over & over

16:47:08 by the way funds now stand at 46p-weighed myself last night 20p. am going to market homeless

diet to daily mail and become multi-millionaire

16:48:14 whoops i forgot - can't become businesswoman. can't even cope with living indoors and looking

after myself. must rethink strategy!

Wednesday, 14th  of April.

10:21:57 Found 10p in bag but had to spend 45p on milk as my turn under work rota.  so current balance

for april 11p. must keep up appearances

10:23:12 last night warm evening so soup run busy(much prefer rain-keeps chancers away).about 80

people. possible 5 rough sleepers.2 dozen i know fro

10:24:42 m day centre but have proper hostel beds. rest?? heard some talking about coming down from

their flat. dinner rice/chickpea gruel + pear

10:26:03 now serving this gruel most days bcoz of increase in numbers - they ran out of food week before

last. yesterday man serving saw i was a wo..

10:28:40 man and gave me less food.  so last night both hungry and cold!! but can't complain bcoz it is

free - what is etiquette in this situation?

Thursday, 15th  of April.

06:33:00 Last night at soup run (gruel+pear) talking to 2 homeless i know.v.funny.after walked back

through covent garden chatting + laughing

06:34:20 it was the happiest i have felt in ages. so carefree. i thought - I feel like huckleberry finn! they're

good guys but with many problems

06:35:24 last night freezing cold. uncovered head to sleep so people can see i am a woman - risky

strategy but last night i didn't get bothered.

06:45:11 new info on good soup runs from others.found out i am not only one who has complained about

night shelter staff - better off outside, truly.

11:40:13 used to hate working - at the moment though i love having somewhere to go during the day. 

weekends are horrible

11:41:34 stress lifted so much recently that i didn't even react or feel bad when usual office b**** just had

a snipe at me! hope this lasts a while.

11:51:04 haven't had 1-on-1 at daycentre for weeks. am i meant to? i don't like talking to different people.

anyway i'm getting used to outside now

11:54:51 just noticed - i passed my two month rough sleeping anniversary today. do hallmark do cards for

that?

14:33:49 film night tonight - last month ghosts, this month gangsters. has someone not told these people

some of us are sleeping on london's streets?

14:34:41 only kidding. it's much appreciated. i wouldn't miss it. best night of the week.
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Friday, 16th  of April.

06:29:43 Period started - must get few nights in shelter. film last night - the incredibles - greatly enjoyed

by all.

06:30:45 lovely evening chatting with fellows again. they've had bad starts in life. hope they get better &

don't become suicide statistics.

06:32:15 was listening to guy at soup run who catches bus from his council flat in ilford every evening to

get free meal!!

06:33:20 made friends with a man who has been on streets for 36 years on and off. he was telling me

about the old cardboard city in lincoln's inn.

06:42:42 B and I gave our last pence to an old beggar in Covent Garden after telling him we were

homeless.He was overwhelmed. God bless u grandpa

15:56:37 oh lord. instead of a mercedes benz, please would you buy me a bra with no holes. bits of me

are poking out of it in a suggestive manner.

16:01:19 nice staff all on duty at once at day centre. must be a record. got my 3 days. good job - i am

starting to get bad cramps.

16:12:35 soup run users last night worrying about them shutting.even if they live somewhere it can get

lonely.they need somewhere to meet people...

16:14:35 ..like them.those without homes now worry about being lonely if they find accommodation. i

thought about it-yeah i would be the same, too.

16:15:58 interesting conversation on begging yesterday and today-my homeless friends say they don't

beg but are frequently offered money which they

16:17:23 accept.it's true.i get offered money all the time but don't take it because the people giving

always look only one step up from me.not rich

16:18:41 there are some big issue vendors staying at my night shelter. they lie and say to people they

need money to stay there.i have seen them...

16:20:00 begging as well - sitting in their sleeping bags-then 9.30pm they stand up and come into night

shelter for free. they must make a fortune.

17:41:52 sitting and thinking..and of course waiting...last night a woman offered me a sandwich in the

early hours. when i replied i sensed some...

17:43:30 ...thing more than a pause. was it shock? i notice it all the time when i speak from under my

sleeping bag (tesco basics £3!) do they...

17:44:36 think i am the one who proves it can happen to anyone. well, don't be afraid bcoz it's not true.

when i first went to the day centre for...

17:47:03 help i thought i was a different case but i am just the same as the rest. so there is no scare story

to tell. i am different to you so...

17:49:06 ...don't have nightmares about it. there is no cautionary tale to be gleaned from this girl.

17:59:34 am feeling positive in sunshine. am going to pretend indecent bra is exclusive purchase from

coco de mer!

18:58:43 @daisygreenwell. not sure - need to think long and hard. can you send me email address and

perhaps i can see questions u want to ask

20:10:26 very funny this afternoon - got chugged by a fundraiser for shelter.  daycentre might be able to

see through me but luckily public can't.
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20:12:02 shelter helped me with advice when illegally evicted last year - however police and council

thought as much of my rights as ex-landlord!

22:52:25 am lying on campbed in night shelter. warm now but will get cold later. just had delicious dinner

- needed meat bcoz of period.

Saturday, 17th  of April.

04:55:29 woke up. back is hurting (i have a disability from an accident). we get thrown out soon. lights off

midnight lights on 6.30. i need more.

04:59:31 my mission today is to find a sleeping bag for mentally ill girl sleeping next to me. she should not

be here. in the morning the night....

05:00:58 ...shelter is freezing. it is not a hostel. we sleep on temporary beds in dining room. they don't

give blankets. i cleaned the floor...

05:02:58 ...otherwise most of the staff would be happy for us to walk barefoot over the food strewn floor.

staff on a scale from indifferent to...

05:07:52 ...out and out shitty tonight. the people who stay here are nice though. e.g. it is much quieter

than a youth hostel and the food is good.

08:54:30 ill woman next to me wet her bed in night. i argued with night staff that putting the bed outside to

air was insufficient and asked for...

08:55:32 bucket of water to was properly. they threw it in the bin instead. nice to see fundraisers' money

being treated with such disregard...

08:57:09 went to soup run round corner at 7am. tea/coffee, clothes. got socks for the woman (P) but no

sleeping bag. they told me to go to sally army

08:58:33 soup run by a.s.l.a.n.? very nice one. very well organised. plenty of volunteers - that seems to

be the key so far. most of run users ...

09:00:48 ...were from the shelter, mostly british, some asian: very orderly. I got upset later because of P's

situation and cried - got lots of hugs

09:02:59 i am now sitting in the day centre. had shower-wonderful. best doorman working today - very

respectful and friendly. someone is playing a...

09:04:50 ...funeral dirge on keyboard and making others laugh! some playing chess, others scrabble, on

internet or sleeping.

09:06:41 saw someone else's tweet that those BI vendors were saving money for accom. NO. buying

alcohol and drugs. they are downstairs smashed now...

09:11:24 they stayed out last night. they look like ordinary guys and they have a good spiel to get money.

you'd be surprised - i was shocked myself.

09:12:43 btw the day centre helps you with money for a deposit if you find somewhere to move. no need

to beg. so many resources here.

09:13:37 like i said the rich don't give money. if they offered it to me - i'd take it. the only people who

seem to give are ordinary-can't take that

11:38:57 no luck at the sally army for p's sleeping bag. homeless drop-in only open mon-fri. nothing much

available for homeless at weekend.

16:01:46 Walked eight miles round trip to storage locker - and you know I have no money for bus! actually

that's no hardship - hate london transport

16:02:30 dehydrated, left leg hurting and back in agony but was still feeling good until i saw tottenham

court tube station - now that particular...
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16:02:54 ...type of begging is theft pure and simple.

16:03:54 my dehydrated lips are actually mimicking that 1980s frosted lipstick look. see there's an upside

to everything!

17:13:22 in library, people talking, asked them to be quiet. they said haven't i got a computer in my home

to use. i said i haven't got a home...

17:14:13 ...they're laughing at me. this is the world I live in. this is what reduces me to tears. I have no

right to reply to that. I have no rights

17:31:48 @randomhb.thank you

22:31:06 oh thank god this day is ending. period/cramps/dehydration/sciatica/heat/mocked...i am almost

defeated today and now p the mentally ill...

22:32:28 ...lady is begging me not to let the staff stop her from coming in if she wets the bed again. oh

christ, what is this place for if not her?

22:40:45 don't worry p - i'll scream this place down if they follow through on that threat...dear Lord, i'm

crying myself to sleep tonight.

Sunday, 18th  of April.

07:07:33 okay...today's a fresh day. let's make it better. hormones have subsided and i can become

indifferent to rough treatment again.

07:09:12 today's mission: incontinence pads. p keeps begging me to speak to the staff not to throw her

out. have reassured her i won't let it happen

07:10:54 food review: breakfast in night shelter the usual - cereal bar, biscuits, carton of orange,

tea/coffee. today's bonus - fruit (apple/orange)

07:12:13 then to soup run on strand. overwhelmingly british waiting again. simon community this morning.

well organised, well staffed (5 or 6)

07:13:21 they gave out tea/coffee/dilute orange and sandwiches. when everyone was served they walked

round with biscuits engaging in conversation...

07:14:36 ...had more of an outreach vibe. i was very impressed. volunteers very organised and pleasant.

queues moved quickly. as i left another car..

07:16:04 ...pulled up. three young men (early 20s). had a sack of food. inside were packed lunches. you

took one and moved on. good idea as no ...

07:17:10 ...waiting for people to choose. no identifying signs. asked them where they were from. man

hesitant then said ilford. i am guessing a ...

07:18:32 ...mosque but could be wrong. packs contained: juice,cereal bar,penguin biscuit,2 small packets

of sweets,brioche,mini muffin. packet food..

07:20:34 ...is good because you can save it. one downside - it was all sweet. you couldn't have all the

soup runs doing this. but it did feel like...

07:21:27 ...getting a little present which was nice.

09:08:02 ate sandwich, brioche/muffin for birds, cereal bar for squirrels. walked back to daycentre met

loads of homeless on way. greeted and ...

09:10:08 ...chatted with each. this massive city feels like old style small town community when you are

settled on streets.

11:11:10 success: soho walk-in gave me hygienic plastic sheets/tape/scissors for p. only continence

nurse can prescribe incontinence pads.
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11:12:46 got told off for sneaking coffee out to my friend who has been banned from daycentre. in my

mind i call from stitch as in "lilo &". trust ..

11:14:04 ...me it is very apt! i told him off last week for throwing stones in the air. he said i am collecting

sweet chestnuts. i said those are...

11:15:27 ...horse chestnuts they are poisonous. he said i eat them all the time. i said that explains an

awful lot. and anyway you are hitting ...

11:16:42 ...people on the head with your stones. i banned him from throwing anything in the air. he said

he is going to try to abide by that rule...

21:40:58 @randomhb no you misunderstand, they were wonderful. it was a walkin clinic designed for

minor ailments. continence is a serious medical...

21:42:56 ...issue which is why there are specialists in it and of course it wasn't for me. the nurse really

thought outside the box giving me free...

21:43:55 ...of charge the clinic's own equipment. i was really impressed. i know it seems minor to u but it

was a major victory my end.

21:45:09 in night shelter now. dinner: chicken/mushroom pasty, roast new potatoes and sweetcorn. i slept

in park all day. sun hot, me cold: oh dear..

21:45:24 ...i think i am ill.

22:33:29 @randomhb i wish they would. this place is filled with alcoholics. you'd think incontinence pads

would be standard equipment.

Monday, 19th  of April.

06:48:59 Feeling a little better. P had no probs last night. she had bought a sleeping bag! she won't go to

continence nurse as she likes the plastic

06:51:59 I don't want to cajole her as she gets enough of that. lovely staff last night. esp woman who is

always attentive to guests. i remember...

06:53:00 ...when i first stayed there she came and whispered she would make a cup of tea for me if i

woke in the night thirsty. this morning she...

06:53:52 ...gave me an extra breakfast to give to someone outside. on the street i met a man. he asked

me about soup runs. he is newly arrived and...

06:54:56 ..is sleeping out, waiting for job to start today. outreach found him already but he is not entitled

to use shelter. i took him to soup ...

06:55:56 ...run on strand, gave him my pavement mag and explained the options. told him about sally

army to get a sleeping bag and wished him luck...

06:57:16 ...he gets his first pay packet in two weeks so hopefully he will move on quickly. i gave him the

extra breakfast.

Tuesday, 20th  of April.

07:05:05 Woken by outreach this morning - thanks I was nearly late for work! Then P came by to chat.

Yesterday I spoke to MHW at daycentre. MHW...

07:06:04 ...team there best I have ever come across. after talking about me I asked about P. She is

registered at different daycentre. MHW promised..

07:06:57 ...to ring her daycentre and sort something out. When I saw P this morning she said the nurse

came up to her and gave her incontinence ...
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07:08:31 ...pads and plastic sheeting. P smiled at me when she told me and then bent over and threw up

in front of my feet. oh well!

07:09:51 last night went to big soup run. Monday night is the biggie. I saw stitch sitting on a dustbin. he

saw me, waved languidly and then ...

07:11:22 ...shouted "I am practising to become a garden gnome". I said "you seem very 'even' today". he

said that morning he had had a drinking ...

07:12:58 ...contest - 6 cans of black label (don't ask me I am teetotal). the winner was the first to fall over.

he told me about his life. he was...

07:13:53 ...out because of a relationship breakdown. he is taking time out. he can access the day and

night centre again this friday. then he plans..

07:17:51 ...to move out of london and get a job again. he'll do it I am sure. when he is on something he is

like a naughty puppy. when he is sober...

07:18:53 ...he is a truly lovely man. loads of food at soup run last night. two lots of hare krishnas and a

different group. i asked stich to find...

07:19:28 ...out who they were. they were independents - an entire family of several generations. the son

had expressed the wish to do something so...

07:20:09 the family had offered to come with him. they were Indian but unconnected to the other Indian

groups. they gave out cartons of rice and ...

07:21:15 ...pasta and a packed lunch with sandwich, crisps, banana, cake and juice. also tea (the worst I

have had on the street, sorry!) & biscuits

07:22:22 and an extra special touch - they prioritised women hurrah!! must have been 200 people. stitch

and i remarked it was like a serengeti ...

07:23:26 ...watering hole. the dangerous part in the soup run is right at the beginning. people start

running after cars and crossing the roads...

07:24:17 ...i am seriously worried someone is going to be hurt. after the initial confusion things tend to

settle into orderly queues. after i ...

07:25:20 ...walked back to my "pitch". another soup run in the strand. drinks and pastries. i couldn't

understand why the rough sleepers were here...

07:26:26 ...and not getting the hot food at LIF. then i realised - they don't need to. they get hot cheap food

at daycentres. they only need hot ...

07:27:46 ...drinks and snacks through the day to supplement that. This explains why only stich and i were

at LIF this evening. I have no money and ..

07:29:56 ...he is waiting out a ban. You can't get banned from a soup run.

21:13:45 am under sleeping bag in street. made hasty decision earlier not to go to soup run and now i am

literally painfully hungry. rough sleeping..

21:15:26 ...does something weird to your metabolism. well there are no couch potatoes out here. my

friend J (the one on and off streets for 36 ...

21:30:50 ...has a hostel place. it is a dry hostel - just what he was waiting 4. he is going to come back &

see me though. when he smiles he is an...

21:32:21 ...attractive man. oh all the passersby are eating food. sob.

21:34:37 had no energy this evening to return my book to quaker mobile library. but they don't strike me

as an angry bunch. saturday will have to do.

21:52:02 oh by the way @jeremyswain i have agreed to do big issue interview. feeling nervous about the

questions i have been sent.
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Wednesday, 21st  of April.

06:39:26 Ahhh tea and chocolate biscuits at work! Feeling a little sad because J is moving on though of

course I am happy for him. Also haven't ...

06:40:10 ...seen B for a while. I hope his girlfriend took him back. Armed robbery aside, he is the

sweetest and funniest guy. I can only imagine...

06:41:07 ...what he might have achieved had he not been raised by heroin addicts. saw P this morning

-didn't wear pad last night - must have talk...

06:42:16 ...with her about that.

14:58:38 Just finished answering big issue questions. feeling a little drained and finishing off at work, too.

didn't sleep too well last night ...

14:59:24 ...building work going on. Also I keep having nightmares that people offer me money for sex and

I accept. No-one needs money that badly in..

15:01:19 ...this country.Three weeks ago a man offered to help me by taking me back to his flat. I'm a

little nutty but not quite mad enough for that

19:36:33 @mbinfield I do use the day centre. I don't have a specific person that I speak to, though.

19:37:23 @mbinfield or rather I do but he is not assigned to me per se.

19:40:50 Just went to LIF. didn't know anyone there so feeling very subdued. no mad rush for HK food

but people standing around waiting. i think...

19:45:16 ...there is a curry run at 8pm if i remember. must pick up another pavement mag. walked past

strand. soup run closing there. van with...

19:46:21 ...poster in window saying "purchased by Jesus". might try a couple of nights in strand from

2moro. feeling a little down.

20:12:47 @randomhb They weren't that bad in the end - my background, my experiences, what i have

found surprising, how i can be helped etc. not scary

21:05:02 P just came by on way to night shelter. i asked her to wear the pad and she said she will. will

ceck with her in the morning. feeling better

Thursday, 22nd  of April.

06:46:20 Didn't want to get up this morning. Then man came by walking his dog.  He panicked when the

dog went near me. I am not going to eat ur dog!

06:49:09 Then walked to work passing the emergency day centre (i.e. McDonalds!) 6.00a.m. in that place

is full of our lot. B had told me was banned..

06:50:05 ...from there bcoz he was homeless. I said that's outrageous. We should protest. Then he said I

only threw a cup at the security guard....

06:51:21 ...pause..."Maybe I shouldn't have thrown the cup." "No".

09:19:52 Musing...gave away a McDonald's coffee voucher last night to rough sleeper (the loyalty card

one) so he could get a cup of coffee. Another..

09:21:03 ...homeless person walked by with a half drunk cup of coffee from a vending machine and the

guy swapped my voucher for that! What!! I have..

09:21:50 ...to say a lot of the homeless are very free and easy with money and belongings because it is

constantly replenished by others. Lots of...
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09:22:37 ...the guys have no belongings at all. When they want a fresh change of clothes they can get

them from the soup runs that hand out clothing.

09:24:03 I mean I get it because carrying a lot of things is hard work but it surely can't be a healthy

mindset. A lot of money is passing through...

09:25:04 ...some of these people's hands but they have no concept of its value. It is basically only to be

spent on treats and fags bcoz it is ...

09:26:27 ...guaranteed that everything else will be paid for. It's quite childlike really.

09:27:22 Anyway I am not too upset. I have stopped using McDonalds (a) since running out of money and

(b) since discovering 24hr public loos!

17:02:27 incident at film night. can't go to daycentre for a while. now facing 8 mile round trip to storage.

takes more than 3 hours with heavy bags.

17:04:38 my leg is really painful already and i have only done 1 mile. exercise is good for mental health

they say so i'll be deliriously happy soon!

18:16:40 am now sitting in storage locker eating emergency chocolate bar stored here for said purpose.

the emergency in the instant case is:...

18:18:06 "being a woman and needing chocolate". this is a perilous moment for a woman: if witnessed

wildly lob fruit&nut at the lass in question and

18:19:05 ...hope some snags in her sharpened teeth. aaah! I can feel the sugar coursing through my

veins - the danger has passed!

18:20:24 this is a very pleasant locker but on reflection I think I might try to do a straight swap for a little

bijou apartment in south kensington.

18:20:50 now 4 miles back the other way. heigh ho!

20:37:31 oh thank God i finally made it back. but my back, my leg, my feet...the bells, the bells!

Friday, 23rd  of April.

07:03:27 Spoke to P this morning. She has meeting with JHT today. Hope something comes of it. She

said she doesn't want to get sent back to hospital.

07:04:11 She has quite a lot of facial hair and they forcibly shave her when she takes a bath. I asked her

if she was comfortable with the hair on...

07:04:47 ...her face and she said yes. Then she said it itches her when it is shaved and then grows back.

That is not a medical problem - they should

07:05:24 let her exercise her choice. She is an adult after all. It is what is comfortable for her that counts

rather than being bothered what others

07:05:42 might think about her and being embarrassed on her account.

16:25:42 It's the weekend again. not feeling good about this. Lots more people from the night shelter

have apparently moved on which feels strange.

16:26:47 It reminds me of living abroad for a long time -after a while you stop wanting to make contact

with new people. U get bored repeating urself

16:28:22 Also I can't access the daycentre at the moment but the weekend is going to be hot and there is

only so much can be achieved with a wet wipe

18:09:16 BI vendors on Strand not even trying to make a sale. just have begging bowl on floor. am i a

total mug 4 working. should i just give up and

18:10:18 let other people look after me - they seem desperate to do just that. but fear is i'll never stand up
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straight again. anyway waitinf for...

18:11:31 ...sun to go down so i can pitch up. i need lots of sleep so i'll be fresh for a few hours' slog

cultivating new image as crazy squirrel...

18:12:40 ...lady of westminster. the irony is not lost on me that i have criticised other homeless for

wasting food and here am i giving it away to..

18:13:37 ...the best fed vermin in the world but you have to allow a little leeway: i am after all a mentally ill

tramp, n'est-ce pas?

19:08:12 lovely young man from sandwich shop "tossed" came by with free sandwiches for homeless. he

offered me a box of them to hand round to others

19:10:04 but i was just about to get into bed and feeling cold as well. didn't fancy the food as it looked a

little rich and the weather is hot but

19:11:24 it was really high quality. i am beginning to understand why others take more than they need - u

can't be sure what will be on offer to u...

19:12:30 ...on any given day - so grab everything and sort through it later discarding what u don't

want/need.

Saturday, 24th  of April.

07:15:28 well here's a thing. 5.30a.m. man starts to bed down near me. bit late mate, sun's already up.

happens a lot that many people who bed near..

07:16:30 ...near me are only actually there around times outreach operates. and outside daycentfre last

tuesday a man and a woman were discussing ...

07:17:20 ..."getting their story straight" but don't ask me to comment, i don't know nuffink.

07:18:54 p worried about being sent to another area of country - must find out about an advocate who

might be able to assist her communicate wishes

07:20:37 ASLAN - tea/cheese sandwich/club biscuit. good bcoz plain. the sandwich i got last week from

indys at LIF got chucked bcoz had pickle in...

07:21:55 ...sorry - just being honest. met american guy at run - waiting for long residence ilr. complained

that new york hostels wouldn't allow...

07:23:15 ...drunk people into shelter and also hand back alcohol in morning. i said might be legal rights

issue. actually doesn't bother me if quiet.

07:24:43 very quiet on streets last few nights.but last night gang of men crept up on me then shouted in

my ear - oh the jolly pranksters - such fun!

07:30:18 @Sockbook please god don't let anyone be filming me for youtube when i am at this low point in

my life. that's pretty messed up.

11:44:18 did the 8m shuffle to locker and praise be! i found a bra. now my nipples are safely contained i

feel i can face the world again!

11:45:19 feeling guilty about being hard on BI vendors. i used 2 buy it and i just want to know it does what

it says on the tin i.e. provides proper

11:48:50 employment to people seeking to take back responsibility for their own lives. sorry if i came

across as mean.

11:49:40 @randomhb thank you for helping me justify my behaviour!

11:59:34 @Sockbook maybe sometime in future when sorted i will help out!
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Sunday, 25th  of April.

05:04:24 slept in park yesterday but woke after nightmares - felt so cold had to wear gloves even though

hot day. then to join in st george's day...

05:05:38 ...singalong in traf.sq. of musichall songs - joined in with particular gusto with "if it's good enough

for nelson it's good enough for me!"

05:06:49 then left leg pain forced me into night shelter. one staff member late again-waited 10 minutes for

that. then kept waiting additional 20...

05:08:25 ...minutes with those who had no referral. daycentre say i am logged on system as can enter on

demand but have 2 wait like this if wrong...

05:10:28 ...people working. my nice lady last night and another guy who alwys pleasant but others

perhaps need change of career. very few guests ...

05:11:25 ...at shelter last night. but kept waking up as felt cold.

07:48:24 oh my word! P's a qualified nurse! worked in london hospitals for 10 yrs before "my head

collapsed in". i thought she had learning....

07:49:31 ...disabilities. wasn't sure if true but then she started describing all the medical procedures she

did. then i met a man "A" owned his ...

07:50:34 ...own home but then lost his job and then home in the recession. he's a self-effacing and gentle

soul. spoke to P and said he was proud...

07:51:27 ...of her having been a nurse. the streets are full of these wonderful people fallen on hard times

and aren't pushy enough to force their...

07:54:19 ...way back in. 2 soup runs this morning. first the "ilford boys" (and girl this time = 4). packed

lunch this time sandwich, crisps, juice..

07:55:29 ...and biscuits (7.30am) followed by SC with sandwiches - some homemade, some Pret. i had

the cheese - the cheese was nasty so i gave it...

07:57:56 ...to the birds. P said it was nasty too but she ate it anyway. 8 police walked by. "hello, good

morning I said". 7 looked away and 1 ...

07:58:46 ...tentatively said hello back. three cheers for community policing! ha ha!

Monday, 26th  of April.

11:15:27 such a day yesterday! entered daycentre - nice staff and very quiet so talked about thursday

incident. then met stitch (ban lifted) and...

11:16:19 b's back (split up again). they introduced me to a gang of others and we chatted and laughed

(guy with 2 black eyes beaten up on streets...

11:17:01 ...by strangers (football supporters) while he was drunk and couldn;t defend himself. others told

similar stories. Then we went out on an...

11:19:01 ...odyssey of london. can't relate much of what the guys got up to!! But I learned some things:

how to survive a long stretch in prison,...

11:20:12 ...what to search dustbins for, where you can store your gear in london, safe places to sleep and

more. I also learned two new soup runs...

11:21:15 ...we went to the waterloo bridge sally army lunch (sooo delicious - chilli and

potatoes/kitkats/fruit/bread - i was stuffed. stitch ate...

11:22:21 ...3 bowls! I also went to a different run in LIF (from a Catholic church? - not sure).  That was
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fairly civilised but after that another...

11:23:21 ...one came with a bag of leftover Pret sandwiches and people were ripping the sack away from

each other. I gave my food to Stitch bcoz...

11:24:21 ...I was eating in night shelter later (chicken&mushroom pasty and roast potatoes). referral

ended. now must speak to MHW every time I ...

11:25:18 ..want to sleep in. however i have offers from several groups who said I can sleep in their group

whcih I will do in bad weather. slept...

11:27:03 ...very badly last night and very cold, tired and hungry today. feeling a little unwell after busy

weekend.

11:28:21 one odd thing at LIF last night - smartly dressed man with laptop case at soup run taking

pictures. upset a few of us and very suspicious

13:01:51 I forgot: I have a new "street name" - I am now known as Tom to all the guys!

13:03:11 But I am starting to feel really exhausted - hope it's just temporary.

17:59:28 finished work - now in LIF (aka polish social club). not feeling well so here to meet and

greet/drink coffee/pass time till shelter at 10...

18:00:45 ...that is if we aren't kept waiting. problem is - need to be in coz not feeling well but get more run

down coz shelter cold/bed uncomfy...

18:02:15 ...and get less than 6 hours' sleep before they chuck us out again and insufficient sleep drags

me down v. quickly.

Tuesday, 27th  of April.

09:18:00 The whole gang turned up at LIF last night and there was plenty to go round. Both HK runs were

there and the indy family like last week...

09:19:11 ...I couldn't eat but all the guys queued up and filled my bag with chocolate and fruit for work

days. And J came back to see me! He looked

09:20:09 ...so well after only 6 days in sally army hostel - laughing and smiling. We walked to strand - so

much food being handed out. we just...

09:21:13 ...watched. Couple of groups handing out Pret sandwiches/yoghurt. And the big Kentucky queue

(couldn't get proper explanation - he sometimes

09:22:33 hands out chicken. The queue was huge. Guys said all were down from LIF and they were

already carrying bulging bags of food. guys who know..

09:23:40 ...me were throwing spares in my laundry bag - stop, no more. And then we got sockmobbed!!

by two lovely ladies and half a greengrocers...

09:24:30 ...and one of the guys said a man has been walking round soho handing out £20 notes. We said

it was out of control - such a free for all...

09:28:32 but we liked the sockmobbers - because the guys love being talked to and meeting new people

and they are coming to b's birthday party now!

09:30:33 and the night shelter was beautiful last night - only nice staff/very quiet/guests wandering round

and helping each other - such gentle...

09:31:31 ...dignity. It made me feel good. But I still slept badly.

13:30:37 went to daycentre to meet b. he was doing art class - he's really talented. i'm going to go next

week. finding it difficult to concentrate..

13:31:51 ...and i am really tired. getting sharp pains in my ankle and i must be careful because i got an
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infection there b4. just want to sleep.

19:44:14 this is the last night i can do in night shelter - rather a sore back from carrying gear than this

exhaustion. spent nice evening but now...

19:46:06 ...i could sleep in the middle of the strand and not care. worried about stitch so we went to LIF

(B and I). he was there. HK group, SVP ...

19:47:33 ...van with about 10 volunteers also came - some really old and frail. B said they'll get pushed to

ground - he has seen it happen b4. ...

19:49:03 ...and then ministry of ?prayer turned up. only about 60 eating last night so no running. then

passed strand - 2 sandwich runs - so much ...

19:50:20 ...out there it sickens me this evening. i am just eating at shelter. couldn't even bring myself to

eat stuff from soup runs yesterday.

19:51:32 B and other guys reminiscing about bull ring days. on and off the streets they come. i can't begin

to think how i can gather the strength...

19:52:11 ...to get myself together again.

19:53:52 that was all a bit bleak, sorry - i am a woman that thrives on a good night's sleep!

Wednesday, 28th  of April.

06:40:27 Slept a little better so that's good. Out again tonight so I can get a ten hour kip - but that's not

before I have done by 8M trek for gear

06:41:04 But I swear, the next homeless person to ask me if I am a secret millionaire $FH^*I?***$!!!

08:55:33 OK, definitely feeling better today. I had a blanket last night. Monday night another van came

after I left handing out blankets. B got ...

08:56:47 ...one and gave it to me. There was an argument later and one guy (a junkie) missed out on one

and threatened Stitch's friend who got last..

08:58:12 ...one. People a little worried as that guy is apparently carrying but nothing happened so far so it

has probably blown over. P missed ...

08:59:29 ...out on a blanket but got a pillow instead. She said "I can't be carrying this around all day will

you carry it instead".  So my already..

09:02:03 ...full bag now has a soggy pillow in it as well. Nearly May -that means 2 bank holiday

weekends. Sigh.The squirrels at least will eat well!

11:34:46 well that's decided. forgot daycentre closed early on wednesday so have no referral.

Thursday, 29th  of April.

06:45:24 Well last night was weird. So exhausted I bedded down even b4 it got dark. About 8.30

someone said "hello, sleeping beauty". J had brought..

06:46:40 ...me a banana and two kitkats and said he would pray for me. Then P woke me at 9. She asked

me to find her size 9 socks and a shopping...

06:49:00 ...trolley. I said I'd try. Then at 10 I got up to give the shopping trolley I had brought for another

lady to the night shelter to guard...

06:50:34 and then I settled back down. But 2 outreach people came to talk to me and said security were

going to move me on but I was determined not..

06:51:47 ...to get up. Then about 11.15 I heard a voice "Hello this is officer jerry, you know me". He pulled
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the covers off my face and took my ...

06:52:45 ...hand. "It's me, officer jerry" and I thought "yes I know you" but closed my eyes again. Then he

stroked my hair and rubbed my ear like...

06:53:37 ...you would do with a puppy and he kept holding my hand and saying "come inside". And I

couldn tell he wouldn't get impatient but I could..

06:54:18 ...also tell he wasn't going to give up so I came in. And there were others with him - all happy

and smily and super positive and I could...

06:55:03 ...barely open my eyes. All in all it was like being mugged by Barney the Dinosaur - confusing,

utterly surreal and yet strangely comforting

06:56:09 And he just kept wandering round the night shelter giving people the thumbs up and smiling so I

just felt calm not angry. And all the ...

06:56:50 ...ultra nice staff were working last night but in comparison they seemed subdued and quiet

when normally they would be chatting to peopple.

06:57:23 Anyway, he ruined my good night's sleep yet strangely I don't care.

07:00:13 I should say that I don't know him but the way he talked to me I felt at the time I did. I swear that

man could give Jesus a run for his...

07:00:41 ...money when it comes to waking the dead. (apologies to the man upstairs)

13:42:51 Went to daycentre - they r going to be moving people on all the time now. they also said they

can get me a hostel even with my complicated..

13:46:18 ...money situation. but walking back to work i felt like i was going to have a panic attack and i

feel dizzy now. so i am going to go to...

13:49:36 ...stay in shelter for few nights and then change my area - probably one of the parks. i feel safer

outside.

19:39:34 well here i am lying on the doorstep of the night shelter, exhausted and waiting for it to open,

thinking that yes i have finally lost it...

19:42:14 ...unwilling to go to another soup run bcoz i just can't face it right now ...and then a man comes

up with free food from "tossed" and ...

19:46:45 ...lays it in front of me and says "there you are love" and suddenly i realise i can still cope.

19:48:43 and people i don't want to make you jealous but it's crayfish salad!..... though i have no fork and

i'm starving...a modern day tantalus!

19:49:48 like i said to the MHW - the moment i am unable to find something to make me smile is the

moment you can start worrying about me.

Friday, 30th  of April.

08:15:38 Small miracle - rude kitchen assistant at shelter last night almost pleasant (in her own grudging

way).

08:16:23 I had a great sleep and I am feeling better for it. Looking at my situation, I don't understand how

I got to the point where I am accepting

08:17:34 ...so much help. That was never my intention - but I get offered so much and it is really hard to

resist. I need to create some space for...

08:19:00 ...a while. I will sort myself out I am sure. B has not been back for some days and neither has

stitch. J hasn't been to visit and the guys

08:20:10 who offered to share their sleeping spot with me have been brought into the shelter so now is a
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good time to go and spend a few days alone..

08:23:54 ...somewhere. It is going to rain this weekend but I like sleeping in the rain - reminds me of

eeyore gently floating down the river bcoz...

08:24:22 ...he had fallen in.

13:53:04 I have a flea bite ergo I am a flea bitten tramp.
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May

Saturday, 1st  of May.

07:07:49 last night went to strand for friday runs for the first time - met a sweet guy i know - peter. there

was the usual huddle getting sandwiches

07:10:27 hadn't realised b4 it was mr sockbook himself! then tea and fruit was handed out by another

group. there were 2 sets of people handing out

07:12:25 rice dishes and a korean church handing out chicken soup. peter invited me 2 the mcdaycentre

to escape the rain and i met other people

07:13:50 there including a guy with no support needs who has been living on buses for 6 months. peter

said we are all family and that's what keeps

07:17:09 people coming back 2 the streets. he had spent the whole day with a young guy who is on

drugs, trying to give up, detoxing himself whilst on

07:18:36 the street and peter just sat quietly with him all day to check he was safe and after the young

man was grateful. then the koreans started

07:20:00 singing hymns and others joined in. there was some voluntary outreach taking place and all was

friendly and pleasant. i met stitch who said

07:21:07 the night shelter won't let him stay bcoz he is looking 4 work now and he invited me to spend

saturday with him - he and his friend looked

07:22:39 quite down. they have decided to stop claiming benefits and stay outside. b apparently is back

with ex -he decided to attempt reconciliation

07:24:21 bcoz of rain! is it me or r night shelter staff now being nicer? next to shelter big red carpet

function during night with posh frocks and

07:26:12 loud music - u can keep it - i have found a better bunch of people. weekend task accomplished -

socks for P - still to complete translation

07:29:19 work for chinese guy who doesn't understand housing benefit forms and legal papers for yank.

lots to keep me busy today. also must get sleep

18:55:09 a woman at the daycentre this morning was insulting P over her facial hair. Passing by I

intervened and she threatened to hit me but staff

18:55:44 intervened quickly and later that day the woman came and apologised to me. Stitch and pal

didn't turn up to meet me but J had come and we

18:56:25 had lunch together at the "french cafe" aka the french church hand out in leic.sq. i just had a

sandwich and a couple of biscuits but they

18:57:20 handed out quite a substantial meal if wanted - chicken and rice/cake/biscuits/soup/unlimited

sandwiches/Pret food. Nice to be served inside

18:58:10 for a change. met some of the people who have left night shelter to move into hostels in

previous weeks. everyone was there. volunteerswere

18:59:09 lovely and one of the french guys was really cute - sorry can't help myself! then went to park to

sleep. j read his paper while I got in

19:00:00 sleeping bag but goddamn those mayday protesters bcoz the helicopters kept buzzing overhead

- then we had to escape the rain. i am soaked
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19:01:30 through and shivering now and have to endure five hours of that b4 night shelter opens again.

once again exhausted. j (and earlier peter)

19:02:45 said i need to accept help offered bcoz if i don't like it i can always go back to the street if i want.

i have decided to take their advice

19:03:26 and inquire on tuesday - they are right... if I don't like it I can go back on street and I have lost

nothing

Monday, 3rd  of May.

09:06:49 yesterday too cold/wet 4 computer! update: saturday night fish & chips everyone v. happy. night

shelter staff much improved & kitchen woman

09:07:47 now even friendly & chatty. don't think it will last - u can't go against type - but 4 now it is nice.

P's pillow mysteriously disappeared

09:11:53 one night last week so - dare i say it - my life is a little easier on that count. sunday morning: SC

tea & sandwiches but they buggered off

09:12:49 sharpish bcoz of rain. aargh it's raining again!

09:14:04 ok that's better. no ilford boys sunday. went to vaisakhi festival picked up free drinks. happy

vaisakhi! then to waterloo bridge 2 escape

09:15:03 rain. was feeling cold but not 2 tired bcoz slept in daycentre all morning. someone told me not 2

wait under waterloo bridge bcoz some

09:15:59 people were having sex there but i had an idea who it was and wandered down anyway. i was

right. nipper stood up and said hello and whilst

09:18:18 his girl pulled her pants back on he came over to chat to me. my how our values can so readily

change! whilst his girl went 2 get cleaned up

09:20:58 he told me his philosophy of the streets, of love, of money.there was actually a lot of sense in

what he said and i thanked him and meant it

09:22:47 sally army arrived: usual lovely fare, lovely people. P had come and kept asking me 2 ask 4

more chocolate & tea so couldn't really relax.

09:23:38 she wanted to spend the day with me but i was starting 2 get quite tired & cold again so asked if

i could leave and took her to the church

09:24:30 we'd spent half an hour in the church that morning sheltering from the rain - there is a whole

homeless congregation at 8am sitting in quiet

09:25:44 learned about 2 new runs from new friend. the watford run at LIF bottom centre of park late

friday - bricabrac like radios/clothes/whatever

09:26:58 they have and penge every fortnight by LIF toilets but i forgot what they do. had uncomfortable

sleep in college library till night shelter

09:28:18 this morning SC then daycentre but sitting area closed bcoz of lack of staff (sorry but that's poor

management)so outside again.

09:29:25 some thoughts: peter was explaining more about homeless approach to money/objects. am

beginning 2 understand. it goes like this: if someone

09:33:15 asks u 4 something and u have it and are not using it at that moment in time then u give it bcoz

they need it right now and u don't. u don't

09:34:26 need to worry about not having things in reserve bcoz when u r in need those things will be

provided in return. i call it the moses system!
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09:41:01 so it is not just a social network out here: it has its own system of economics and morality/code

of conduct. it is also very forgiving of

09:41:58 people's problems and also very egalitarian between men and women though u have 2 be

careful if someone is on something and it changes them.

09:44:43 tried moses system: had 20p that i found. guy asked 4 money towards bacon sarnie at

daycentre so gave. later at mcdaycentre was offered free

09:46:12 food by another of gang. felt so simple. i had a spare deodorant that i was saving. p needed 1

so i gave it to her bcoz i didn't need it yet

10:37:13 ok. just got shafted on moses system. new woman came over to me. "they won't let me in

daycentre have u got any food?" gave her my breakfast

10:40:28 then she walked into daycentre (so did i behind her) and she went and paid cash for a full

cooked breakfast. so...it's not foolproof!

13:28:25 Just had my fourth proposal of marriage in a fortnight!

13:28:50 ...I should say I turned it down!

14:19:52 Saw someone I know who stayed previously at night shelter - said i might be getting help with

accommodation but was worried that they might

14:20:27 make me see a doctor in exchange. she said: "Oh yes, it's ok you just pretend to be depressed

and see the doctor to get a place everyone has

14:22:26 to do that."......."No, I am really depressed." She paused then, looked upset and then said she

had to go. I won't say who it is.

17:42:36 tired and cold and vision/hearing a bit weird so come to LIF 4 cup of tea. maybe stitch will b here

to cheer me up. sun quite pleasant still

17:44:30 there's a couple of guys who work the fairgrounds here. one walked out on his partner last week

and has lived on streets on and off for 30

17:45:39 years. will spend a couple of weeks out using soup runs b4 heading off to a new fairground. B's

definition of rough sleeper is different: it

17:46:49 it someone who has slept rough and been part of community in past even though not

necessarily doing so now. that's why in his opinion it's

17:50:24 ok to keep accessing soup runs even if u have a home. it also explains why there are such

widely variable figures on how many sleep rough

17:51:45 (I'm studying maths - that's why i love all this data gathering/analysis! - all 4 my own

amusement. i know it's sad really.)

Tuesday, 4th  of May.

06:37:03 Thank God I am back to work! Last night had a go at man for trying to sneak in lit cigarette to

night shelter. I don't know how anyone can

06:37:45 afford to smoke. P spends £20 a day on tobacco! Afterwards felt very agitated and couldn't talk

to/help anyone. Feeling very nervous about

06:38:22 asking for help today and not sure if I can go through with it - very tearful, feeling aggressive like

I want to start a fight with everyone

06:39:02 Yesterday new young guy at hostel. He had been riding buses until found by outreach - said he

was on verge of breaking law to go to prison

06:39:49 just so he had someowhere to stay.
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10:00:58 Been to daycentre but looks like hostel is probably no go. feeling really down about it now bcoz

it looks like I am going nowhere for ...

10:01:50 ...foreseeable future. I knew if I started to get my hopes up about anything and was let down I

would feel worse. I feel silly for going in.

10:02:36 Now I have to go to college to explain why I am incredibly far behind with my work and why I

shouldn't be thrown out. Good day so far.

14:18:00 Forgot to log runs last night: LIF HK curry/choc/banana/bisc. usual and Indy goody bag as

usual. I went to Strand met P and picked up ...

14:22:15 Colonel goody bag - first you choose sandwiches, then you get a goody bag with

crisps/juice/fruit/biscuits/cupcake/penguin biscuit, then tea

14:23:06 and then a guy came round with individually wrapped cake. just had sandwich for my lunch. i

have a drawer full of chocolate which i can't ..

14:28:15 eat bcoz i am trying to be healthy. i am building for my own amusement a ranking system of the

soup runs with prizes in different categories

14:30:30 met some newly arrived irish that P and i took to colonel run. the daycentres are turning them

away and saying go home at moment. and most

14:32:01 of people in shelter are new now. everyone has been moved on into hostels. some only have 2

wait 2/3 nights,some a few weeks but they all go

14:34:10 in case you were wondering i don't collect all the food on offer at the runs - mostly i am just nosy

to see what there is!

16:48:30 Feeling bad about P bcoz I didn't help her with sleeping bag this morning - just wanted to shut

off from people. Also feeling sad bcoz the

16:49:22 hostel bed she is so desperate to occupy is now taken up by that person who is throwing the

medication she has been prescribed in the bin &

16:50:22 is pretending to be depressed when they see a doctor. yet at the same time i don't blame them

for doing what they have to do to get a bed...

16:51:37 my problem is i need to be a better liar but i couldn't live with myself if i denied a more deserving

person through deception. many people

16:52:35 in my office are registered as "homeless" with council pretending to be sleeping on friends'

floors etc even though they actually live at

16:53:53 home with parents or something similar. i couldn't say that. but again i do commiserate. it's

difficult to know what 2 do. even if i had the

16:55:23 money i wouldn't go into private rental in london again. i am out again tonight and just thinking

about it my chest pains/anxiety is easing

Wednesday, 5th  of May.

08:34:44 Good evening : hot topic of conversation last couple of weeks the election. Straw poll -too close

to call with support 4 all 3 parties but

08:38:03 no support for BNP thankfully. Stitch and friend Penfold were there at sandwich run. Stitch got

me a smoked salmon sandwich. Apologised for

08:38:57 standing me up on saturday -had spent friday night watching cartoons through TV shop window

with penfold then slept all next day. B back!

08:40:20 He has been sleeping in a shed and has hurt his hands falling into bucket of white spirit. He's

lost his coat somewhere. Goddamn BBC weather
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08:44:06 slept out until 12.30a.m. then night shelter manager came to see me - r u coming in? no. then 5

minutes later changed my mind. the bbc said

08:45:38 it was going to be 9 degrees last night - my arse! it was freezing. everyone relating fights that

have been happening recently -this weekend

08:53:03 very fractious by all accounts including serious fight at LIF last Friday. decided going to face

JHT tomorrow... breathe deep and relax!

08:54:28 On the way to work met Harold and another guy. I never made any friends at daycentre it was

all at the soup runs.

08:56:07 In the way that prison teaches criminals new tricks, the soup runs teach you how to be

"successfully" homeless!

13:39:19 I am feeling a little feral today. I think everyone who disagrees with the lack of housing rights in

private sector should live on streets

13:41:41 as well. Could start a revolution. Lots of guys told me to go to parliament sq. with tent and sign

saying "peace" - maybe if weather bad!

15:05:53 @TBIF I know the answer to that: 2.5 months!

15:08:15 2 things I forgot about yesterday: had my first proposition for sex for money (glad to see I've still

got it!) and there was a different

15:11:05 soup run on strand. three middle aged women with crisps/cereal bars and fresh orange. don't

know where they were from. there at same time as

15:13:51 sandwiches but i don't think were connected. ladies: make them queue! the huddle approach

only works for sandwichmen. could be dangerous 4 u

16:08:25 Just thinking about my proposition last night: I gave the guy short shrift but it is really bugging

me now - I should have asked how much...

16:12:17 bcoz there's this other guy "teddy" who is a mad rough looking fellow and he got offered £10 just

for a BJ and I am desperate to be sure...

16:16:04 I'd have been offered more. Is that very wrong of me?...maybe just a little wrong...but still

curious...will def. ask next time!

Thursday, 6th  of May.

06:41:21 Nipper got arrested last night - I have to say it was slightly over-zealous of police officer. Nipper

had shouted at policevan as it passed

06:42:08 they couldn't have understood what he was saying as his accent is thicker than rab c.nesbitt's.

then they gave him a warning but nipper

06:42:51 wouldn't let it go so they booked him. policeman less zealous about making sure nipper had his

things with him -i had to go up to him and

06:43:53 ask and it turns out he had a rucksack somewhere that took me and the others some time to

find. otherwise nice evening. talking to some of

06:44:38 the ladies in LIF while waiting for B. I pointed out to them that they made more money on

benefits than I did working and they agreed. they

06:45:26 were shocked when I said I couldn't afford the bus. Even so - they get everything free from the

handouts (they have council flats). They are

06:46:29 nice ladies but even so the younger ones are capable of performing some kind of work - to be

on disability that long is just kinda pointless
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12:07:13 Met JHT today. I haven't been very helpful to P recently and she is in a bad mood bcoz she has

run out of money for tabac so I have bought

12:09:03 her a packet as a peace offering. hope she is at film night tonight so i can give it to her - think it

will cheer her up a lot.

12:09:31 It has seriously depleted my £10 spending money for May, though.

22:41:28 I can't face another weekend.

Monday, 10th  of May.

12:08:44 Not dead just lazy. Had a bit of a "moment" on Friday and got upset. Asked to be considered for

FOPE bed as exams fast approaching and I

12:10:28 can't concentrate at all to study. wild rumours flying around at moment: the police have been

going round hostels - we think e.euros being

12:12:44 deported. sorry but we are all happy about that no matter what others might think. when you

have a service designed for people with serious

12:15:21 and longstanding mental health/substance abuse problems - it is going to be explosive when

that service becomes swamped by groups of fit and

12:16:36 healthy young men who simply want to take advantage of free internet and cheap food and are

very openly pushing the others out of the way to

12:17:50 get what they want. many people on the streets are loners whereas the e.euros tend to be part

of quite strong networks and again this works

12:19:38 against the people that these services are meant to be for. Sorry but I  have to let people know

"our" side of the issue bcoz no-one asks.

12:23:23 Anyway. Friday we helped Mr Sockbock with his security which went well! Saturday went to

French cafe but no cute guy this time. awww. spent

12:25:47 morning with B but was overwhelmed by spending too much time in people's company and had

to leave in afternoon. B has declared feelings.

12:27:40 Had 5th proposal from another guy - he gave me 62p as engagement present from his big issue

sales! Stich and Penfold look like death and I

12:29:22 told them they are to get hostel places NOW. Stitch looks like he might top himself and he and

Penfold are wrecking themselves. Stitch fell

12:30:25 in camden canal while crossing a log to look at a goose. he looks really ill so I gave him all my

money and he bought a drink to sterilise

12:31:34 himself from the inside out. money well spent bcoz he looked better next day. they are looking

into hostels today thank God. night shelter

12:32:39 staff 45 minutes late saturday night (frequently 10 minutes late other nights) - i have nothing

more to say on that subject - it's boring me

12:35:39 went to P's daycentre this morning to enquire about what's happening with her - they wouldn't

speak to me. got upset but afterwards I was

12:36:45 relieved I had hit the ceiling on helping her (not that I agree with the way she is being handled).

got thrown out of LIF on Sunday for

12:38:13 sleeping on grass then later helped chase men away who were filming and claimed to be from

centrepoint - like hell they were.

12:41:10 Sorry quick food review: Sunday morning House of Bread fry-up on The Strand excellent/neat
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queue. People came just for it and there was so

12:42:21 much for everyone (plus clothes). Saturday St Giles in the Fields SC. Everyone said food was

nice and I got a couple of books to read.

22:02:44 latest news: anyone found sleeping near westminster cathedral is receiving a one week ban

from the passage homeless daycentre

Tuesday, 11th  of May.

09:03:41 So I was right about the friendliness not lasting. Had to make an official complaint last night

about staff attitude. Then I thought why do

09:04:32 I keep subjecting myself to this? When I sleep out and I get abused by public it is nothing

personal: they are attacking an idea of who they

09:05:22 think I am. But at the night shelter they know our names and maybe something of why we are

they and to be insulted there is something else.

09:08:40 But I keep going back bcoz I am weak - especially as it is cold at moment -so deliberately got

myself banned this morning by getting up late

15:22:56 MHW said 2day: 'do u still want 2 b banned from night shelter?' 'Yes' 'Let me know when u want

us 2 stop banning u'

Wednesday, 12th  of May.

08:46:07 Stitch has been picked up on an outstanding warrant and is as we speak being escorted to the

other end of the country. Gave him my number.

08:47:30 Talking with Polish guy last night - they ARE deporting people and it is driving the e.euros up

from Victoria to "our side" of town bcoz

08:48:42 that is where the main focus is at moment. Very weird atmosphere. Slept out with B in new spot

last night. We got told to get off the drugs

08:50:35 and also that we stink of urine - but that just made us giggle. Penfold doesn't know what to do

with himself without stitch poor guy but as

08:51:26 long as stitch isn't going to be in for a long time then a roof over his head for a while might not

be a bad thing. will send things & visit

Thursday, 13th  of May.

12:13:59 Poor penfold! he says he has an idea what stitch has been picked up for and we could be

talking years. am going to try and contact prison.

12:15:55 Moving on news: two of our number left the hostel they were placed in bcoz of restrictions on

what they could do (including not allowed to

12:17:12 look for work - can that be right?) B thought he was being taken to move into a hostel but it was

only an interview and he has to wait up to

12:18:13 a couple of months to actually move in and he is miserable about it and thinking of giving up.

Penfold walked out of his hostel after one

12:18:59 night bcoz he was sharing a room with a guy who took drugs in the shared bathroom and has

now received a two month ban from applying for a

12:20:09 new hostel place bcoz he didn't tell them why he walked out(bcoz technically grassing), P still
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not housed bcoz we think her daycentre want

12:21:17 her to be close to her family who only occasionally visit whereas in London she has friends and

places to go everyday and people watch out 4

12:22:31 her. and me? the FOPE bed I asked for so I could prepare for my exams will not now be

available until afterwards so I am not bothering.

12:23:41 I need to just get used to the fact that I am going to be out here long term. But I can do this.

12:24:46 Last night freezing and kept getting woken up. Four nice men came by: they gave us jaffa cakes

and said every wednesday 8pm south side of

12:25:43 waterloo bridge hot drinks and snacks and told us to come next week. will go check it out - I

think Christian group. how would the homeless

12:26:43 survive without believers?

14:08:53 I feel like I have fallen off a cliff and by chance landed on a narrow shelf. If I stay where I am I

will be fine but if I make a move I'll

14:09:44 plummet. I honestly don't think the daycentre staff know what to do with me. I don't know what to

do with me.

14:11:03 I slept from 4.30pm yesterday outside bcoz exhausted. am going to go to sleep straight after

work again today.

14:15:01 @nibblescribbler literary fiction/science/history. there is a good mobile homeless library run by

the Quakers that is free to use

Friday, 14th  of May.

06:27:09 feeling miserable yesterday evening so started to bed down in daylight and whilst doing so a

pigeon pooed all over me and it's in my hair.

06:28:10 then a man in a smart suit kicked me. didn't say anything - just kicked me hard once and carried

on walking.

06:30:17 we all have bad days and if i as a homeless person am able to give back to society in this way

then i am happy to be of service. kick away!

06:32:23 a nice man did stop and talk to me though just b4 it all went wrong with the pigeon etc. and i am

going to give him an 8 for cuteness!

06:33:48 harold did come over to talk though. i didn't realise he was insane. he showed me a picture of

his mum-it was the queen. u heard it here 1st

06:34:43 also it is FREEZING at night at the moment.

09:57:41 she lives to fight another month - just made this month's bills with £2 to spare. not going to allow

£10 spending money next month.

09:58:58 B still waiting for his benefits (about 2 months now). he is surviving on soup runs, dog ends and

money people give him. he is really down.

10:02:49 forgot to say those women with carrier bags came back tuesday to strand with sandwiches this

time -worst soup run EVER for unfairness/danger

14:26:40 just popped out for shower at daycentre. I am now de-pigeon-pooed (what a wonderful language

English is!)

14:27:39 A lot of Big Issue vendors guessed straightaway it was me. They seem fine about it. I have

always been very honest about my opinions to all.

14:31:59 Birthday planning for B this weekend to cheer him up. Have to get him a great present. Going to
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have homeless b'party in park - where else!!

Sunday, 16th  of May.

03:44:41 slept in st james park. b said he felt intimidated at number of gangs of drinkers sleeping in there

which really says something. but police

03:46:43 were on patrol and arrested a gang of 5 e.euros that were near us on drugs charges. then we

moved and found a hot air vent to lie by - bliss

03:48:34 yesterday felt so angry that the one thing i had asked 4 - i.e, room 4 my exams - had fallen

through that i decided want 2 go my own way as

03:49:36 much as poss. a guy who has known the system a long time said it is all about statistics rather

than helping people in the way that is right

03:50:35 for them. one of the women at night shelter has been sectioned for not washing and eating from

bins but have u ever been on a psych ward?

03:52:08 she is better off eating from a bin. i feel very disillusioned at moment. and we were right about

the soup runs being squeezed. they r being

03:53:24 shut 1 by 1. sunday 4.30pm curry run has finished on order of police and others r 2 follow. i

understand about people coming out of hostels

03:54:45 to use soup runs now. residents have 2 pay a lot of their dole cash to supplement housing

benefit and most have no cooking facilities but

03:56:08 provide only a couple of meals a day. had spaghetti bolognese from church soup run at 6.45pm

on strand sunday - delicious. now at climate

03:57:45 change protest 4 something 2 do. i think B said it 4 us all when he said: "free the polar bears,

you f****** c****.!"

03:59:38 sorry did any of that make sense? i am really cold and exhausted!

17:31:17 Friday night - covert filming of soup run taking place. Confronted man. From Iqra TV. Explained

that they should make aware what they were

17:32:20 up to bcoz people in queue might be running away from abusive relationships and many of guys

have serious criminal records. They could have

17:32:53 put themselves or others in serious danger. They promised to obscure faces. They are making

documentary about rough sleeping to motivate

17:33:23 Muslims to get involved. I said they should contact agencies like Thames Reach bcoz there is

good provision at moment and agencies trying to

17:34:11 coordinate volunteers at moment. They are interviewing rough sleepers individually (I know

some people who have - they are paying £10 for)

17:35:14 This morning the building where B and I were taking advantage of hot vents turned them

freezing on us. Went and slept on grass in traf.sq.

17:36:00 10.00a.m. national gallery security moved us on. Sunday afternoon is worst for me - always

feeling sick and exhausted. not feeling well now.

17:36:49 hot cheeks/tired. returning to usual spot tonight and told B to go into night shelter. my leg is

v.weak again and i need sleep without chat.

17:38:38 But this has been the easiest weekend for me in ages. Best to go at things slowly - & take full

advantage of soup runs as they break day up.

17:39:48 Saturday evening 8.30p.m. south american church in strand handed out good clothes and high
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quality toiletries and hot drinks/biscuits.

17:41:08 Anti-capitalist demo in parliament sq. has attracted a number of homeless. word travels fast

among us - have heard that restaurants drop off

17:41:34 good grub there in evening for protestors.

17:45:07 Took momentous decision yesterday - am no longer going to refuse money offered to me - I

don't care anymore. Hate not being able to buy a

17:46:21 ...coffee when thirsty. The guys have been encouraging me 2 sell Big Issue. They said I would

do well at it as girls get more pity sales.

Monday, 17th  of May.

09:19:29 Sixth proposal yesterday afternoon - wooed me with offers of a wedding reception consisting of

sandwiches on the strand.

09:20:46 Soup run news: Before the sally army turned up under waterloo bridge sunday, one of the

regular runs from elsewhere arrived with spicy veg

09:21:40 ...one of the Indian groups. They said they are adding waterloo bridge to their usual circuit (one

off or regular). had that for late dinner

09:23:15 slept in new spot last night - very dry but very noisy. also no help around if needed. B was

frozen and left to spend night by air vents.

09:26:05 One of our group was arrested yesterday for hitting one of the women in the face. He was

unanimously condemned.

09:27:53 That woman, sweet girl though she is, has been barred from the daycentre now because she

has council flat - quite right too.

Tuesday, 18th  of May.

08:40:28 Last night tried to stop group of men bedding down near me in my original spot. They argued

back and I was punched and knocked to ground.

Thursday, 20th  of May.

17:03:23 Strange week: I have a multicoloured knee from my encounter with the ground a few days ago

but am otherwise well - promised not 2 start

17:04:48 another fight with gang of men again. B has left night shelter to keep an eye on me. B and I r

officially dating! I bought him a lighter and

17:06:30 some loveheart sweets 4 his bday and we borrowed money 4 a hotel and just spent the whole

day washing and sleeping - he said best bday ever

17:08:21 met with JHT doctor 2day. after upset & angry at myself. then i thought "get a grip" and hav

decided i will write my life down 4 when/if i

17:09:53 feel able to meet him again and possibly that will be easier 4 me. was wrong about curry run

having shut on sunday coz someone went to it

17:11:54 and it was there so u can't believe all rumours. B begged me not 2 tell but he saw titanic 14

times at the cinema on his own when it came

17:15:13 out first time round and he knowsthe words off by heart. if u knew the criminal record of this guy

u would laugh as much as i did.
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17:17:43 B and I loving our new sleeping spot by vents - not bothered by anyone and warm and cosy.

17:18:53 This week on shorthours at work so attended some groups at daycentre - a group developing

tour of homeless london "the real rough guide",

17:19:43 art class and singing class. also went on tour of ben franklin's house - all good.

17:30:28 To the person who asked about books: i can't find contact details of quaker mobile library but

daycentres and simon community give out books

17:31:29 ...so u could donate 2 them or other donations contact @jeremyswain for ideas as he is very

approachable on twitter.

17:34:55 to @dublog - very random comment. i don't have an iphone and if i did how would that make u

cynical?

17:36:30 @randomhb - they were 6 separate ones. i think i am dazzling the street community with my full

set of private dental plan gnashers

Friday, 21st  of May.

06:26:26 Last night got my first "drop" (cash donation from public) - though technically it was given to B.

The couple were really sweet but kept

06:27:23 saying how disappointed they would be if we spent it on drugs (the guy said I looked out of it -

was not...u woke me up I was sleeping!)

06:28:12 Actually they were extremely lucky bcoz they found just about the only 2 rough sleepers in

london that don't drink/do drugs (got £20). We

06:28:47 bought chocolate and a soft drink and B is going to get his hair cut today. I am keeping the

change for emergency coffee money. On way to

06:29:29 shop B met a friend round the corner who had received a £40 drop - he had told the guy he was

a recovering junkie but had given it up now.

06:30:31 As soon as the guy was gone though he had spent it on crack. Peter was looking after a young

autistic man who had been sexually abused on

06:31:33 street - when we left them, several of our group were escorting him to somewhere he could stay

for the night b4 finding proper accomm 2moro.

06:35:29 After B left me this morning a guy who had been watching from a distance came up and offered

me "help". Heard it all b4 mister - walk on!

09:13:49 Almost forgot: Tuesday I passed my 3 month rough sleeping anniversary. 1 more month and

can count in whole percentage points of my life.

21:08:55 Sitting in our warm vent spot. Was just singing "He's a tramp" to B and he joined in. He loves

that music genre.

Saturday, 22nd  of May.

07:16:09 I think it's safe to say i have a problem with boundaries. one of the main reasons i am out here is

the fact that i have a compulsive need

07:17:22 to help other people. unfortunately that doesn't mean i get much in the way of love and support

in return. i lent an ex-friend £5,000 for

07:18:32 university fees and other things, completed all her essays in years 2 & 3 of her degree, and

helped her with countless other lesser things.
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07:20:20 and now i am not in a position to give anymore i am discarded and betrayed. it struck me 4 the

first time this morning that i am unable 2

07:21:36 recognise when i am being used. i just can't bear seeing people in distress and have 2 do

something. can people take advantage of that?

07:26:20 other news: friday soup run is always busy bcoz so many groups come. left without anything in

the end bcoz there were so many e.euros i felt

07:27:44 really uncomfortable and they kept pushing in front of me and i couldn't be bothered in the end.

07:29:39 attended a drug and alcohol support group at daycentre yesterday 4 something 2 do. it turned

out 2 b the best fun - definitely my favourite!

07:31:15 woke up to a £2 drop on my pillow this morning. this is the first money that has been given

directly 2 me. not going to spend it - just keep

07:32:30 and decide what 2 do with it later. i promised in the beginning to fundraise for homeless charity

so may put it towards that. i promise 2

07:33:18 confess if i fail to live up to that!

20:22:46 J came back today! he had heard on the grapevine about my trouble this week and came back

yesterday 2 hav "an irish word" with the culprit.

20:26:32 i explained about b and i and that i didn't think he was coming back and he said it would all work

out in the end.

20:27:46 hot day today - lots of little fights among guys from drinking in the sun. got sandwiches from

french cafe and had picnic in the park with

20:29:00 all the guys playing football which allowed me 2 take a nap. saw P - she is out of money so

made b give her 2 roll-ups. she says they r now

20:31:22 talking about giving her a place in a high support hostel in london which is great news. J said he

is coming back to see me tuesday and i am

20:32:37 going to help him with his maths GCSE homework.

Sunday, 23rd  of May.

11:11:15 they turned the hot air vents off - i guess they're trying 2 get rid of us. b woke up frozen as they

started blasting cold air instead.

11:12:30 just thinking about what j said: he told me off for getting myself barred - he said it wasn't the

action of an educated woman - of course he

11:13:51 is right. he also told me to find out about hostel beds again. i'll see about that. b and i are on

brighton beach - he got a little anxious

11:15:11 leaving westminster and he looks like a lost boy here! i've sent him 2 buy sunglasses - he went

off without taking money till i called him

11:15:39 back - we r working on him paying for things today!

11:22:30 a rich guy gave my friend and her friend £160 cash this week.he said he normally gives direct 2

charity but just this once as they looked ok

11:23:59 the 18 year old spent all £160 on vodka, started banging her head against pavement and ended

up arrested 4 drunk & disorderly.

11:24:47 i think there was a perfect case of better off continuing to give direct to charity.
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Monday, 24th  of May.

07:31:10 feeling very stressed about exams. impossible to prepare like this. must get sicknote from

doctor.

Tuesday, 25th  of May.

09:15:45 @Pavementmag - the ban from the passage story was not rumour - it was based on an official

poster on the noticeboard in the passage.

09:16:48 That 18 year old now sectioned - drank a bottle of vodka and smashed herself in the face with

the bottle. hospital best place for her.

09:17:56 One of the others collapsed with appendicitis - luckily a passerby paid for a taxi to hospital - the

things people will do for a sicknote!

09:19:08 group of people crossed street last night to step over B and I in our sleeping bags. We started

saying: "best ride in London. Only £1 to..

09:20:00 ...step over a tramp or £1.50 to step over £2, splash out £3 and you can kick us too". The next

lot who tried to do the same we told that we

09:20:44 had been ripped off by one of those £19 travelodge deals. and then when some others gave us

funny looks we said ryanair have started doing

09:21:36 hotels - walls and roofs carry an extra charge. B went to toilet this morning in covent garden.

there were SIX people asleep on floor. So...

09:22:04 ...the new nickname for the public loos is "travelodge".

12:01:11 out of the blue i have an interview at hostel today with possible move in straightaway - i'm in

shock and a bit scared.

Wednesday, 26th  of May.

11:22:50 Yesterday despite having an appointment the hostel weren't expecting me. but they saw me

anyway. they didn't know it was a fope bed and said

11:24:33 they would have to find out about that bcoz full price was 815 a month (with grotty shared

bathrooms). i thought it looked pretty depressing

11:25:51 also the commute is too far and i have no money for transport. but it may be useful respite and it

is the same hostel b is waiting 4. i am

11:27:27 now wasting another day waiting 2 hear if i can move in tonight. if not i am not going to bother

with a hostel place at all.

11:28:31 last night someone left £5 on my pillow - so my charity fund now stands at £7.

15:13:55 in my new bedroom - unfortunately it is evident to me if not to anyone else that i won't get

funding beyond the 3 weeks so i will just treat

15:15:21 this as temporary respite. likes about hostel: nice area, airy rooms, good facilities. dislikes: only

3 large tables in dining room so can't

15:16:51 sit alone, other resident playing loud music and can hear them chatting from my room, world's

smallest bed. going to meet b later to bring

15:17:51 him back to stay tonight. he can stay 2 night per week. will try for me - if not allowed will just

sleep out with him when he can't come in.

15:18:42 also i have no idea where this leaves me with the daycentre. does this mean i don't talk to them
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anymore?

Thursday, 27th  of May.

11:08:31 within half an hour of arriving back at hostel last night the residents on either side of my room

had had a go at me. one has what i think

11:10:07 is some kind of ocd problem around cleanliness and was trying to block me from using the toilet

and started swearing at me bcoz i refused to

11:11:35 engage her in conversation - which i considered perfectly reasonable in the circumstances. i

also had an official complaint pushed under my

11:13:41 door about me playing loud music when i don't even have a radio or anything. i feel really

isolated here and b didn't turn up at rendezvous

11:15:08 and a pigeon pooed in my hair again but i was too scared to leave my room to take a shower.

12:41:16 those women with the carrierbags were on the strand again a couple of nights ago. they are not

with a church or other organisation - just a

12:42:20 group of friends. they kept ignoring me and letting other men push in front of me - i guess they

looked more homeless even though i was

12:44:06 sleeping rough and knew that they weren't. B had got angry about being pushed out of the way

and had left with no food - his benefits still

12:45:23 aren't sorted after more than 2 months waiting so he relies exclusively on handouts at the

moment to eat.

12:46:25 the problem is most street handouts are chaotic and untargeted at genuine homeless. three or

four groups might come with food but the same

12:48:16 pushy people seem to get to the front of each.

12:49:09 i'm sick in bed today - the mattress is too comfy!

13:04:44 forgot to say the news about P - she is considering going home bcoz she is not bring found a

place here. she has been in the night shelter

13:05:53 48 nights now. she is concerned she won't get a place at home and will simply be sent back to

hospital for convenience. she keeps coming to

13:06:37 london everytime she is released from hospital bcoz she knows people and there are hostels

she can go to.

14:18:24 just summoned courage to get a shower - my word i give it 9 and a half out of 10. it may be old

but the pressure and temperature are perfect

14:19:30 used my bedsheet for a towel but coming back into the room i noticed a towel had been placed

on back of chair - oh well. someone had left

14:20:14 2 in 1 shampoo/conditioner in my room - the hostel or previous occupant? anyway it did the

trick. i haven't felt this clean in ages.

14:21:05 in case you were thinking i am all sweetness and light - i did have a go at a beggar in charing

cross station last night. he asked me for

14:22:18 money and i replied "I sleep rough. do you sleep rough? i don't think so. so f*** off back to

ireland and take your crack habit with you"

14:26:06 i think it was harsh but fair (i was in bad mood after b didn't turn up). he apologised and didn't

contradict me so i think i got it right.

14:26:23 he still carried on begging though.
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14:27:53 b will be shocked when he hears i swore - i hardly ever do.

23:22:34 in case you ever wondered it takes nearly 3 hours to complete a missing person's report. just

arrived back at hostel after midnight.

23:22:58 neigbouring bedroom blasting music.

23:27:31 fantastic - now being threatened by woman on other side of bedroom. she is smoking into

corridor and i seriously doubt it is tobacco.

23:28:41 i can't stay here. it is meant to be low needs but the women here have quite serious mental

health needs. they are swearing outside my room

23:29:50 now calling me a f****** irish woman and a gypsy... which i find confusing.

23:33:04 i need b with me. the two women from each room on either side are shouting abuse at me

through walls.

23:36:15 great she has turned the music up higher. i will have to complain. the staff here at least are very

nice.

23:41:47 low needs??! one of residents just been arrested and day i came for interview police had also

been called. surely the streets are safer.

Friday, 28th  of May.

11:35:07 at least it's not just me - ocd lady just been aggressive with another resident for using "her"

toilet.

11:36:18 i've just realised it's a bank holiday weekend so that's one major advantage 2 this place - don't

have 2 wander for 3 days. but feel really

11:36:52 cut off here. am 3 miles from daycentre and usual places.

13:43:55 just had phonecall from homeless unit about looking for b. the police have been very helpful and

kind.

21:00:14 b just phoned. i think the police must have caught up with him bcoz only they know my phone

number.

Saturday, 29th  of May.

00:10:21 b phoned me from night shelter - he is staying there tonight. i have to ring the homeless unit in

morning and cancel missing person thing.

00:11:13 he also said they have told him he is moving into this hostel on monday.

00:13:11 i cried on the phone when he said it was him and he told me he loved me but i am sending him

back to square one.

Monday, 31st  of May.

09:54:16 Met B Saturday lunchtime. He had come back wednesday evening and had just missed me and

had been wandering around trying to find me. that

09:55:03 ...excuse from anyone else would be unbelieveable but he is that hopeless. so he has been

staying with me for the last 2 nights. on the way

09:55:51 ...home we passed through berkeley sq. and both being nat king cole fans we had to have a

little dance. the hostel seems better to me now he
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09:56:32 ...is with me. the moment he walked through the door he set to cleaning my room and i thought

this man's a keeper! he also knows almost

09:57:22 ...everyone who is staying here so i feel more comfortable with the other people now. we have

had to share my meals the last couple of days

09:58:21 ...because he still hasn't been paid his benefits (about 10 weeks now) but we should be able to

supplement it with snadwiches this week bcoz

09:59:29 ...most of the hostels get free leftover sandwiches most evenings from pret (there are no

cooking facilities and only 2 meals are provided)

10:02:47 ...the food is pretty good though. yesterday i had to walk nearly 10 miles to get clean clothes

from my locker and my legs are killing now.

10:03:35 News: two from our daycentre have lost relatives this week to dodgy heroin.

10:06:25 I was reading that retweet about giving money to beggars and a lot of people commented how

will people buy toiletries like tampons

10:11:46 The daycentres provide free:

shampoo/conditioner,soap,tampons/towels/liners,razors/foam,towels,laundry

powder,deodorant,toothbrush/paste

10:16:24 one major problem with shelter mealtimes: not designed for people who work. on workdays i can

only make one of the meals. the guys who have

10:17:12 ...been doing this a long time said years ago everyone in the homeless hostels worked. the

system doesn't seem to cater for workers anymore.

10:19:00 ...i guess when people complain about the homeless not working - the only answer is that they

can't afford to otherwise they won't get help.

14:04:16 just walked 2 daycentre and back with b - round trip of 6 miles only to find he still hasn't been

paid his money. dead on feet but at least

14:04:57 ...we can get a cup of tea when necessary. we are hungrier in the hostel than we were when

sleeping rough though bcoz too far from soup runs

14:06:04 we have come up with plan 4 when i get rejected 4 funding. i am going to stay in his room at

weekend and sleep in covent garden during week.

14:07:35 news from daycentre: one of guys is going down 4 gbh 2moro. they were helping him plan what

2 have in his pocket 4 when he attends court.

14:09:41 all the guys have an encyclopaedic knowledge of sentencing tariffs and offences. apparently if a

cut is greater than 1.5inches that is gbh.
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June

Sunday, 6th  of June.

17:28:41 i'm going to be heading back out onto the streets in the next couple of days. will update later on

why.

20:36:25 2moro will take basics with me and start sleeping out again. not bothering with daycentre now

and outreach hardly ever come round so that is

20:38:02 no problem there. actually really looking forward to going "home" to the streets. i still need time

2 move my things from hostel room which

20:38:56 will take a week to sort out so i will have 2 pop back for that but this place is not right 4 me at all.

i will comment honestly when i have

20:39:45 left. right now i don't feel comfortable doing that seeing as i am living under the same roof.

Monday, 7th  of June.

15:18:44 packing my bag to go out this evening - actually feeling quite excited and relieved.

Thursday, 10th  of June.

15:17:28 So I slept out Monday night in the rain and everything and it was the best night's sleep I have

had in the past couple of weeks even though

15:18:33 ...I was on my own and I got soaked! Then Tuesday afternoon was a women's group session at

daycentre with free hair/beauty so I had my first

15:19:19 ...proper haircut for more than 20 years which was very scary (I am a kitchen scissors girl

normally) and even had layers put in. I was

15:20:13 ...miserable before but really happy afterwards. I also had my makeup done. It was good fun.

Then B called and we finally got to the bottom

15:21:11 ...of what is going on - he tells me everything eventually. I am really happy with him. It is almost

certain that I have found my future

15:22:10 ...husband in him (he has proposed already - that makes 7!!) but we have only been together a

month. We are absolutely compatible and I can

15:23:38 ...even cope with his very strange habits and background. He made me come back to the hostel

for a couple of nights but I will have to leave

15:24:16 ...again this weekend which is half down to me and half down to the hostel. Firstly before I forget

I should mention that B's health is very

15:25:36 ...much improved. He has started eating properly (kind of) again. I recognised straightaway that

he was anorexic (or on the verge of) and he

15:26:30 ...eventually admitted that he was starving himself as a method of suicide. I hope I was not the

only one to notice that a man that slim who

15:27:26 ...is not on drugs surely has an eating disorder of some description. It really peed me off when I

moved into the hostel they wouldn't let B
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15:28:11 ...share my food even though he was moving in imminently himself and he was clearly

underweight. Anyway we are past that now. He is eating

15:29:13 ...again and anxious to get back to the gym and building muscle. Good. So the hostel...everyone

says that this is one of the best hostels in

15:30:06 ...london. It is quiet, the facilities are reasonably good, the bedrooms are quite nice, you don't

have to share the bathrooms with too many

15:31:12 ...residents, the area is attractive and there are not too many rules to comply with. Okay. On the

downside - it is too far from central

15:31:56 ...london. This is the biggest gripe of all the residents. They feel isolated and there is not much

to do in the local area and they are far

15:32:53 ...from their friends (about 3.5 miles from traf.sq.). They also complain that not enough is done

to help them move on. They don't have

15:34:09 ...enough contact with their keyworkers. I cannot verify this but one complained they have gone

9 weeks without a one on one session. I

15:34:49 ... I haven't seen a keyworker, neither has B. Everyone complains that they actually get very

little assistance with their problems (it is a

15:36:11 ...support hostel albeit one for those with low needs). Some of the residents clearly need a

hostel with higher support from staff.

15:37:08 Ok. Those were the general gripes. Here are mine. Some of the staff have complained about

me being there. They feel I have queue jumped. How

15:38:04 ...do I know this? Because one of the staff said it to be. This probably explains why only a

couple of staff will actually talk to me - most

15:40:17 ...(by no means all) blatantly blank me, which is rather pleasant I must say. I have the

impression (I could be way off the mark here) that

15:41:18 ...I am there bcoz of B. He told me he is a member of the 205 group of long term rough sleepers

and he was open about not moving inside

15:42:14 ...without me. actually he dislikes it too. I had hoped he would be able to access proper

psychological support in the hostel but from what

15:42:59 ...others have said it is just a really expensive lodging house. That might be ok for people that

quite frankly r never going to change but

15:43:58 ...I don't want that for B. He doesn't want to stay there anymore so we are planning moving out. I

will get chucked out formally soon when I

15:44:56 ...can't pay the rent and he will follow me. Other issue - B has had to be away for a few nights

and I can't be on my own in a room bcoz I

15:46:11 ...come back again to one of the problems I have previously discussed with MHWs at daycentre

b4 (and some that I haven't but I have talked

15:47:51 ...them with B). Other news - nipper is back so his lass (who is also at this hostel) will most likely

be spending time sleeping rough again

15:48:52 ...On that point another major complaint of everyone I have talked to is the lack of couples

provision in homeless services.

15:49:36 ...Other news that guy I was mentioning b4 who was facing court for gbh didn't get a prison

sentence but he did get badly beaten in revenge

15:50:34 ...for another fight he had been in. Penfold has completely disappeared which is VERY worrying

bcoz he looked on the edge last time. The 18
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15:51:25 ...year old girl who got arrested for D&D is now sectioned for glassing herself in the face. She

has been transferred up north but there are

15:52:13 ...plans afoot for her to get busted out and brought back to london - I will myself tell the police

where she is if I see her bcoz that is

15:52:33 ...beyond a joke.

16:09:04 i will complete these updates/gripes later this evening.

Sunday, 13th  of June.

12:02:16 i should say that just bcoz i am honest in my opinions that in no way means that i am correct in

them - just a little proviso

12:04:22 update: one of the guys asbo'd for setting up tent in covent garden area and begging. he's one

of the funniest guys i've ever met!

12:05:16 b is on balcony making a homemade tattoo gun with cheap hand fan, biro and toothbrush. he

figured out how 2 do it in jail. all his tattoos

12:06:16 ...were done in jail - he is incredibly artistic, creative and inventive. he is really smart too even

though he is illiterate.

12:08:41 talking with couple of girls i know this week - offered place in two new squats opening up. might

be a good back up plan. never squatted b4.

12:09:46 on the subject of the hostel: at least we weren't put in fraggle rock. walked through that complex

a couple of weeks ago (larger sister

12:10:32 ...hostel to this one) and everyone talks about it like it's a hell hole. some of the guys maintain

the appearance of keeping a room there,

12:11:02 that keeps them on the housing waiting list, but they actually continue to sleep rough.

12:11:55 big issue revenue: it seems from what some of the vendors say that it is actually impossible to

make a viable income from magazine sales on

12:14:20 ...their own. example: one guy vending for 7 hours sold 15 magazines: that is a profit of about

£15 but he made top ups that took his total

12:15:25 ...gross revenue to £53 - he still had to buy his magazines for the next day so he effectively

made less than minimum wage. everyone says it

12:16:09 ...is much tougher to make money from the issue in central london these days - they say there

are just too many vendors. but they say in the

12:16:50 ...run up to christmas is fantastic - you can make hundreds in drops alone.

12:18:09 b made an incredibly brave decision this weekend - i am immensely proud of this guy. he is the

best of men.

12:19:37 b was incredibly touched last week by one of the daycentre staff buying him some art materials -

he was incredibly touched by it.

12:21:38 i would heartily recommend falling in love with someone when you are both homeless and have

nothing but yourselves to offer - the only thing

12:22:32 ...you can love about them is their personality and the way they treat u. i feel really blessed. b

was the first person i talked to on the

12:24:35 ...streets (or rather he came up and annoyed me for 2 hours b4 i gave in and talked back!)

14:31:32 just had first meeting with keyworker. nice man but v. honest about fact i will almost certainly

have 2 leave wednesday bcoz of money.
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14:33:04 that gives me 3 nights to sort out my stuff and then back out. will be good to make more regular

contact with gang again.

16:56:48 b is really upset about me having 2 move out. when he gets upset he stops himself from crying

by getting aggressive & angry (not with me)

17:02:45 decided i am going to attend workspace at daycentre for advice on improving cv/finding better

paid job so i can afford place in future.

17:04:04 i used to have two jobs but lost 1 in recession. b4 then had worked 7 days a week 4 past 7

years. too old 4 that now - need 2 improve salary

17:04:18 ...and just stick to one main job.

Monday, 14th  of June.

22:16:12 yeah...lost the hostel place. back out wednesday. get 2 nights in b's room and then 5 nights out

on street. no more hostels. i was starting

22:17:15 ...to feel really positive like i could get the respite i needed to get myself together again and

bounce back but feel myself slipping back

Tuesday, 15th  of June.

10:01:18 P just called me. She is back home and staying with her sister. Hopefully her social worker will

help her get a flat. Of course she will

10:02:05 ...turn up in London again at some point. We are going to stay in touch on the phone. I told her

that I was leaving the hostel. She said r u

10:03:04 ...going back to the night shelter? "I don't mind being there if you r there". I said no I would never

go back to the night shelter - that

10:04:02 ...is the extent of me performing my civic duty! She sounded really disappointed - she would

have got on a plane straightaway if i said yes!

10:05:03 Talked to B calmly about the situation. I got upset. Not that I want to be there but it is the being

pushed out that hurts. No-one gets why

10:05:51 ...I'm doing what I am. If you read my big issue interview u know i have a job and a house

abroad with mortgage in euros. my income has

10:07:22 ...halved in recession but my loan payments have gone up 50% bcoz of exchange rate. that is

not the complication. the problem is 10 years

10:08:02 ...i had a breakdown and had my house repossessed and my credit rating destroyed and i pulled

myself back together from that and no-one

10:09:06 ...helped me. i only got the all clear from the credit reference agency about 9 months ago. then

the next month i lost one of my jobs. a

10:10:04 ...neurologist had already told me to cut down my work hours bcoz i was having exhaustion

related seizures (i had a day job and a night job)

10:10:52 ...and i am still recovering from the physical effects of a car accident that has left me weak in my

left side. so when people tell me i am

10:11:51 ...not entitled to any assistance that pisses me off. actually it upsets all the other homeless

people as well. they say i illustrate why

10:13:10 ...there is no point them making changes in their lives bcoz if you try you simply cut yourself off

from all help. i didn't want to live a
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10:13:49 ...couple of months ago - it was b that saved me and i have a reason to get on with things now

but that doesn't take away from the fact that

10:15:02 ...i have a mountain to climb now to get a place and the thought alone exhausts me. anyway

that's enough whingeing.

10:15:49 B showed a different side to himself last night when i finally admitted they were throwing me out.

he can't deal with upset but last night

10:17:14 ...he was really caring and able to face it and support me. his dad used to beat him really

viciously until he stopped crying (broke his

10:17:53 ...ribs and everything) and so when he sees someone cry now he can't be there and has to

change the subject or leave, but last night he just

10:19:17 ...hugged me. i feel like i have won the lottery finding this amazing, handsome, loving man that

no-one noticed was before their eyes.

10:20:13 There is a nice young man at the hostel who is friendly to everyone at the hostel. he gave b his

own phone charger so he could finish the

10:22:02 ...tattoo gun for his art project. like i have said all along it is young men who are the nicest to the

homeless.b needs men 2 be nice 2 him

Wednesday, 16th  of June.

07:28:24 i am bedless again! luckily have convinced b to stick with the hostel and get sorted once and for

all and i will stay weekends with him.

07:29:43 he is unwell at moment bcoz of weight - he said doctor last month wanted to give him pills to

help gain weight. i used the bit of remaining

07:30:40 ...credit on my credit card last night to stock his room with every conceivable chocolate

bar/snack/biscuit/finger food i could find so he

07:32:05 ...can supplement his diet with lots of little snacks. he had walked 2 daycentre & back yesterday

(more than 6 miles) and thrown up twice.

07:34:00 ...he feels like fainting all time. i have banned him from walking anywhere.

07:36:15 in my parting shot to hostel: no-one even said anything 2 me last night -they have washed their

hands of me. i am NOT going 2 another hostel

16:33:19 the daycentre have said they can no longer help me - i think they were saying i can't even use

the facilities anymore. oh well - don't care.

16:34:07 made a mistake with hostel - i have 1 more night left and leave tomorrow.

16:35:24 been crying today about being cut off from all assistance (apart from help looking for private flat

- fuck off). i'll sleep rough and be

16:36:53 ...perfectly comfortable doing so. a few months ago i was living in a tent, working 24 hours in a

row b4 resting a couple of hours (whilst

16:37:49 ...suffering seizures) and then getting up and working 24 hours again and still doing more work

than colleagues. this is a piece of piss.

16:39:13 ...sometimes i think i am not human - rather some kind of monster. i don't know where i get my

stamina from. wish i could give up but can't.

21:11:45 did i come across as angry b4? ok. new plan. will spend weekend with b in his hostel room,

sleep rough in week, cancel storage and leave

21:14:13 ...things with b, get second job, save every penny and then in a few months hopefully be able 2
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afford place myself.

Thursday, 17th  of June.

11:21:06 this may sound unbelieveable but every private rental i have been in for the past 14 years has

been a nightmare - i have had landlords steal

11:22:17 ...from me, threaten to attack me, come in my room when i am sleeping, try to rip me off, not fix

dangerous problems with water and electric

11:23:30 ...i have shared with people who have turned out to be absolutely insane - i just can't do it

anymore. add to that the fact that when i feel

11:24:25 ...anxious my eating disorder flares up, then i just can't put myself in that situation again. this is

one of the biggest reasons why i felt

11:25:27 ...immediately so relieved when i started sleeping rough added to the fact that i no longer felt the

financial pressure of finding rent.

14:50:47 News: have been warned that hostel in negotiation with daycentre r going 2 ban me from

staying with b renewable on monthly basis. i am not

14:51:35 ...going to be playing games with b's health - the boy needs to sleep in a bed and get himself

sorted - but we have an alternative plan!!!!!

19:14:25 @MrJustinHay thank you. that's very kind of you to say.

Friday, 18th  of June.

10:05:47 come on exchange rate: things looked to be going so well. don't let me down now.

12:16:55 waiting anxiously for result of meeting which will determine b and i's lives 4 next few weeks. not

feeling well from tension of it all.

16:01:38 Left B half an hour ago. He's asleep. He has thrown up 5 times. He started being sick in the

street when I took him out to get food bcoz he

16:02:22 ...looked so pale but he couldn't eat anything so we got a doggy bag and then he threw up in the

road on the way back. I went to boots and

16:03:26 ...got peptobismol, multivitamins, every juice imaginable, baby wipes and some food for him for

2moro. when i came back he had been sick .

16:04:14 ...when i arrived back he had been sick in the bin i had put by his bed. i promised not 2 leave but

waited till he fell asleep and went.

16:04:53 so the result is that i am now banned indefinitely from entering the hostel renewable monthly. in

fairness to the hostel staff they were all

16:05:39 ...very kind about it and i said i understood what they were trying to achieve even though i

disagree with the method (it is the daycentre's

16:07:00 ...decision not theirs) but I am a grown woman and I will not be manipulated like this. i left b's

door open and the staff are going to look

16:07:44 ...in on him frequently and also to save some dinner 4 him 4 later this evening when his stomach

has settled down. i am going to sleep on

16:08:31 ...the street opposite b's window so he can see me if he needs anything.

16:09:36 On a happier note, the night b4 last the young man who had given b his charger sternly told off

the woman who had had a go at me the 1st
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16:10:59 ...night i moved in bcoz she doesn't stop bullying the other residents. i thought well at least i got

2 see that b4 going. the guy looks so

16:11:57 ...quiet and gentle and even b was impressed by the way he stopped the woman. kudos to the

guy!

16:12:44 b is finally going to get paid his benefits this monday and he is going to give me some so i am

spending some in advance by drinking my 1st

16:13:29 proper coffee shop coffee in months and i will go to the cinema this evening as a treat. please

don't rain tonight!!

18:59:57 terrible weather - sat on doorstep of hostel for an hour but too cold. sent b back to bed bcoz he

looks grey.

19:00:50 has this been perfectly timed to coincide with the weekend? everyone knows i hate sleeping

rough at the weekend. and it's raining. this is

19:01:37 ...going to be really tough. i am not feeling great myself and quite tearful though i can't let b see

- i don't want him to start fighting.

Saturday, 19th  of June.

10:50:01 B and I are alternating between laughing and crying. when i left him last night he started crying

and saying he couldn't cope without me but

10:50:48 ...most of that was his fever talking. all his friends were saying he needed to go to hospital and

to drink pints of water. i said "please

10:51:54 ...don't be taking health advice from someone high on crack". he had a fever but it was at the

high end of normal. i bought him juice 4 the

10:52:49 ...sugar and sodium content. he is much better 2day and even managed most of a cooked

breakfast. it was just a bug but he has lost all that

10:53:49 ...weight he had managed to gain over the last few weeks. last night i got bothered by so many

people - especially this group of guys who

10:54:25 ...had been drinking and wouldn't leave me alone. they came back several times over several

hours to check on me which made me colder in the

10:55:06 ...end. i didn't have a coat, hat, gloves and only one top on and a thin sleeping bag. at first i was

fine but then i was frozen. this

10:55:47 ...morning a woman in the hostel said she would ring the police if i slept there again. i said don't

be silly i know my rights and tghen she

10:58:52 ...said i was very rude. huh! she is wanting to get me arrested - that's rude. anyway if you don't

obstruct the pavement, sleep alone and

10:59:52 ...don't commit anti-social acts, like beg or drink, the police won't do anything to you.

11:00:28 i am getting a warmer sleeping bag from one of the residents for tonight. and after thinking

about it i am not going to play ball with the

11:01:11 ...daycentre. i am sorry if i am a nuisance to them but it is not my fault i am the wrong kind of

homeless. don't i have a right to secure

11:02:16 ...and reasonably priced accommodation myself just bcoz i don't stick needles in me or commit

crime or sell my body? i don't care how they

11:03:15 ...feel towards me. they don't have to bother with me if they don't wish - i have said that all

along. i don't need help.
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11:05:14 having said that: gentle rain of heaven, my arse! as far as i am concerned mercy is expressed

through goose down and underfloor heating!

11:06:13 i am in a better humour bcoz b brought me a second jumper and gloves and he feels well

enough for a little walk shortly.

Sunday, 20th  of June.

13:26:21 yesterday afternoon wasn't feeling well so slept out opposite hostel for more than four hours

until 6pm. then in evening decided to swallow

13:27:20 ...my pride and travel to central london to use night shelter. however it says on the system that i

am not allowed in! i was so shocked! so

13:29:23 ...travelled back to hostel and slept opposite b's window again. luckily that new sleeping bag is

really warm and comfortable. a guy from

13:34:02 ...hostel got it from local church for christmas. they also do hot food regularly, & hand out £5 of

tesco vouchers to each person per month

13:35:05 Some brazilians who live in the house next door came 2 talk 2 me and i explained the situation

and they insisted on talking 2 the hostel

13:36:02 ...which of course changed nothing. the woman who had called me rude yesterday was staring

at me out of the window and i was in such a black

13:37:13 ...mood i gave her two fingers and a suitable verbal accompaniment. this morning there was a

message in french in my shoe offering help.

13:49:59 back to the vents today and feeling very alone and not well. i threw up twice this morning.

20:20:36 and so i come full circle. i am back on the streets of central london on my own again. i just need

to collect my things from my locker at

20:21:54 ...daycentre tomorrow. it feels like i am back to the beginning (b4 i started tweeting) but things r

different in sense i know where i can

20:23:06 ...sleep safely and comfortably and i now have the equipment to get a good night's rest.

20:23:53 next pressing project: where can i get a free or cheap shower in central london. any

suggestions??

Monday, 21st  of June.

09:42:46 feeling a bit better today and back to work. after never missing a day's work while sleeping

rough, i have missed several while at hostel!!

09:43:33 forgot to say: council safer streets van came by saturday night. they called an ambulance.

paramedic determined whether i was ok by poking

09:44:59 ...me once very hard in head. is this standard nhs protocol. i just said i am fine. spent 14 hours

in sleeping bag yesterday in c. london -

09:45:45 ...didn't get disturbed once. another good reason to keep central - people don't bother u.

09:46:47 going to see b later. hoping he is feeling much better and has been eating properly.

Tuesday, 22nd  of June.

09:03:30 I agree with @Sockbook. the homelesslink website is useful only for agencies - sockbook's is for
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homeless themselves - it's very complete.

09:04:26 Also on the subject of outreach teams - how often have i slept rough and how many times have i

noted being approached by outreach? u count!

09:05:24 Last night: B and I met up and we saw some people coming out of daycentre - it was the

evening of the art exhibition. I made b take me in.

09:06:02 I put my name down to buy one of his paintings. Checked my credit card this morning and had

to contact daycentre to delay payment! no money!

09:06:36 He's not going to win the turner anytime soon but his work is real art - it means something. I

liked it a lot.

09:07:31 This morning the guys unloading delivery for outdoor gear shop that i sleep behind offered me a

cup of tea. the manager offered me a job. i

09:08:02 ...said i already have one but i was thinking this morning i could do with a weekend job so I am

going to go back and ask. he said he would

09:08:43 ...help with anything i needed like repairing my camping gear if it got a problem. such a nice guy.

and after a year of camping and sleeping

09:10:03 ...rough (9 months and 4 months respectively) i do know my outdoor gear - could be perfect job

for me!!!! will pluck up courage and go later

09:10:45 also going to go and see daycentre about getting this ban lifted. i am filthy. no really filthy. and

my period is due soon.

09:12:28 @Sockbook thanks i am going to check that out!

22:39:03 oh what a wicked web we weave - went to daycentre, denied they had instructed hostel to bar

me then said they had merely advised barring me.

22:40:03 then hostel said it was their decision and said it was not true they had ever said they had no part

in it - i am many things but deaf is not

22:41:09 ...one of them. i asked about clearing house and he said i need to be approached by outreach in

order to be referred from streets. so i had

22:42:13 ...to give my "address" so that outreach can "find" me and i can "engage". but i hadn't

understood - i have to be on benefits and they want

22:43:21 ...me to give up work. then hostel still keeping ban in place. got so angry and upset i almost

walked to gordon's hospital to "turn myself

22:44:19 ...in" but then headed for daycentre intending to break things. in the end, knocked a couple of

things over, swore a bit and apologised lots

22:45:31 told b i needed to give up work and he was shocked. but then i thought "hey" this is the stuff of

kafka. my choices r increase workload or

22:46:38 ...stop it altogether in order to be in the same position. these people have lied to me and want

more control over my life. that's not good

22:47:43 ...for me so about half an hour ago i changed my mind - i'm a grafter. if that means i am not

entitled to safe housing so be it. i will work

22:48:36 ...and be crazy in my own quiet way or they can change the rules - i am hardly playing the

system. what's the point of giving up work to

22:50:23 ...enable me to join a scheme that will put me on a course to improve my employability. surely

there is more flexibility in the system then

22:50:46 ...that - i qualify in all other respects.

22:51:46 b is still sick so it is probably just as well i am not with him - he is seeing doctor tomorrow.
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23:25:30 just spent pleasant half hour in covent garden travelodge - i have diarrhoea. another lady there

performing her evening ablutions -i do like

23:26:46 ...a fastidious tramp. anyway just realised been a little light headed recently & not updated on

others. so,,,

23:27:44 18 year old girl back from north (released by hospital - i checked). she is staying out with older

friend who has left hostel due to buying

23:29:20 ...8 week old puppy. dogs owned by homeless get free vaccinations etc plus a £250 emergency

fund (in form of special card) for vet bills.

23:30:12 the guy who was going 2 go 2 prison & then didn't and then got beaten badly - well here is the

full story. he was sleeping with a friend in

23:31:45 embankment park after lock down & a gang of young men jumped over the fence & started

beating them. he was beaten badly, including with a

23:32:37 ...bottle, choked with a dog's choke chain and threatened with a knife. he was in a bad way

apparently afterwards.

23:33:48 in daycentre today 2 eritrean/ethiopian women come down from glasgow wanting london

accommodation instead bcoz they don't like glasgow. told

23:34:23 ...they could use facilities but no chance of housing. should go home.

23:38:39 doorman at hotel asked me if my mat was comfy as he was thinking of buying one. the answer

is yes, extremely. it's a thermarest -i recommend

23:40:40 despite tears today - it has ended strangely positively. all thanks to camping shop man. will

speak to him asap.

23:43:36 @daisygreenwell i'll be sure to update u.

23:47:18 there is another fictional character i can compare myself to (eeyore as u know being 1st) and

that is boxer. 2moro i hope 2 step up a gear

Wednesday, 23rd  of June.

09:51:45 stitch is back!! he got picked up for outstanding warrant for abh and non-attendance at court but

he is out now and back in london.

09:52:44 but this really makes me sick - he is going to stay with b for a couple of days while he sorts

himself out. how unfair is that?

09:57:38 @oiseaufrancaise as long as one other person agrees with me then i am satisfied!

13:26:30 b told he has to put himself first and not worry about me - how patronising that he is not treated

as an adult in a relationship.

13:28:47 don't we as a couple who have effectively been living together for 2 months have the right 2

make decisions on our own lives? what wld u do?

13:29:41 the thing is the psych doctor said i am not crazy and MHW said i am stressed more than

anything else - understandable surely in situation -

13:30:41 ...how do i emancipate myself from these people? answers on a postcard, please. can't i get

there in my own messy time? they would rather

13:31:47 ...i sleep in covent garden at the weekend - an area that has seen a couple of violent rapes late

at night recently - than stay with b. hmmm

15:25:20 i feel like the last few months have been an unexpected & interesting interlude in what was my

plan to drift lower b4 ending it all finally.
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15:26:35 i feel now that the interlude is over and i am returning back to my original path. by the end of this

weekend i will make a decision.

15:27:13 since when did compulsion ever figure in a definition of engagement?

15:27:55 i have been bullied all my life and i know my defences r high but what is to be expected?

15:29:54 i also find out in next couple of days whether i get chucked off uni course 4 missing exams.

Tuesday, 29th  of June.

09:05:49 @randomhb thanks for the kind words

09:06:22 @AdamTheSmith thank you for being so kind and supportive

09:07:24 I have had a few reflective days - and I have talked a great deal with B and we have made some

long term plans - including that he wants to

09:08:11 ...get out of the hostel and go his own way. he is sick to death of the system. i think he is looking

with different eyes now and he sees

09:08:50 ...the other residents doing nothing with their lives and wasting years waiting for housing -

encouraged not to work but with very few other

09:09:34 ...activities on offer to substitute for a job. as for me - the offers of help and encouragement to

go onto benefits have been a distraction

09:10:04 B and I have a long term goal to get out own place together. But I have decided in the last

couple of days to break that down into smaller

09:10:43 ...pieces and so my goal in the next few months is to drastically increase my income by

improving my main job and getting a second job so

09:11:31 ...when i am ready to take the next step i have the funds to achieve it. but i am not going to think

further than making more money. i am

09:12:05 ...going to continue using the soup runs and the daycentre for the showers bcoz it is convenient

for me to do so but if they disappear i am

09:12:43 ...not going to fret bcoz hopefully soon i will be able to afford alternative resources like buying

my own food!! and maybe getting a cheap

09:13:14 ...gym membership so I can wash and being able to afford the laundrette.

09:14:10 Soup run reviews: Sunday night used the Imperial College run for first time - very different crowd

of users Sunday night. Almost all east

09:14:46 european from different countries bcoz had to converse in english with each other. talked about

where their flats were with each other so

09:15:48 ...definitely not homeless. some of them were very well dressed. tea and sandwiches. don't like

the vibe at these runs by LSE corner - won't

09:17:01 ...go again - was just hoping to see stitch. sunday night also seventh day adventists hand out

chicken and rice on strand. noticed recently

09:18:21 ...a lot more africans using the soup runs - including some that looked eritrean/ethiopian so i

don't know if they are asylum seekers.

09:19:07 saturday night i spent all my money on one night in a hotel for b and i. it was really nice and the

guy who owned the hotel was - by amazing

09:20:06 ...coincidence one of those who organises the best soup run in london - the monday night

lincoln's inn veg curry (the one with mars bar!!)
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09:20:38 I was talking to him at the hotel - very sweet man and he is kind to his staff at the hotel - and

then monday night i went there for dinner

09:22:51 ...and he patted me on the head when he saw me and said God bless! he runs the tudor court

hotel in paddington - very small rooms but very

09:25:04 ...well appointed and clean if you are interested.

09:26:05 met one of the women who had had a go at me when i first moved into the hostel. she has come

out onto the streets for a few nights bcoz she

09:26:39 ...was finding it too claustrophobic. there are few activities for the men but even less for the

women. most of them just sit in their room

09:27:15 ...all day and i find it an absolute disgrace that there appears to be so little engagement with

them. perhaps if the staff were selected to

09:28:06 ...be closer in terms of cultural and age background to the residents it would be easier to engsge

with them. she is going to stay out for a

09:28:41 ...few nights and then decide whether she wants to go back. the woman who has a go at

everyone has apparently been given a warning. she hit

09:29:20 ...someone else but apparently she only got the warning for throwing her radio out of the

window. she hits a lot of people but you only seem

09:30:11 ...to get barred if you hit staff. i wonder how that makes the residents feel? wednesday i got

moved on by police and threatened with asbo 4

09:30:44 ...lying down outside b's hostel. i was feeling really sick and tired and wanted to sleep early.

actually the policeman was really nice and

09:31:18 ...gave me his card and offered to help if i needed to talk. the samaritans were wandering

around the strand soup run last night offering to

09:32:31 ...chat with people who needed someone to listen. there were about four women and they had a

lovely manner. they found a few people who

09:33:12 ...wanted to chat. that 18 year old girl is very close to going on the game. she has already

accepted money twice just for sharing a bed

09:33:50 ...for the night (£150 and £30) so i guess it is only a matter of time before she crosses the line or

she gets herself in a situation where

09:34:12 ...she puts herself in a position where she is in danger.

09:34:21 as for me...the job hunt begins

Wednesday, 30th  of June.

16:06:50 handed in application form to camping shop yesterday for weekend work - waiting to hear back.

16:07:36 last couple of days managed to get back into swing of being on streets again. really difficult to

adjust back at first but now okay.

17:03:10 lying in the park killing time until soup run. niggling thoughts at back of head that i am pregnant.

17:04:07 also verdict from university due tomorrow on whether i am allowed to stay on.

17:04:55 feel really tired and nauseous. is it psychological - caused by the thought it might be true?

17:06:19 if it is true it would be hilarious. all the others keep saying: get pregnant then you'll get a flat. i

said no way that is a terrible

17:07:15 ...reason to have a child. the parent provides a home for a baby not the other way round. we'll

see. no money for test so just waiting.
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July

Thursday, 1st  of July.

12:25:56 False alarm!

Friday, 2nd  of July.

08:09:47 I was assaulted last night. Woke up 3.15a.m. and a man was touching me. He said I could live

with him and then. Well I am not going to say

08:10:42 ...the other things he said as they don't bear repeating. It took ages to get rid of him. I was

hardly bothered by it last night but I am

08:11:03 ...upset this morning and just went to the toilet at work to cry.

08:12:22 I saw stitch again yesterday evening. we went and watched a bit of canada day celebrations in

traf.sq. stitch managed to smuggle beer inside

08:13:35 he was telling me about the five weeks he just did in prison. he said you can bribe the guards to

let you have the chance to slash a nonce

08:14:45 ...with a razor (they are all obsessed with nonces and it is the biggest insult u can say to

someone i have noticed - it starts so many

08:15:25 ...fights on the streets). stitch had shared a cell with a suicidal arsonist. stitch said he couldn't

sleep cos the guy kept nicking his

08:15:56 ...lighter. three times he had to intervene to stop the guy killing himself. the fourth time the guy

turned the blade on stitch so he

08:16:43 ...punched the man unconscious and broke his nose. apparently he didn't try to kill himself

again. stitch had an interview for a job set up

08:17:32 ...by the job club at the daycentre. it was for roadsweeping (which is a popular choice for the

guys since they spend so much time picking

08:18:10 things off the streets and out of bins anyway and they also get to quietly do their own thing all

day) and he is waiting to hear about that.

08:18:48 he isn't allowed into the night shelter though because he has no support needs. actually he does

just not in an obvious way. he is not a

08:19:26 ...complainer like the others and doesn't play the game. i think that is why we get on so well. we

are both workers. stitch is an alcoholic

08:20:13 ...and drug user (though he considers it only recreational on his part) and he has recurrent

depression but if you said all these things to

08:20:29 ...him he would deny them.

08:21:02 i am fairly certain that at least three of the centre users are working as "outreach" now. they

have suddenly started popping up everywhere

08:22:12 ...and being very inquisitive. if true, it is certainly an interesting and possibly useful approach to

take.

20:51:27 @deadly_sirius, a bit strange u being all offended about confusion over your gender and then

calling koreans a very un pc "oriental"
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20:56:40 2set the record straight the korean soup is delicious and deservedly popular and the people who

serve are really sweet - prejudice is 2 way.

20:57:42 2moro i am going to bite the bullet and ask for letter to take 2 big issue 2 become vendor. i need

the money.

Saturday, 3rd  of July.

08:52:03 got soaked last night. woke up drenched but too tired to move so went back to sleep. clothes

had watermarks this morning so just went to

08:53:33 ...daycentre for hot shower and washed my clothes by hand at same time. just sitting now in my

wet clothes waiting for my big issue letter.

08:54:33 showed stitch my sleeping place last night and he has said he will pop by regularly to keep an

eye out while i am sleeping bcoz of assault

08:55:36 this morning a polish guy bought me and two others a cup of tea and chatted as i sat on some

steps near traf.sq. i think he has a really

08:56:44 ...top job in london. he seemed very interested in talking to us and he was a really nice guy. i

also met the guy who hands out £20 notes

08:57:29 ...in covent garden every monday and tuesday. i had of course heard of him and i have tweeted

about him b4 but didn't know who it was. he is

08:58:38 ...a daycentre user too and hands out his inheritance payment every week (£1000). he offered

to give some to me next time but i said no i am

08:59:35 ...going to do big issue instead. i did get a £5 drop in my trainers last night. I refused two people

who tried to give me money this week

09:00:11 ...one of them tried to give me a serious wad of cash and one tried to give me £2 but i felt it was

dishonest to accept unless they knew my

09:00:40 ...true position and i didn't want to go to the trouble of explaining so i just said no thanks.

09:02:04 a foreign guy just this second came up to me in daycentre and tried to give me money for

breakfast. the last few days he has been giving me

09:03:31 ..food he has collected but doesn't need. he is a bit older. a few of the older guys i have noticed

get distressed at seeing homeless women

10:15:55 got my big issue letter! very nervous about doing it and hope i don't get seen by someone i

know.

10:16:53 met some of the daycentre users who have been released after parliament square protests. half

those arrested were our lot who had gone down

10:17:47 ...over the last few days mainly for something to do though they may also be sympathetic to the

cause. you're only young once!

10:23:16 and so another weekend begins. but hopefully if i put the hours in on big issue i will be able to

afford a cheap b&b at weekends in future.

12:30:03 can't stop crying all time. so i have come to park to hopefully sleep the weekend away. i feel so

down.

Sunday, 4th  of July.

13:36:38 on the beach at south bank. stitch is making a huge crab from sand for people to throw money

at to raise some funds.
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13:37:36 just come from SC handout at st giles - burgers today...stitch managed 3 and nipper (who now

has a place at fraggle rock) managed 5!

13:38:22 stitch is looking after me today because i got upset earlier and couldn't stop crying.

13:41:07 fast approaching five months out on streets and just passed 1 year since i first became

homeless through illegal eviction.

13:44:15 @dariakaram they had a meeting on thursday and i am waiting to hear back.

Monday, 5th  of July.

13:33:09 stitch insisted on me staying close to him all evening. i was a bit of a mess and couldn't stop

crying. can't manage going to big issue on

13:34:00 monday so i am going tomorrow instead. heard back from college - i have ten essays to write

and then i can progress to next year. i have two

13:34:41 ...months to complete essays. i got off relatively lightly i think particularly as i don't have to resit

exams. phew. my other degree at

13:35:20 moment going very well. please don't ask me why a physically and emotionally exhausted

woman is working full-time while taking two degrees,

13:36:18 ...building a house (or not building as the case may be), and searching for more work. i don't

know how to deal with that question. i have a

13:37:46 ...old fashioned work ethic or am sucker for punishment or feel have something to prove to

myself and others. yet always seem 2 have 2 much

13:38:04 ...time on my hands.

13:40:14 @deadly_sirius you have to tell fred that you are vegetarian and then you get prioritised when

he has vegetarian sandwiches.

13:41:34 @deadly_sirius also if you go to lincoln's inn u can get hot vegetarian food Mon to Thurs 7.15

p.m. - always enough to go round

13:44:34 @dariakaram i got a reprieve! considering it's philosophy & person deciding fate was ethicist -

guess they had no choice but 2 let me stay!

16:31:13 @mawawa i am going to start a blog i think bcoz i often don't say things bcoz of lack of space.

only reason why i carried on tweeting 4 so

16:31:53 ...long is that i like the fact u can't edit twitter - it means the result is more honest.

16:33:11 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/ - just a template so far. will say when i have added something

2moro.

Friday, 9th  of July.

22:28:51 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/07/09/a-new-beginning-again/

Monday, 12th  of July.

16:39:05 Sorry, I just spew these mammoth essays out!!

http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/07/12/stitchs-latest-adventures/
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Wednesday, 14th  of July.

19:43:04 A teensy bit shorter! http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/07/14/i-love-drugs/

19:43:39 @hostel_worker ah, that's because i make everyone else feel happier about their own life!!

Tuesday, 20th  of July.

18:33:32 new entry - http://tinyurl.com/3xdyrfn

18:34:35 and another one - http://tinyurl.com/3869s9j

Wednesday, 21st  of July.

16:09:11 Another big one: http://tinyurl.com/2wz5d57 SORRY!

Thursday, 22nd  of July.

10:16:27 How to send yourself crazy: http://tinyurl.com/32h8lo7

Friday, 23rd  of July.

14:03:27 http://tinyurl.com/37q6g9f  learning to be a better person.

Monday, 26th  of July.

16:56:31 http://tinyurl.com/36oh2cz - tears and more tears.

17:06:10 RT @ThamesReach: We are trying to raise £4k to help former rough sleeper Derrick Riddle pay

for dialysis that will extend his life http: ...

Tuesday, 27th  of July.

13:10:26 @deadly_sirius I'm glad.  I have noticed that you are starting to look really thin and run down

over recent days.

14:48:48 Mercifully short! http://tinyurl.com/37kq7vk
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August

Tuesday, 3rd  of August.

16:11:32 I really shouldn't leave it so long between posts - http://tinyurl.com/38x9gnf

16:19:23 @daisygreenwell I heard 2 weeks. Either way it is completely understandable - starts off hard,

gets easier when you connect into services.

Wednesday, 4th  of August.

16:11:26 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/08/04/busted/

16:15:15 @nickparsons101 I think you're the only one - everyone else got annoyed by them.  I am very

well.  Thank you.

Thursday, 5th  of August.

15:18:29 @thepavementmag Can u find out if true the daycentres r merging and the plans to outlaw

r/s-ing in westminster next year as per my blog?

Wednesday, 18th  of August.

16:28:50 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/08/18/long-time-coming/

16:29:37 @maverick_mac yeah i'm fine. sorry!

Saturday, 21st  of August.

17:58:06 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/08/21/waiting-for-the-call/

18:01:51 @ThePavementMag not a merger sorry. manna centre closing - cstm moving there. am told is

true. did they deny move or merger - big difference

18:29:43 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/08/21/45/

18:59:11 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/08/21/fuck/

Sunday, 22nd  of August.

09:21:52 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/08/22/unknown-number/
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September

Wednesday, 22nd  of September.

14:51:07 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/09/22/a-month-flies-by/

14:55:36 @thepavementmag. it is 100% true - connections closing & moving south of river and all soup

runs shutting being forced to move inside SOON.

15:25:41 @ThePavementMag. Yep. Cstm. Multiple confirmations from people and the sources are

multiple members of staff at cstm. Soup runs starting...

15:27:01 To close already and will be shut down within months. All required to shut or use indoor

premises.

15:27:51 The decorating i have been told was excuse given for shutting for pope.

15:30:11 @DaisyGreenwell . Thank you. So busy and its amazing how time passes when occupied.

15:31:19 @weareopencinema . Thankyou.

16:24:31 Interesting coincidence...my birthday is world homeless day 10/10/10.

16:52:22 oh by the way P got her own flat if anyone is interested. she has invited me to stay when i have

chance -must buy gas mask against fags 1st!

16:54:05 I must say I didn't abandon P - we are in regular contact by phone. she is ok but very lonely.

20:33:28 @deadly_sirius why cant you claim benefits.

Thursday, 23rd  of September.

05:59:55 Last couple of nights back at souopruns bcoz of zero funds. Tried to find out more about truth

behind 3 day closure for pope. That obviously

06:01:15 Will have to remain speculation but the moving of cstm, imminent banning of soup runs and

outlawing of rough sleeping in covent garden is

06:02:48 True and will be shown to be so in the fullness of time. Homeless will be offered bed and if they

refuse and ar spotted by police will be

06:04:34 Arrested. A lot of new faces at soup runs last night including some older women. I talked to

them bcoz concerned but it turned out they had

06:05:13 Council flats and just came for free food and company.

11:12:08 @DaisyGreenwell. You're making me giggle. Actually u should b happy that as a rule society

progressed so much in uk poverty on that level ..

11:13:13 ...unknown to point people see nothing wrong in such silly statements.

11:20:38 @DaisyGreenwell oh no i've just looked at the website. It is truly appalling. Surely it's a spoof.

Even if tongue in cheek it's too much!

12:59:55 @ThePavementMag. Very strange bcoz 4 homeless told by 4 separate keyworlkers at cstm that

it is happening. What's going on?

13:25:11 That the homeless services themselves r moving and that no-one's job is secure according to

one source.

13:33:22 @ThePavementMag. Ha ha! So they are playing with words. There is no story bcoz they are
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maintaining admin base there! Of course story is...

13:34:53 ...that homeless being relocated out of westminster in near future and south of river and police

arresting all r/s'ers in area soon.

13:37:43 @thepavementmag. Word also was that rochester centre was forced closure bcoz of same plan

to move all services out of wminster but no proof

Friday, 24th  of September.

18:19:54 @daisygreenwell loving your new style blog + congrats on job. Re child of jago shop espec. love

comparison of their label to abused child!

19:08:11 @hardlynormal. Interesting blog. Homlessness causes seem different in USA in that finances

seem to play more of a role. Is that true?

19:09:36 @hardlynormal. But it seems some things are same both sides of pond in that hostels' rules

universally hated!

21:12:26 Been reading lots of different opinions about whether to give to beggars. It's dead simple.

Should you give money to beggars? NO.

Saturday, 25th  of September.

12:20:38 @deadly_sirius . I saw you the other day near lambeth bridge. You aren't looking well. Why

don't you ask for a hostel bed or at least go in

12:22:38 @deadly_sirius night shelter for a short while. Why aren't u claiming benefits? I know can take a

while but u could get crisis loan quickly.

12:28:23 @deadly_sirius wild guess - is it that u aren't allowed to claim benefits under chosen name?

Wait till stronger to fight back on that.

12:34:05 I think the biggest scandal in homeless services is the substantial delay that homeless claimants

have to endure in receiving benefits.

12:35:30 Everyone and i mean everyone suffers delays of weeks/ months. Leads to hostel

evictions/begging/makes soup runs essential in interim.

12:38:00 @jeremyswain has benefit delays been flagged up as issue by orgs like urs? What r potential

solutions? No. 1 issue 4 most i talk to out here

12:40:44 B is still waiting nearly EIGHT MONTHS after claiming. People often receive irregular large

cheques and since most r addicts it leads to ...

12:41:39 ...drink or drug binges.

12:43:58 @deadly_sirius r there any specialist orgs that u can approach 4 assistance? U r the third trans

person i have met on streets since being...

12:45:29 @deadly_sirius that seems grossly disproportionate to me. Maybe u could form ur own support

group to tackle problem. U may find it healing.

13:00:46 Just spoke to P on phone. Her flat has 2 bedrooms. There is a daycentre she can go to but she

usually stays in bed all day. Bless her.

Sunday, 26th  of September.

04:55:44 RT @vendazero: @aibaiheTell me about it,seen 1st hand what happens when people get large

giros.DWP so stupid at times.
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04:59:54 @vendazero it just seems so basic to me. I support the changes that r happening in homeless

services but i don't see how they can really

05:03:05 @vendazero succeed with regard 2 stopping begging, closing soup runs + getting everyone

indoors if they don't get 2 grips with this problem

13:45:05 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/09/26/i-prepare-to-have-my-say/

14:35:00 Flipping heck - look at that rain!  I am working at moment so it's ok.  I have no money for a cafe

so I will have to keep by vents tonight.

17:57:13 Just met J at soup run! He's been looking for me. Nipper lied. He hasn't started drinking. He has

been coming to soup runs for extra food...

17:59:13 Now i understand why they all laugh and call it the Starvation Army. He is still there - not at

fraggle rock. Had veg curry + rice puddling.

18:00:42 @thepavementmag. 3 day closure at cstm they were discussing job losses. Some staff will lose

jobs but not sure if it will be volunteers or

18:01:45 Paid staff. Cstm already have new premises in waterloo but not revealing where exactly. It's

ready to go. Asked whether shift in services

18:02:57 Also affecting passage - no they have too much money so cannot be incentivised to move. Soup

runs already being shut. Council sending health

18:04:14 And safety officers round to badger volunteers on runs - i.e. Why are you not wearing gloves

etc. Has been witnessed multiple times.

18:05:07 Lincolns inn in camden but westminster in talks with camden to do same there.

18:05:58 I am now lying in rain by vents. Toasty but wet but vents should stop me getting too wet.

18:07:04 Guy at soup run been begging with dark glasses and white stick he found. Spent proceeds on

tescos basic cider.

18:09:14 RT @hardlynormal: rt @WeAreVisible seeing two homeless moms @bully_lover78 and

@Indyinnz encourage each other over twitter this morning  ...

18:13:43 @deadly_sirius yes.

18:15:19 @deadly_sirius i don't sleep on the strand itself but behind it in one of the alleys between there

and covent garden

18:30:37 @deadly_sirius i believe it is a situation they were forced into through threat of funding. Passage

not as reliant on outside funds.

18:32:04 @deadly_sirius it is happening in next few months for def. I heard by christmas. New premises

ready to roll in waterloo.

Monday, 27th  of September.

06:26:31 Aaargh! They just turned the vents on me full blast. Practically blew me into the road.

10:07:06 Last night a man starting holding my hand while i was asleep. I woke up + thought he was being

kind. 'do you want to go and get a drink?'...

10:08:19 ...he said in a well spoken voice. 'i have a bottle of water' i replied. 'no, i meant get a beer or

something'. I sighed 'i don't drink'.

10:10:17 He kept trying to stroke my hair and walking back to talk to me. This was a public area. When i

ignored him he said 'don't be so rude'. Huh!

10:16:40 @daisygreenwell careful daisy - didn't he famously seduce one of his interviewers!
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12:49:09 @alleycat22469 ditto

13:04:55 @deadly_sirius. Have you checked out the barbican centre? There are lots of free exhibitions

but all inside espec. if ur not well at moment.

13:39:41 @deadly_sirius coz of who? Just checked sockbook's live food map. Not much south but 2moro

u can go to manna centre + waterloo christian ctr

13:40:46 @deadly_sirius both these centres give free food. Waterloo till noon and manna till 1.30pm

everyday.

13:42:48 @PotatoBakeDave hi! Apparently loads of homeless hang out there. Have u heard of barbican?

Mini futuristic city linked under cover with art

13:44:33 Spaces and shops. Open early to 10pm everyday with comfy settees and clean toilets and

heating! Homeless never moved on and sleep openly

14:07:17 Told everyone at soup run last night i got B a contract phone. They all burst out laughing. J was

on his knees in hysterics. Then i said B

14:09:11 Ran up a £100 bill in 3 days and everyone collapsed they were laughing so hard. One said

'How?' i replied that B said 'but u told me it was

14:10:18 Unlimited free internet so i downloaded lots of music'. Some of the guys were close to crying

with laughter!

14:37:03 @mrbenrichardson if you are who I think! i haven't been contacted about the painting I bought

yet.  hello by the way.

16:35:22 Haven's forgotten my blog! I have finished work and will be uploading in next 15 minutes.

16:58:30 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/09/27/soup-runs/

17:06:06 I would genuinely love more comments on my blog please! Especially points to the contrary -

agreeing doesn't further the debate. Thank you.

17:27:31 Tomorrow I will tackle the issue of begging.

18:01:05 @doorwayproject i know sorry. But most of the big ones that link u up with housing and benefits

in london do.

20:41:59 @vendazero go get 'em tiger!

20:45:32 @deadly_sirius maybe u could establish specialist directory for transgender homeless

community. Raise ur spirits by helping others.

21:42:40 I sleep behind a 4/5 star hotel. A guest just threw their cigar butt out of the window at my head.

Huh!

21:46:55 Forgive me. It is only a 3+ star hotel - whatever that means. I guess that explains their clientele's

lack of breeding.

Tuesday, 28th  of September.

05:27:19 Just woke up and there are people sleeping either side of me. I hate that.

05:29:46 Outreach came by last night. Offered me and B a room together at hostel he just got chucked

out of. I laughed. The hostel won't buy that!

07:13:18 Comments are most welcome: http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/09/27/soup-runs/#comments

08:21:38 @sockbook. Hi jon. Thanks for comment. I replied to you on blog. Sorry if blog is a little scrappy

- was just series of points 4 + against.

10:49:56 @addylake good blog!
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10:51:18 @addylake i could see u and stitch getting along famously, what with him and his squirrels and

u and ur possums!

11:51:23 Post on begging coming later this afternoon but first an addendum to yesterday - 

http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/09/28/soup-runs-addendum/

11:56:37 @deadly_sirius Are you ok today?  No word from you.  I DM'd you.

12:12:02 RT @weareopencinema: A great and very thought provoking blog entry from @aibaihe 

http://bit.ly/baK2rB Everyone, please read and get invo ...

12:13:26 Thanks @weareopencinema - changes are happening so if people have an opinion on either

side they should get involved + be heard.

15:04:41 @mrbenrichardson One of B's ones. J is dragging me to daycentre for this evening's session so

I might ask then.

15:08:22 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/09/28/begging/ Guess which side I come down on!! Ha ha!

15:17:10 Aargh heading to daycentre for first time in ooh a couple of months.  J insisted.

15:18:28 Don't forget I really want people to comment on my blog entries - especially those who disagree.

Debate is healthy.

15:21:31 To foreign readers of my blog - note that comments on services are only pertinent to the United

Kingdom.

16:29:47 @deadly_sirius darling you have to come back north of the river. Ask for a night shelter referral

for few nights. U can sleep upstairs and

16:32:32 @deadly_sirius and create a little den with chairs round u if you don't feel safe downstairs. Very

quiet at mo with hot food/showers/laundry

17:58:34 Sweet taxi driver just offered me a blanket. I laughed + said no thanks and he laughed too.

18:00:13 Met J at daycentre. Weird to be back but good to see some faces. J said i had to stay there and

have dinner. He gave me £2. I had veg pie +

18:01:35 ...chips for £1.30. J said i have to meet him there again thursday. He has gone off to college. He

is doing gcse english - macbeth at moment

18:03:20 I saw stitch's namesake. I will refer to him as max in future. He is in all DSS hotel. DSS pays

£355 per week for dingy room that does not

18:04:45 ...have any of the facilities the hotel has promised to provide - disgraceful. Max is going to do a

report for evening standard about it.

18:07:52 Stitch's girlfriend just been released from prison. She swore at policeman and got 1 day in

prison. Then she swore at judge and got 5 days.

18:09:35 Max calls her the rottweiler and refuses to talk to her. We were just laughing. Poor stitch! Why

does he always choose aggressive women?!!

18:11:52 Churchill got evicted from the hostel for not paying her service charge. She spent it all on

alcohol. She owed more than 10 weeks.

18:29:10 @vendazero congratulations. Well done pennie! Did she earn her steak?

18:35:16 Bon appetit pennie! And vendazero of course! I get the impression pennie gets to eat better than

her owner.

19:09:32 @vendazero lol i was right!

19:12:15 I'm in bed already by the vents - can a rough sleeper be a couch potato? Tomorrow afternoon

blogging on becoming a r/s'er + transitions etc.
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Wednesday, 29th  of September.

03:18:29 B's just turned up. He will be staying on streets again with me in future. Poor sweet B. He is

going to daycentre in morning.

06:49:25 RT @addylake: Crackdown on Melbourne's Begging Menace | http://bit.ly/9T6nfv (Melbourne

Leader) #homeless

06:53:32 @doorwayproject I think I have been physically attacked/sexually assaulted about seven or

eight times now in eight months. Statistics true

06:54:37 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/09/28/begging/#comments Am loving the comments - please

give the perspective from your own country.

07:11:53 Found out from B last night that he wasn't evicted from the hostel. He walked out. Oh that boy, I

swear.  Gave 70p from J to him 4 brekkie.

07:38:33 @thepavementmag Updates - CSTM main building partly going to be rented out for offices to

fund move to waterloo I heard.  But all that

07:39:31 @thepavementmag money that was raised to fund the development of the site for homeless in

the last couple of years only for change of use is

07:40:42 @thepavementmag scandalous. Rochester Row closure was part of moving homeless out of

westminster but they achieved it through h&s inspectors

07:42:17 @thepavementmag demanding a multimillion pound upgrade to their facilities. Will keep you

informed of further news including investigating

07:42:59 @thepavementmag some other things at moment on completely different subject.

08:17:46 He gave away the 70p!!!!+@?|$!  I'm an artist.  I can't work in these conditions!  I have arranged

to ring him every hour to check on him.

08:18:21 I call B "my little tamagotchi".

08:20:42 @vendazero Morning to the both of you!

08:26:36 @nickparsons101 Just for you, my dear.Gotta have something to read on train-must avoid

social interaction at all costs with fellow commuters

08:45:47 Forgot to say J was unimpressed with where I choose to sleep the other day. As he put it: 'For

fuck's sake, is this the best you can do?'

08:49:13 RT @JeremySwain: Sponsored sleep outs.There's gotta to be another way. 

http://www.insidehousing.co.uk/analysis/opinion/take-it-inside/65 ...

09:28:06 I am going to try and do some fundraising for world homeless day. Very small scale of course.

09:46:43 @PotatoBakeDave might ask at work if they will do a cake bake to raise money - always

popular in my office.

12:12:06 @deadly_sirius no word from u today. R u going to try and get some assistance today. Your

situation is very worrying. There is a limited

12:13:37 @deadly_sirius number of choices for people who are not ready to engage with services. Great

chapel st med ctr open late tonight. Why not go

12:15:08 @deadly_sirius and have a chat with doc. It is really quiet wednesday evening (from 4.30). The

staff r wonderful.

13:35:45 @deadly_sirius excellent news! You need some time to recover and the women are kept

together safely by the door with staff overseeing-v safe

14:45:15 @deadly_sirius I'm surprised that happened to you. Some of staff grumpy but they are very on

the ball about protecting the women. Others in
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14:46:12 @deadly_sirius similar position to yours have had no problem. you are comfortable there during

day so just mention to night staff you have

14:46:53 @deadly_sirius particular fears and are experiencing a bit of a mental crisis at the moment and

they will take extra care of you for sure.

14:49:32 @deadly_sirius Have you considered that in your heightened mental state you are

over-interpreting everyday accidents?

14:50:31 @deadly_sirius That can happen to any person during a mental crisis. I know I have

experienced something similar myself.

14:51:40 @deadly_sirius It isn't safer though.  I have followed your tweets for a while and you have

experienced multiple attacks and close calls.

14:52:37 @deadly_sirius and I know from personal experience that it happens regularly. perhaps get

second opinion from chapel street tonight.

14:59:03 @deadly_sirius all the more reason to go to shelter tonight. The mentally fittest person in the

world would suffer in the conditions u r

15:00:26 @deadly_sirius trying to live in and ur physical health also not good - you are getting very thin.

Won't hurt 2 try it. Give urself a break.

15:03:32 Hmm my blog is curiously popular today. 500 hits so far. Next post will have 2 wait till morning

bcoz too busy at work 2 finish it off.

16:13:12 RT @weareopencinema: Hi @NationalTheatre - Sir Tom Stoppard is doing a one-off talk in

support of our work, please could you retweet thi ...

Thursday, 30th  of September.

02:48:34 RT @iamwaters: I Am American http://fb.me/J6n9LPI7

05:07:14 @deadly_sirius. Hi just saw. Did u get in in the end?

12:52:03 @deadly_sirius Sorry darling. I still encourage you to go again tonight.  There are sometimes

admin problems.  I have been through it myself

12:55:47 Some absolutely fantastic comments on my blog. Well done you! 

http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/09/28/begging/#comments - read my responses

12:57:18 My next blog entry coming by 4pm, including my take on sponsored sleep outs. This is

exhausting - it's like cramming for exams!

13:00:23 @valstevenson That kind of makes sense though - olympics will probably attract itinerant

workers etc. better to make target after its ended

13:51:13 My take on sponsored sleep outs: 

http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/09/30/sponsored-sleep-outs/ @jeremyswain

@doorwayproject

13:54:59 @valstevenson It is the primary role of a journalist to be cynical! Keep up the good work! I am

fine, thanks.

13:57:21 It's a good job I am not the litigious type or I would Article 8 their arses!

14:04:44 Accident-deleted tweet! Before "arses" comment said B warned away by daycentre from seeing

me bcoz I am bad influence and he is easily led"

14:36:40 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/09/30/response-to-a-comment/ reclassified comment as full

blog post bcoz I think too interesting/important

17:23:26 RT @doorwayproject: RT @aibaihe My take on sponsored sleep outs: http://j.mp/bm8bVg
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@jeremyswain --> have posted my comment on blog.
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October

Friday, 1st  of October.

08:12:39 @JeremySwain Methinks a reference to the people's prince!

08:13:23 RT @JeremySwain: @ThePavementMag  You jest! They are used by orgs with better celeb

contacts than Thames Reach that often don't work wit ...

08:13:30 RT @JeremySwain: @doorwayproject  Awareness or encouragaing misconception of the

fantastic range of different things you and others do?

08:13:40 RT @JeremySwain: @aibaihe  Good stuff. Still think are lazy option. How about sponsored

clean up of park involving the homeless. Passive ...

08:14:00 RT @maverick_mac: RT @JeremySwain Sponsored sleep outs.There's gotta to be another

way. http://bit.ly/bY54Xb <= totally agree!

14:01:09 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/10/01/latest-update/ latest "news bulletin"

14:07:13 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/10/01/transitions/ next blog post on transitional stages or a

new rough sleeper from my own perspective

14:19:36 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/09/30/response-to-a-comment/#comments Another great

comment.

14:26:00 Next week i am going to do a blog entry on hostels for the homeless. I have a lot to say on these

issue and i want to interview other

14:27:00 Service users and do as in-depth a response from 'our' side of the fence as possible.

14:29:11 @DaisyGreenwell best of luck in your new job and keep tweeting!

18:42:43 BBC film crew at strand filming people right now. In defence of fred (sandwich man) and trying

to get an award for his work.

18:44:06 I insisted on seeing their credentials - they are legit. Will be on BBC London evening news

sometime either mon/tue/wed next week.

18:45:59 It's raining. I'm cold. B's gone...sigh.  Working 10.5 hour shift tomorrow so am drying by vents,

then food from strand, then sleep.

19:44:23 Mariachi band that hustle covent garden always go out of way to step over me. This time i fit

one of them on leg with newspaper + his friend

19:45:56 Spat all over my face. I swear i am going to get me a knife 2moro. I can't afford to renew my

prescription + haven't been taking it for more

19:47:02 Than two weeks. I am starting to feel really down and hopeless. The daycentre don't care. Told

b outreach r even going to stop visiting.

19:48:06 Ask the homeless their biggest complaint + they all say is that they feel almost incidental to the

homelessness industry.

20:17:48 @JeremySwain ha ha! Only if u paid them 2 do it! Big issue walk tonight all vendors being paid

50 free issues to take part + say how

20:19:27 @JeremySwain how wonderful issue is! U know how harmful i think it is, though - it's another

form of begging.

20:22:13 @JeremySwain but joking aside the key to everything is the passive to active move. So difficult

though - requires coordination + cooperation
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20:24:17 @JeremySwain from all agencies which is the point of the begging/soup run debate. Can't

engage people if alternative too easy.Guess 4 me too

20:53:51 @secretsmiler thank u i was just having a moment! I'm ok. Pay no heed to me when i start

whingeing - it's always temporary

Saturday, 2nd  of October.

05:43:02 Someone left 75p by my head. Getting up now to get tea and sandwich from ASLAN b4 work.

06:50:56 2 friends at soup run come from BI big walk -were v impressed by participants. Said all kind,

friendly + genuinely interested in their lives

18:28:56 Been cleaning toilets for 10.5 hours. My feet kill. BUT I find £5. I'm rich!

Sunday, 3rd  of October.

00:22:02 I give in. I am soaked through. I am using my £5 bonus to get a cup of hot chocolate at the

mcdaycentre. Drowned rat don't begin to describe

01:14:44 Tried to pay £2 for bus ticket but driver let me on for free. Joy of joys! Gonna sleep on floor of

self storage warehouse. Cold but dry.

07:16:04 Woke up cold and shivery but a nice brisk 5 mile walk to work should sort that right out.

11:45:23 I love the way social media is being used to help share info and support + search out real

assistance for those in need.

11:47:46 BUT I HATE that certain persons r using their 'homeless' status (if they even are) to solicit cash

and other donations. Please don't give.

13:32:35 @oiseaufrancaise thank you so much for all the info.very kind.I am focusing on improving my

salary as priority though instead of getting aid

13:34:37 @oiseaufrancaise things r looking up though. I am being helped 2 apply 4 better jobs + my

financial commitments drop quite a bit in new year

13:37:36 @nickparsons101 that film always reminds me of hong kong. Wonderful place.

17:55:25 RT @JeremySwain: Cuckooing of flats of the vulnerable - sinister and depressing. 

http://tinyurl.com/2aqnpxr

18:05:12 Soup runs today: volunteers all wearing gloves. 4.30pm rice/mince/pasta/cake on strand. Same

time some men from elsewhere handing out goody

18:06:47 ...bags. Then opposite side of road for clothes (including new jackets from primark) and goody

bags. I left at 6.30 but the soup runs on

18:07:41 Sunday keep coming until nearly midnight from different christian groups all round london.

18:09:36 Interesting information: the daycentre receives a weekly sum of money for each homeless

person 'on their books'. At least £80 everyone says.

18:11:41 @deadly_sirius you can get clothes + shoes from manna centre in morning on monday +

wednesday. Each person served individually -so very safe

18:12:51 @deadly_sirius you can choose a maximum of four items and the quality is very good

apparently with biggest selection for women. Also free

18:13:21 ...food everyday. At london bridge. Check it out.
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Monday, 4th  of October.

08:52:33 @daisygreenwell forgot to wish u good luck in ur new job today.

09:56:54 I think I am sick. I am stiff and sore, I have a cold sore (first in 5 years) and I feel cold.

09:57:54 Thinking about that weekly sum the daycentre gets for each person on its books, that makes

sense of something now. I wondered why outreach

09:59:00 ...pop by from time to time - I guess there are certain actions they need to undertake to maintain

me as an 'active' client for funding. Hmm

10:11:01 @aibaihe ha ha! Too funny. Actually though, joking aside, since the beginning people keep

telling me everything is about funding for them

10:12:33 But I guess I am a little naive bcoz I believed they were really trying to help. Sometimes it feels

like the homeless are treated by them as

10:13:55 An inconvenience to be endured on the way to collecting a pay packet. Love your photos by the

way @vendazero.

10:16:06 @vendazero but there are a few outstanding staff at all the organisations I have come into

contact with. It must be disheartening for them.

11:27:51 @DaisyGreenwell his books are wonderful and very popular with boys who need encouraging to

read - good tip!

12:39:46 @alleycat22469 The downside 2 being homeless in the USA is that u get far less help from the

government. upside is u have better weather!

12:59:08 @alleycat22469. Do u no the musical 'les miserables'? A dying woman sings 'rain will make the

flowers grow' to say that good comes from bad

13:03:18 @alleycat22469 it is a lovely song and a little reminder that no circumstance, no matter how

awful, doesn't have something redeeming to it.

13:09:12 @alleycat22469 it will do. It is one of the most famous musicals. The music and songs r

wonderful. You should be able to listen on youtube.

13:10:10 @alleycat22469 hopefully @addylake hasn't broken youtube as well!

14:23:51 RT @HomelessLink: Have you signed our petition to end rough sleeping by 2012?  Give us your

support http://ow.ly/2NUQJ

16:39:52 @DaisyGreenwell so is it anything like the death star like I imagine? Sorry, couldn't resist!

16:41:10 @daisygreenwell would you really have enjoyed seeing john bird in heels though?

20:12:30 Apparently the food at the starvation army is provided by an outside catering company. They

have responded to complaints about portion size

20:14:46 By.........reducing the size of the plates so that the portions don't appear so small. J says eg for

dessert there might be jelly + icecream

20:16:20 But you are only allowed jelly or icecream not both! Whoever heard such a thing! The catering

contract is up for renewal shortly.

20:18:20 Thank u @weareopencinema for letting me attend the tom stoppard event 2moro.

20:19:37 Other interesting events coming up: I am attending a q+a for medical students interested in

psychiatry to talk about my experiences and I

20:20:41 Will also be attending the next soup run forum organised by housing justice to offer my

perspective on the issue.

20:37:44 Ooh there's a chill in the air tonight isn't there but at least there's no rain.

20:38:12 RT @addictionpsych: @aibaihe A huge thank you to you for agreeing to come along to the
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medical student Q+A, a great privilege for the st ...

Tuesday, 5th  of October.

06:55:21 B back at 2a.m. Hurrah! Good job bcoz later a crazy man came by high as a kite and begged

me to have sex with him. B said he looked like he

06:56:21 ...was on crack. He dried to unzip himself there and then. It was very surreal but would have

been dangerous if I was on my own.

Wednesday, 6th  of October.

08:07:43 Yesterday went with B to gt chapel st surgery to get his sick note. Staff all wonderful there. B

was checked out completely. He is ok but

08:08:45 ...needs to see the optician and his bmi is only about 18 so he needs to add about a stone in

weight. After that the daycentre helped him

08:09:52 ...sort his benefits, hurrah! He should receive a back payment in the next few days. He is going

to give some to me, I am going to put some

08:11:11 ...in a savings account for him for any bills he needs to pay and big expenses like christmas and

then he is going to treat himself.

08:12:39 Yesterday evening we went to @weareopencinema 's evening with tom stoppard which was

wonderful but B hated it! After we were so tired we

08:13:50 ...Went to bed by the vents (we did it old school with cardboard) but we got washed out and

moved. B got depressed and so I have sent him to

08:14:47 ...his ex-girlfriend's house until thursday night so he can keep warm for a couple of days and see

his kids and hopefully his money will be

08:15:29 ...here when he gets back and he can treat himself. My blog post on hostels should be ready by

friday.

08:17:35 @TheSockMob just surreal. It has become so normal to me that it doesn't upset me until it

becomes something more than verbal.

10:06:08 @weareopencinema it was brill. Thank u so much.  as for B, he did say he liked the comfy chair

and central heating so not a complete loss!

14:17:47 RT @TBIF: Vendor 'Spud' tragically dies at just 42 - http://bit.ly/dmiacR

14:19:17 Spud was B's friend that they said the prayers for and lit candles for at st martin's. They were

devastated espec bcoz he was on the way up

16:28:10 Romanian at soup run yesterday had been in country less than 24 hours. Fallen on hard times?

Gotta have other times b4 u can have hard ones!

16:29:55 I have lived in other countries and I know settling in is difficult and takes time but I also no to

survive u need to hit the ground running

16:31:00 That means having an idea where u r going to stay, not resting until u know when that first pay

packet is coming. Last week at colonel run 4

16:32:01 Young poles pushed to the front of the queue and when everyone complained they said they

deserved to push bcoz they were young and hadn't

16:34:22 Found work in 4months. I've done what they've done in countries with far higher unemployment

rates so don't give me that. Go home. Prepare
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16:35:29 Properly and come back when u have a better plan of what u r going to do.

16:37:40 The french government has its own employment office and support centre in london for young

people coming here. Other euro countries should b

16:39:26 Encouraged to do the same. If eu citizens r not practising treaty rights they do not have the legal

right to be here. The law is clear.

17:55:12 Just got to locker. Man who works there looked at me + gave big smile. Very weird. Went

upstairs - the lights were out on my floor. They

17:57:32 Know, i thought and r trying 2 get rid of me. But then i realised it is 24 hour facility. Was the man

trying 2 tell me i can turn lights off

17:58:20 If i want? Am i over-analysing?

21:12:51 @vendazero will u repeat that prayer for me?!

Thursday, 7th  of October.

18:15:14 @alleycat22469 hi she is here at daycentre. I just waved at her. She looks fine!

18:19:36 @alleycat22469 Just went and talked to her. She is doing ok and is still staying in the night

shelter.

20:10:16 At soup run met polish woman sleeping rough been here 2 years initially worked then living on

benefits which got used up. Says she hopes to

20:11:43 ...get job at post office. She has no friends after 2 years but speaks good english. Why don't u

use that daycentre for e.euros? Bcoz u have

20:12:57 ...to pay for all services. Deeper problems i think. Went through her work record and she has

lost several permanent jobs here already.

20:14:14 Met ANOTHER romanian just arrived in the country. Why didn't he bring money i said? 'i was

hoping to find a squat but it is difficult'.

20:15:16 Met eritrean who has just been awarded indefinite leave. She is in night shelter. Move on is a

problem for refugees awarded status - they

20:16:22 Have access to NASS accommodation while applying and when they get status have to leave

quickly. She went to stay with a friend but realised

20:17:15 ...that the only way to get her own place was to become homeless. Surely there can be a more

efficient solution to the problem.

20:18:20 Saw young G who hasn't been around for ages. Talk about coincidence regarding the article in

the guardian this week. He has his own place

20:19:45 ...but has mild learning difficulties. A few rough sleepers who drink had moved in and wouldn't

leave. The daycentre found out and got rid

20:20:39 ...of them. G hadn't been coming to the soup runs bcoz he was scared to leave his apartment.

Bless him.

20:22:11 Fighting over food at the soup run again - this time over the pie man's food. A pie shop has

been coming every 8-8.30 with hot pies.

20:23:34 @alleycat22469 we just had a good chat at the soup run - she is in much better health and may

be getting accommodation soon.

20:25:24 @vendazero no different one. This is a new one.

20:26:43 @vendazero i heard that other one stopped doing it because someone gave the woman abuse

so they stopped or do indoor soup kitchen now
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20:34:01 Oh my god this posh guy just chatted me up. I said i'm a rough sleeper. He said 'but you have

the classiest phone i've ever seen'

20:35:00 Ah the joys of phone upgrades!

21:46:05 J came by again with chocolate and a cup of tea. He has been doing that a lot recently.

21:46:51 He wants me to go inside. He is always telling me off about not getting a place.

Friday, 8th  of October.

05:29:28 Just woke up and B's not back. I started crying. I need that money he's getting to pay my bills. I

am running a deficit this month. I have a

05:30:42 ...complicated spreadsheet detailing every payment i have to make through to March and i am in

deficit until january which means i am going

05:32:04 ...to have to borrow more money. I look at my bills and realise many of them are for money i

didn't spend myself but others spent for me.

05:33:17 And people seem to think the easy or sensible option is to walk away from it but they are wrong.

The fallout from not paying is far worse +

05:34:51 ...lasts years and i know that bcoz i have been through it b4. I still have a fear of the knocks on

the door and the mountains of mail.

06:18:01 London this morning is just as foreigners imagine it to be - silent cobbled streets smothered in

fog...beautiful.

06:19:12 @calneeagle i just can't get over the sheer volume of post it generates - it is out of all

proportion. Still working on that reply btw!

07:06:46 Goddamn those exchange rates - an extra £70 this month thrown away.

10:18:58 @DaisyGreenwell too many new things happening at mo for you. Your voice will return when

you settle in.

Saturday, 9th  of October.

20:53:37 V tired and emotional. Still no B. I think he is going to miss my b'day. Worked 10.5 hours today -

truly exhausted. Limped 1.5 miles back to

20:55:13 Strand and on way passed no less than 5 BI 'vendors' - all sitting down with cups in front of

them and my weak leg was in agony and i just

20:56:33 Thought this isn't right. It's the 1st time i have limped in months. Got to strand 4 sandwiches

from fred and i couldn't stop crying. Fred

20:57:45 Was kind and made sure i got all my favourites and even the poles were trying to give me

things. My friend bob hugged me. He said i looked

20:58:51 Tired and to come see him in morning. Just had to take a few painkillers bcoz i couldn't sleep

with the pain. Might just sleep all day 2moro

21:40:26 Ouch. Painkillers only worked for 5 mins. have 2.50 left. might need to buy alcohol - most

effective pain relief

Sunday, 10th  of October.

07:21:06 Article in news of the world today. Main picture - we know guy- doesn't sleep rough/never in
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army/ is an alcoholic. What a liar.

08:20:39 No B. I'm cracking up. Just looked down and my trousers are covered in bleach stains from

yesterday. Wonderful b'day so far. Gonna change

08:21:39 ...sleeping spot to south of river from tonight and stay off twitter for a while. Still got a couple of

things to add to blog then got a few

08:23:12 ...other things i need to concentrate on.

Monday, 11th  of October.

12:50:35 Sculpture outside royal festival hall- magnetic disc covered in pennies u can rearrange into a

picture. A tramp is stealing all the pennies.

12:53:41 @Sockbook and are the spirits they are upping of the jack daniels variety? Actually i don't have

a problem with rounding up but take the mag

14:05:13 @Sockbook about the same numbers as ever - perhaps few less with cold weather. He doesn't

come at 7.30 now - a few returns from 8.30 onwards

14:06:21 There was a meeting last friday with staff and directors of CSTM about what is now being called

'potential' move.

14:06:54 The new address is on same street as manna centre near london bridge.

15:20:10 My twitter has gone mad! It's spontaneously unfollowed people and deleted messages.

Tuesday, 12th  of October.

13:53:32 Just had to ask to borrow money from my brother. He hasn't replied which means he's not

happy. Who gives anything to Poor Tom?

22:46:03 Just woken up by two funny policemen. I asked and it is a FACT that in the next few months a

byelaw is being introduced outlawing bedding

22:47:19 ...down in the whole of the west end. They are just waiting for the word to say it has started.

23:07:32 One of the policemen was 40 and still lives with his mum + dad. The other agree with J that my

choice of sleeping spot is crap. 'what do you

23:08:12 ...do when it rains?' he said 'I get wet.'

23:15:17 Nipper just came by. He has a place in rehab tomorrow. He only asked about a place today so

that's super fast timing.

23:16:24 J is currently waiting at the strand to get me a sandwich for my lunch tomorrow.

Wednesday, 13th  of October.

06:35:39 When I woke up there was a message of undying love from nipper on my phone. He has given

me a couple of days to consider his offer!

06:36:46 Starting to get really worried about B now. Maybe something has happened. I have already tried

the police (i have the kent and met police

06:37:48 ...custody suites on my speed dial). His ex still won't respond either to me or to others. I will just

have to wait and see.

06:38:29 It's starting to get very cold. I was very grateful for my sockmob hat last night.

07:42:24 asked J last night why he liked me. He said 'i've always liked u'. 'but why'. 'bcoz i've never seen
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u drunk.' I feel so attractive!

07:43:31 Loved the q+a at queen mary's last night. The trainee doctors seemed genuinely interested and

I finally met the sockmobettes.

09:10:15 Last night some of the guys were talking about nipper's recent experiences in prison. 'did u have

a job?' one of them asked. Nipper said he

09:11:56 ...did cleaning. 'so in prison u had a job but when u come out you are declared too sick to work?'

the guys were roaring with laughter and

09:13:00 ...so was I at the absurdity of it. But really, it's an interesting point isn't it. I said B never worked

but he worked all those years in

09:15:37 ...prison and earned a wage for it. There seems to be no continuity to transition them from

productive labour inside to outside prison.

09:17:03 But then again u look at my situation and u realise that the system is only geared up to help

those who present as pathetically unable. So

09:18:14 ...many of the guys say they want to get a job but can't until they get housed and in the

meantime they feel they are wasting their lives.

12:41:04 Now that things have calmed down since my b'day I just want my B back. I am so sad but so

impotent.

13:18:44 Nipper jusr rang B's ex for me. He is living there but was out. He is ringing back in an hour. I just

need a straight answer - is it over?

13:54:54 Nipper called again for me. B and his ex are sleeping together and she is deciding whether to

take him back.

13:55:16 So that's that.

14:04:49 Another brother has failed to respond to my request for a loan of 400 for three months and now

B is gone I won't be getting back the money

14:05:56 ...he promised me. i have been investigating those short term high interest loans today. It is

probably my only remaining option. Doesn't

14:06:23 ...matter much now anyway.

14:10:11 Of course if B and his ex had EVER done a day's work in their lives they wouldn't have the time

to b having affairs while I work to pay them

14:11:29 I have sent the ex a text wishing them a long life full of love (no, really) and straight from work I

am using my voucher to buy vodka.

14:12:01 They want support needs, let's give the bastards fucking support needs.

14:14:09 The hostel did this. If they hadn't barred me we would have strengthened our relationship rather

than tested it so sorely.

19:48:17 J has confiscated the alcohol and he swore at me plenty. He says I am not to be trusted on my

own so I have had to trail him all evening.

19:49:48 He also directed some very choice language at nipper for his text messages. I am worn out and

desperate to sleep. Nipper is to sleep out

19:54:50 ...with me tonight and then I am going back to his squat tomorrow. I am just relieved not to be

making my own decisions for a while.

19:57:59 Nipper's rehab is delayed 3 weeks. He is going to a very expensive private one that requires a

commitment of 3 weeks sobriety first. J said

20:03:40 ...it's wrong to make a homeless person pass such a test.

22:22:37 Police stopped by again. Had to explain yet again that yes my details were correct. I don't show
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up on system bcopz i've never been arrested

22:24:23 Then outreach came by. I could have predicted they'd come this evening. J has gone to round

up nipper to guard me so he can go home.

Thursday, 14th  of October.

04:58:26 A man just came and bothered me. He kept offering me a place to stay. Bcoz I ignored him, b4

he walked away he kicked me- not hard but still

05:00:36 U know B really does love me. Nipper was at his ex's house a month ago. B said he has to do

anything she tells him to see the children. He

05:01:45 ...is such an idiot. And to have given her all my money. She doesn't need it. She makes extra

cash selling heroin to mums at the school gate

05:03:17 ...every afternoon when she picks the kids up which bcoz of his parents he hates. Poor B. But

that is the life he has chosen, I suppose.

05:04:32 He ended up in prison b4 bcoz she pressurised him into getting money for her and I guess he'll

end up there again.

05:05:54 Anyway there is a little good news; one of my brothers has come through with the money so I

can desist from shakespearian'tom' laments!

06:54:03 Nipper is doing the london marathon again next year for the daycentre. I asked him if he would

enquire whether I could as well. He laughed

06:55:02 ...but I need something intense to focus on for a while to stop being so up and down

emotionally. And I did use to compete at cross country

06:56:46 ...as a teenager. I did a 10k last year as part of my recovery for my accident injuries so it is not

farfetched. J offered 1st pledge - 26p

18:52:05 I got rejected for one of the marathon places for the daycentre. Nipper asked for me. I suppose

in fairness they were expecting someone from

18:53:14 ...a more corporate background to raise more money for them. I guess I can choose another

marathon and just do itmyself though. They really

18:54:05 ...don't like me there though do they? Oh well.

18:57:03 I hope B does come back.I still want his friendship.He told some of the guys he was lucky to be

dating his best friend. We have the most fun

19:36:36 @alleycat22469. I was with her an hour ago. She has gone for a walk to keep warm and will be

back in an hour and a half when the night

19:38:13 ...shelter opens. She is suffering from terrible anxiety at moment that comes and goes. She is

due to get an interim hostel first where

19:39:17 ...she will get more help/supervision and then be moved on into long term accommodation. Doc

said she doesn't need medication - am surprised

20:12:35 Btw nipper's squat got closed this morning by police. Though who knows if that is the truth or

not. He is another liar.

20:28:16 @vendazero unburden urself to pennie. I'm sure she won't mind listening. Especially if there's a

nice dinner at the end of it for her.

Friday, 15th  of October.
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08:18:51 http://www.insidehousing.co.uk/news/care-and-support/new-homeless-hub-planned-for-london/

6512074.article

08:22:11 The 'hub' is a brilliant idea. I just hope they staff it with the right people. Would you agree

@deadly_sirius ?!

08:24:20 Man gave me breakfast this morning - dutch/german fella. He said he bought it but now wasn't

hungry. What a sweet lie.

08:25:37 Am noticing a pattern. Takes about 3 to 4 days to bounce back from upset. Need to make a little

card to put in my pocket to remind me so i

08:26:42 ...can focus on it when something bad happens and not get so down in future. Hopefully. Well I

can give it a try anyway!

12:40:59 @deadly_sirius is a link in the previous tweet. going to be one dedicated centre for newly

identified rough sleepers to get them in quickly

12:45:44 @deadly_sirius of course if I am still on streets by then I will probably get barred from it (laughs

bleakly!)

12:49:49 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/topics/weather/8061737/Snow-to-hit-Britain.html

15:08:55 @doorwayproject @ThePavementMag ok I hear what u r saying. But cynicism has no

constructive value. If u have a concern u push ur way in so

15:11:23 ...u can play a part in directing the way these services will operate.  Getting people off the

streets is a good thing surely. Particularly

15:12:32 ...new arrivals who r the most vulnerable to exploitation who need lifting out of their situation

asap. I support the police having a role

15:14:51 ...bcoz of the extra training and powers that they have. It would b unwise 2 expect an outreach

worker to b able to replicate that training.

15:16:55 And I have had plenty of experience at the hands of police including stop+search and forcible

sending 2 hospital. But this is opinion only.

15:18:10 BTW meeting inside housing wednesday for a little chat. Should be interesting.

www.insidehousing.co.uk

15:18:56 @vendazero well done PENNIE!

15:20:04 @doorwayproject indeed. So work on hostel improvements. See a problem, solve it, don't walk

away.

15:28:37 @doorwayproject you're making me out to be a typical contrary tyke!! I decided today anyway to

find me a marathon to run and fundraise 4 u.

15:32:13 Oh forgot to say my cake bake for homeless day got scuppered. Turns out woman in charge of

office fundraising is that 1 who hates me! Aarggh

15:42:08 @vendazero I can't understand why some of the longest homeless have had 2 wait so long for

their own place. And so many died in that time.

15:43:23 @vendazero at that q+a on monday I talked about how in many ways (not all) it is the men who

r more vulnerable on the streets bcoz they r

15:45:12 @vendazero ..not as highly prioritised as women and this becomes even more acute when

waiting 4 permanent housing. U can't just have a baby

15:59:18 @vendazero No not your fault. If you feel that coming inside meant 'giving in' someone didn't

present the case for it well enough.

16:00:19 @vendazero Oh! If I could give any advice to someone facing any kind of arrears it would be

OPEN THE LETTERS
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16:01:27 @vendazero I might need your help in the future (maybe new year) with selling some things

including a load of DVDs.

16:04:34 @doorwayproject More than that - they help clarify/justify your position. An org that CANNOT

justify its existence also DOES NOT justify it.

16:14:38 @DaisyGreenwell that's because he's a serious artiste, daisy, not a comedian! he's always

scared me.

16:23:51 @DaisyGreenwell NO actor is allowed that excuse. He will be used to repetitive days 'blocking'

shows which is far more boring, trust me.

16:27:46 @DaisyGreenwell used to do repertory theatre and worked on chinese tv as presenter for 2

years!

16:31:51 @ThePavementMag but you are in a v different position to doorway as a news magazine. In

your case you are correct to probe/question hard

16:33:39 I don't think that is the correct position for @doorwayproject though. their role is to respond to

that and implement change. i think anyway

16:48:10 @doorwayproject No I get that. And I really admire your passion for it too. and i am sure ur

clients don't feel like the moneymakers many of

16:49:04 @doorwayproject the london homeless do.

16:59:33 But in a world where everyone is shouting to be heard, rationality, compromise & a willingness

to be mutually understanding gains support

17:10:52 @doorwayproject !!! That'll be it. In a London daycentre you can't go on facebook without them

claiming gov money for improving IT skills!

Saturday, 16th  of October.

10:38:07 @_silverbomber i love the idea of a ring or something else unobtrusive i can wear. shall look

into that. i used to have a little motto that

10:38:50 @_silverbomber i would recite to myself at difficult moments: one day you're going to laugh

about this, so why not just laugh about it now.

10:41:00 working in the loos again today but much quieter location. can work on my blog. dividing up my

hostel post into smaller pieces. and working

10:41:44 ...on something to do with EU nationals sleeping rough. for reasons u don't need to know i

happen to know the law in this area including

10:43:05 ...recent rulings on deportation cases. i am going to try and set out as simply as poss the

position of EU nationals and their rights and

10:43:42 ...why and how their situation is treated very differently in relation to other non-eu foreign

nationals and seeing how u know my feelings

10:45:07 ...on this point!! will also give opposing view & set out what an eu national can do to avoid

deportation or at least indefinitely delay it.

11:24:49 @JeremySwain almost thought of dm'ing u. don't worry it will be honest but responsible. actually

one of the points i was going to make was

11:25:53 @jeremyswain to do with the problematic use of the word deportation which actually has a

specific meaning not relevant to this debate.

12:09:48 I'm cleaning the men's toilets as well today. oh you boys are mucky pups.

12:42:19 come on now, own up! whose idea was it to build public loos in england that flood in the rain?
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sigh. thought it was gonna be an easy day.

12:47:43 @doorwayproject !! makes me think of film 'hot fuzz'.

12:50:12 @vendazero my mum used to call us batbabes when we were young. ....oookkaaay she still

calls me batbabe! the shame!

12:51:22 just googled batbabe - there's a whole series of porn films with the name. it's not me, i swear to

God!

13:02:32 @doorwayproject I am starting my training 2moro a.m. for marathon (yet to decide on which one

yet). will u help me set up justgiving page?

13:06:51 @alleycat22469 best of luck today. most people hate the stress of moving but in your case i bet

it's a thrill.

13:40:47 @deadly_sirius has she contacted any services yet? if not: centrepoint 020 7287 9134 25

Berwick Street London W1F 8RF for emergency accom

13:46:28 @deadly_sirius if she is fleeing due to cultural pressure she can email

info@zenafoundation.com or info@southallblacksisters.co.uk

13:53:36 @deadly_sirius that's good. i ran away at about that age too. it is a frightening experience.

15:18:23 i've had really bad chest and back pains recently. i feel fine though - it's just an anxiety thing.

2moro is laundry day-always cheers me up

22:49:12 My Twitter value is $73.58, according to http://www.twalue.com ... What about yours? #twalue

22:50:57 @vendazero $73.58 #twalue. but who do i sell it to to get the cash!

Sunday, 17th  of October.

07:32:46 @antross1 talking about hub? it already is the aim and rightly so. exceptions already exist for

those fleeing violence etc.

07:34:06 @antross1 having said that, i am going to bite the next policeman who offers me a ticket "to go

home" to france!

07:42:13 Found 20p in bottom of public loo....course I took it! Then toilet attendant asked me out - u don't

know where my hand's just been, mate!

07:44:26 Went to aslan dinner last night. They hand out tickets during week. Food was so good. V

impressed and will write more detail in blog.

07:45:30 Saw J. He said he was looking for nipper as he heard he was drinking again but I found nipper

and he wasn't. He was begging. I told him he

07:47:35 ...has to sponsor me one hour's begging proceeds for my run. still keeps asking me out. would

be like a chihuahua mating with a great dane.

07:51:03 Met @deadly_sirius at soup run in strand playing mother to her new ward. Methinks just normal

teenage issues here. Bless u both.

07:52:27 Light + life christian fellowship handout on strand. Hot dog van. All youngish men - quite macho

feeling. Heard some bad reports about them

07:53:56 ...from various people with regard to their tone and method of evangelising (i.e. Openly

prejudiced and v conservative). They were very nice

07:56:21 ...to me but then again I'm not exactly a challenge to white middle class heterosexuals.

07:58:27 Free day today. Going to upload some blog entries this evening, finish completing job

application form, running at gym and laundry.

08:01:14 @hardlynormal. No we 'live' in the same part of london. We'd seen each other before but started
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talking after reading each other's tweets.

08:03:10 @hardlynormal we have been friends for a few weeks now.  She is looking after a young

runaway  - that is the teenager I referred to!

08:07:27 @hardlynormal. I look forward to meeting u. Saw the advert in pavement magazine. I love that

magazine.

08:11:13 Oh and I mustn't forget to take more photos for fundraiser for daycentre. It is being organised by

the lovely art room staff.

08:16:20 RT @PokerFiend: @aibaihe @deadly_sirius not sure of situation down in the big smoke but

here in Notts homeless services are severely thr ...

12:52:34 RT @doorwayproject: Real Lettings: a housing solution with a genuine difference - The

Guardian - http://j.mp/cA2Z9q

Monday, 18th  of October.

12:25:32 RT @homelesslondon: Please vote for The Connection at St Martin's now and make homeless

people TalkTalk's Digital Heroes... http://fb.me ...

12:28:36 Go 8en!! www.talk-talk.mirror.co.uk vote for ben richardson at connections london region. He's

lovely!

12:36:09 RT @patrickjbutler: Society daily: Council CEOs who Tweet, housing cuts, "benefit cheats," Jimi

Heselden, Life on the streets  http://t. ...

13:58:17 RT @sloumarsh: @aibaihe really enjoy reading your tweets. Would you be interested in talking

to the Camden New Journal, if you are pleas ...

13:58:58 Camden council considering closing homeless day centre.

17:19:16 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/10/18/eea-nationals/

18:06:40 RT @doorwayproject: Project Prevention - Shame on you for exploiting the most vulnerable and

bribing them to be sterilised.

18:08:34 @doorwayproject I couldn't agree more with you. I don't care what they r trying to do - they r

bribing desperate people 2 act irrationally

22:33:50 Outreach just said hello on their way past. They were very friendly. Outreach are always

friendly. I should stop being rude about them.

Tuesday, 19th  of October.

09:56:02 RT @outerbongolia: @aibaihe Ben got my vote :-)

09:57:03 @outerbongolia thanks. and thanks also for the advice the other day. you're right: i do have

terrible taste in men!

12:05:53 @HJAlastair I just asked them on phone and they said they made a mistake - they were actually

referring to rochester row.

13:49:21 @HJAlastair i'm planning on coming!

15:01:51 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/10/19/why-women-shou…n-mens-affairs/

Wednesday, 20th  of October.

04:04:41 Oh no! I read the clock wrong. Thought it was 6.30. In fact 4.30am. Already packed away my
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sleeping bag. Very nippy.

06:53:01 Just passed billy the boxer on the steps of the royal courts of justice. Gave him my chocolate

from last night. He was looking well.

07:10:15 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2010/10/20/a-soup-run-scandal/ a little bit of news

07:15:48 RT @doorwayproject: RT @vendazero HOMELESS CHARITIES - out of London is THE

DOORWAY PROJECT - follow them on twitter help them,they do g ...

07:17:49 RT @IsabelHardman: more details coming out now on the plans for tenure reform: plans for an

'affordable tenure' where families pay close ...

07:17:55 RT @IsabelHardman: Security of tenure looks set to be abolished and replaced by a tenancy

that can be as short as 7 years

07:49:44 @calneeagle oh no, don't feel guilty. That does sound horrid.

09:53:51 RT @homelesslondon: Thank you to everyone that's already voted our clients to be TalkTalk's

Digital Heroes. You've still got time to vot ...

10:06:27 @LDNFoodBank ouch Jon! Is that directed at me? I am a socialist 2 but my perspective is that

we share responsibilities as well as benefits.

11:07:35 @LDNFoodBank sorry Jon! Me being an oversensitive woman again! I love hearing ur

perspective on soup runs - u know more than most anyone.

11:08:32 RT @LDNFoodBank: 30,000 food items now saved from landfill. >£50,000 saved for

low-income and homeless London and >£1300 waste fee ...

12:34:09 @DaisyGreenwell halloween's come early.

22:22:18 It is COLD! Outreach just came by and said I could go into night shelter bcoz it is below freezing

tonight but J got me warm clothes from

22:22:53 Soup run earlier so I can cope out. It is still chilly though.

Thursday, 21st  of October.

06:08:08 My fingers are so cold. I think itm is meant to be warmer today. I am off to work to get tea to

thaw out.

12:55:37 @deadly_sirius hey sweetpea! I'm fine - just need to remember to wear gloves at night now.

See u tonight!

13:11:00 I will be doing an article in Inside Housing on a day in the life of me on the streets. Will tweet

when published. Will use money for SHOES!

13:12:49 Also something appearing in Camden New Journal. I think it is about sockmob and they

interviewed me as well.

13:13:53 RT @NewJournal: Another parking fine for Hare Krishna charity food run van | Camden New

Journal: http://bit.ly/9ZKi2I

22:21:01 J just kissed me on the cheek!

Friday, 22nd  of October.

05:51:38 Just woke up and someone had placed the most horrific porn magazine by my head. It's really

unnerved me.

06:02:05 Outreach just came by. Three people I didn't recognise so they showed me ID. The woman took

away that awful porn mag for me.
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08:54:34 @doorwayproject yes

09:01:05 @deadly_sirius I don't think that was their intention. They were being perverted. Mag held open

BY MY PILLOW with women showing their bums.

09:13:12 @DaisyGreenwell thanks. I'm ok now. It was just weird waking up alone in dark and seeing it.

Outreach came by few minutes and cheered me up.

10:03:19 @doorwayproject it's ok. When I see the guys tonight they will join me up with a group for

safety. J has been trying for ages to move me.

10:05:22 @JeremySwain will find out tonight.

15:21:42 @hardlynormal www.dressforsuccess.org operates throughout USA and UK for women.

Sunday, 24th  of October.

09:13:06 @JeremySwain yes he still does about once a month. Someone I know had some off him last

month.

18:42:06 @vendazero oh this really bugs me too

18:43:45 Its below zero and the vents are switched off. Gone to bed early bcoz of cold. Going to be very

difficult night.

Monday, 25th  of October.

17:56:19 Oh no. I have just lost one of my gloves. I hope the heaters are on tonight.

Tuesday, 26th  of October.

09:54:27 Got loads of layers from soup run late last night so nice and toasty even without gloves but I had

lots of nightmares of B calling me stupid

09:56:25 Just used all my colleagues' computers to vote for ben richardson! Still time to vote.

www.talk-talk.mirror.co.uk/region-london.htm

14:20:57 RT @narrowboatlucy: @aibaihe Done and retweeted! Good luck to Ben @homelesslondon :)

14:22:13 @narrowboatlucy thank you very much. I don't just want to complain about services all time but

praaise those who make an effort as well.

18:36:10 So I ask myself...why would the daycentre make a point of placing multiple copies of a

newspaper in reception pointing people to my blog?

18:37:01 And why would the staff go out of their way to point out the article to certain service users who

know me?

18:38:35 This is the public domain of course. But some of the things I have said would make me

unpopular...very unpopular. So what's their game?

18:39:47 If I were to be put in danger as a result, where would the culpability lie?

Wednesday, 27th  of October.

09:45:14 @calneeagle I read it. It was an intelligent post.

18:38:41 Punch up seconds ago at LIF between poles. Some proper punches landed and food thrown by

hare khrishnas.
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18:40:50 Last night there was a woman with two small children for over an hour at LIF. When she

followed me to toilet I told her straight not to ...

18:41:50 ...bring children again for this very same reason. I am a woman and sometimes I have to get

involved. Sorry, J.

19:10:42 Another major fistfight at sai baba. Volunteers tried to split it up.

19:13:31 terrible atmosphere - fights and skirmishes keep breaking out between different groups of east

euros.

19:14:36 @vendazero you're too much!!

19:16:04 Sorry just re read my tweet. The hare khrishnas didn't throw food. I mean it took place near their

van!!!

19:19:53 Police turned up.

19:37:50 @vendazero is it for a special occasion or just because she's a special lady?

Thursday, 28th  of October.

12:52:28 @IsabelHardman but most of the banlieus of paris are leafy and well to do, just like london in

fact. What u r referring to is one specific

12:53:44 @IsabelHardman high density concentration of high rise blocks of social housing where ethnic

minorities are segregated. They remind me of

12:54:46 @IsabelHardman the tower blocks outside glasgow. This HB cap is not going to lead to this.

They are talking about dispersing people not

12:55:58 @IsabelHardman creating one new super ghetto. I support the changes in housing benefit. 21

grand is enough for a decent home.

13:13:42 @IsabelHardman although I have no problem with people being required to leave the immediate

area based on cost - the same decision facing

13:14:48 @IsabelHardman ordinary people, I think relocating people that amount of distance is abusive

and totally immoral if compulsion is involved

19:49:55 @dariakaram she nods her head back and forth like the dog in the car insurance adverts.

Friday, 29th  of October.

06:05:06 There must be something about the cold weather that inspires people to give more. Being left

things almost daily now.

14:04:02 RT @ThePavementMag: Pls RT to all who need to know. Our winter shelter list, on one A4

sheet, can be downloaded here: http://bit.ly/aHSC86

14:06:22 @ThePavementMag all the shelters close their doors so early! Is it true that many people who

use the winter shelters aren't homeless?

14:19:27 Since B ran off with my money I have had to cancel going to see my family for christmas. Maybe

I will check out one of the crisis daycentres

14:20:27 But a friend of mine who has slept rough for 5 years (doesn't claim benefits) said the portions at

crisis are too small for a rough sleeper

14:21:15 ...and you spend the whole day queueing to get that so he is just going to stay on the streets

this year.

14:30:29 @ThePavementMag This is a very good report: 
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http://www.homeless.org.uk/sites/default/files/ColdWeather_Report2009.pdf

14:42:33 But interesting contradiction on page 23 here (though CHAIN data doesn't include everyone) 

http://tiny.cc/cibzt

Saturday, 30th  of October.

12:53:58 5 hours down, 5.5 more to go and my back has gone. I have shooting sciatica pains and i am

weak in my left side. So why when i am fit to

12:54:41 To work do i know so many people languishing on DLA who are physically and mentall fitter

than me?

12:58:38 I'm a bit depressed because i don't think i got that job i went for and without it i am stuck living

on the streets and it has knocked my

12:59:54 ...confidence badly. But i might just be miserable bcoz there is nothing so tiring as pain.

15:00:40 @AmbrozineW have u noticed i always seem to whinge on a saturday? I should ban myself

from using twitter at the weekend!

15:02:06 Hurrah last three hours! It's rubber glove and bucket of detergent time!

Sunday, 31st  of October.

03:25:43 Keep having terrible nightmares. It's 3.30 in the morning. My back is still in agony.

03:39:16 J told me that B has been around. I feel such an idiot. He hung around till his money came

through and then left me. He must be having a

03:40:34 ...good laugh behind my back about it, maybe she is too. Maybe they planned it together. I

shouldn't be near others if i am so bad at

03:41:41 ...reading the signals. I just keep dreaming that people are shouting at me and calling me stupid

or laughing at me and pointing.

03:43:38 At LIF last night there were two equally aggressive evangelical groups. They were literally

competing with each other. It was so silly and

03:44:45 ...and deeply unchristian. One group was the light and life christian fellowship that others had

reported to me for being aggressively

03:46:31 ...preachy and the other van said victory - oakington manor house on the side.

03:47:38 They both served really nice food though. I couldn't stick around though after hearing about B. I

can't process this pain - i just have to

03:48:52 ...push it away and try to forget all about it. Nipper doesn't want to go into rehab - he wants to

stay on the streets. I told J i can't be

03:49:41 ...responsible for someone else bcoz that is my particular problem. I put the needs of others

before my own needs.

08:16:04 Slept at my locker last night. I heard the security man walk past me in the early hours so that

confirms that they do know i sleep there.

08:17:30 By rights they should throw me out (i sleep on the warehouse floor) so it is very kind of them.

08:18:21 My back is still in agony this morning. I am going to have to get a big box of cheap painkillers

and dose up on them.

09:01:21 @valstevenson that happened to mine yesterday. Don't worry we'll come back. We've all just

popped out for coffee.
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09:18:07 I've decided to go to the chapel street centre to arrange some counselling. Might be helpful. I'll

go for late wednesday session.

09:19:22 I can't keep blaming others for using me when I am the one who is allowing it. I need to take

some responsibility for it.

09:27:21 @valstevenson it would made a deliciously absurd animation.
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November

Monday, 1st  of November.

06:45:46 Just stopped some guys with a van stealing wiring from a building. Things got a bit hairy at one

point but the week is still young and i

06:46:33 ...have already performed my civic duty. I did try to phone the police but they were engaged!

07:55:10 @calneeagle hmm. The statement needs qualifying. And try telling that to the afghanis and

others on opium route destroyed by heroin.

08:20:30 @calneeagle yeah but who uses heroin that way? Alcohol in sensible quantities is beneficial to

the body

08:23:08 Besides it's not the substance that's the problem. In all cases it's the attitude and motives behind

the misuse that's the problem.

08:24:11 My version: poor mental health more harmful than heroin and alcohol.

08:52:56 @calneeagle now stop trying to be charming. We see straight through you!

08:55:09 @calneeagle this is a very big point bcoz the more u hurt others the more help u receive. If u

only hurt urself -get disregarded by services

08:56:04 @calneeagle yeah sorry. Using words like 'all' is sloppy wriiting on my part.

09:12:47 @ThePavementMag thankyou (blushes and takes a bow) maybe it is time for a female version

of street shield!!

11:21:54 With all this criticism of the big society it makes me wonder how people think we survived

several million years of evolution thus far.

11:23:34 It seems life began in 1947 in the eyes of some. I'm a socialist and i like the idea of society

becoming less pathologised.

11:24:48 Here's a thought. Just because someone is on a different side of the political spectrum doesn't

mean you have to hate everything they say.

14:50:29 @martinhilditch stop baiting him. I think he's made his views sufficiently clear on the subject!

16:31:41 @martinhilditch the only interesting point is the idea that people would presume benefits should

be sufficient to 'raise a family on'. No!

16:32:57 They should be enough to sustain then basics until the person can be assisted back into work.

For those who genuinely have no option of work

16:33:52 ...then they should in fact be higher than they are now to afford a much better quality of life - e.g.

The profoundly disabled. Benefits

16:34:43 ...are a safety net. A safety net. They catch you momentarily and then you climb back up the

ladder again.

16:35:49 My first home was a council house. Then we moved on. That's what everyone did. When all the

factories closed and it seemed like none of the

16:36:49 ...men were in work (including my dad) the women (including my mum) took 2 and 3 jobs while

the men retrained. I don't remember any family

16:37:56 ...who lived on benefits bcoz there was always work to be had if you weren't too fussy. What

changed?
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16:59:14 @martinhilditch it is not a lack of opportunity. I know lots of people (several related to me) who

have moved with the work and not been

17:00:24 ...able to spend all the time with their family they would have wished. There are times you simply

have to up sticks and head to where the

17:01:23 ...opportunities are. As a person of irish ethnicity and a yorkshire lass by birth i know full well

that there are times you justcan't say

17:02:15 ...but there aren't any jobs round here. You take yourself to where the work is or adjust your

expectations on what work you r prepared to

17:02:56 ...take. I am an educated and intelligent woman but i clean toilets at the weekend to pay the bills

even though i have a physical disability

17:03:35 ...some people have laughed at me but all work is dignified in my eyes if it pays the bills.

17:19:12 @martinhilditch long commutes are normal for many people. I have lived in about fou,r countries

now and though we complain about public

17:20:14 ...transport in the UK we are in fact blessed with having one that is so comprehensive (if

expensive). Outside of major cities most european

17:21:32 ...countries couldn't boast about their public transport network compared to us. And if people

have to temporarily commute a couple of hours

17:22:38 ..that's the way it is. Like a lot of northerners as well i agree with the argument that certain towns

have simply outgrown their reason 4

17:23:42 ...existing and it may well be that it would be pragmatic to consider relocating a handle of

communities.

17:38:24 @maverick_mac commiserations. Things will work out in the end. The bad times serve to

remind us to appreciate the good times that much more.

18:02:37 Oh well. I've looked at the sums a 1000 times. I have to sleep rough a further 3 years and 2

months. Sorry Boris. Yours plans are scuppered.

18:04:01 Never mind lady mac. Just screw your courage to the sticking place.

18:08:12 Will i be the first person sleeping rough to complete a degree on the streets? Anyone know

someone who has done it before?

21:55:17 Ooh it's cold. Nipper's back on the juice so i am on my own so i am back at vents. It is due to

rain so i will get a little wet but i don't

21:55:52 ...mind if i am warm.

Tuesday, 2nd  of November.

07:48:29 Woman waved at me from hotel window this morning so I waved back. She came out to see me

and brought me water. She offered me brekkie but I

07:48:57 ...declined. She was really nice, a typical warm scouser.

07:58:11 I meant to mention this b4. Update on CSTM: nothing is decided on potential move bcoz some

of the funders don't support it.  I was told that

07:59:21 ...CSTM is taking over manna and manna will deal with the european clientele leaving CSTM to

handle those with status in this country. I sat

08:00:14 ...on this info for a while but at the weekend i heard a manager say to a new euro arrival that he

couldn't enter he had to go to the manna.

08:01:16 That marks a major policy shift bcoz previously even if they had no status they were allowed to
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make use of the facilities. They r right 2

08:02:51 ...do it. I saw a greek man last week he turned up at CSTM after 2 days in a hotel/money spent.

This is not what these services are for.

08:23:28 RT @doorwayproject: Prisoners finally get the right to vote - The Independent - 

http://j.mp/9BcOVT

08:23:57 @doorwayproject about time too.

12:36:41 Did my financial spreadsheet for coming year. Sigh. Cut up my debit card. Can't afford to be

tempted. Already cut up credit card.

12:37:17 Taken year out of college bcoz i just can't make the fees. Start again next october.

12:37:44 It doesn't stop me studying on my own initiative, though.

12:42:25 I am being followed by lots of japanese all of a sudden. Is it a mistake? I don't read japanese but

i understand chinese characters (kanji)

14:37:59 @chickenskinmomo @asanu2 hello! how funny to be connected with people on the other side

of the world like this.

Wednesday, 3rd  of November.

07:45:07 I can't get up! I feel ill. Come on now, get yourself to work.

08:38:04 Feel a bit better now i have dragged myself to work. J is sick in bed at moment too. I heard last

night and went and bought a card with 2

08:39:16 ...teddy bears hugging (so not him!) i wish i could have been there when he opened it - i bet the

air turmed blue. J said he will ask me on

08:40:08 ...a date if i find somewhere to live and not before and in the meantime he is being standoffish

with me. He says u can't have a proper

08:40:50 ...relationship on the streets. That could be years, though.

09:10:19 Roshonara Choudhry: a sad and misguided case | Michael White http://t.co/yJlQ1zJ via

@guardian

09:14:27 I wish the writing in newspapers was like in the below linked article all the time.

10:46:13 RT @shinseitaro: @aibaihe  your tweet reminds this article. have you ever read this? -> I'm

Homeless and This Is Why I Have an iPad h ...

10:56:38 Well i was wrong it seems, some people are homeless by choice: www.vagabondparis.com.

Thanks @shinseitaro for putting me onto this.

12:29:53 @calneeagle i try my best!

13:33:01 @shinseitaro @chickenskinmomo @asanu2 How do I pronounce the kanji in my profile picture

in Japanese? I can add my "Japanese" name then.

13:53:56 @deadly_sirius well done! When you finally move in, be sure to give them my regards, haha!

13:58:10 @shinseitaro thanks. The first character is a kind of flower known in english as chinese mugwort

14:14:32 @camdencalling congratulations!

14:16:20 @shinseitaro the reason for using that character is that it is the first character of the translation

of my surname. I have translated it

14:17:12 @shinseitaro into japanese now so...Yuri Airurando. Does that sound ok or strange?

15:28:52 I just received some excellent feedback on my application form for the job i didn't get. The truth

is i can't compete in the category and
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15:29:51 ...level that i am going for. This is why i have always done so well workwise abroad where as an

expat you exist in a true meritocracy...

15:31:05 ...especially in places like china where no-one uses a cv and people are hired, given a chance

and promoted or fired quicky. It's a system

15:32:53 ...that strongly favours someone like me who is capable with an all round ability and a super fast

learner but in the UK i sink back to the

15:34:56 ...bottom of the heap and can't get my foot through the door. It's a real conundrum. meantime i

will have to try and get more cleaning work.

15:37:02 @deadly_sirius i am going to talk to you about this properly tomorrow evening. In the meantime

hang in there. I'll be there 2moro 4.30pm

16:18:04 Civil service job cuts – department by department http://t.co/HEWclVv via @guardian

16:19:08 40 percent of CLG department jobs to go.

Thursday, 4th  of November.

10:01:13 @purplelionness thank you for your kind words

11:27:21 J's back on his feet again. The pins holding his foot together have shifted. So now we have

matching limps which i think is kinda romantic.

11:28:15 I was right. He hates the card! But the sun is shining and i feel uncommonly happy today. I know

i live on the side of the street and all

11:29:33 ...and that i'm up to my ears in debt with no prospect of change anytime soon and i'm a bit nutty

and everything and i have been dumped by

11:30:17 ...a man who has run off with all my money but apart from that i feel like my life is going quite

well at the moment.

12:05:47 @DaisyGreenwell aw bless. Think positively: u could have been asked to do all 3 separately so

u r using up all ur bad luck in one go.

15:51:19 @chickenskinmomo thank you! And yes you can call me yuri.

16:17:10 Just passed royal courts of justice. People had been sleeping rough under a colonnaded part

the last few months but they have fenced it off.

16:30:37 Just got called over by harold and his friend. He kissed my hand 30 times so now it smells of

beer! He always calls me his angel.

16:31:30 He said i was breaking his heart still living on the streets. He is lovely but properly crazy!

Friday, 5th  of November.

00:16:51 Just got into an argument with a group of drinkers on theatre steps where i am sleeping bcoz

gang of poles have nicked my spot by vents.

00:18:08 It was a birthday party and i asked if they would move a little bit up so i could put my sleeping

bag down. They tutted but moved but then

00:19:44 ...came back almost immediately. Nipper turned up and put his stuff down too. I chatted to

nipper about something. Over the next couple of

00:20:38 ...hours they got louder and louder until they were the only group left from the pub opposite and

were still stood right by where we were

00:21:43 ...trying to sleep. I asked the, to move again but when they ignored me i grabbed their stuff that
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was next to our sleeping bags and threw

00:23:01 ...it in the road. They all shouted how rude i was. I said that seriously they needed to get some

perspective in their lives bcoz just take

00:24:10 ...a second to compare our situations. One said so what r u trying to make me feel guilty and her

friend said there was no excuse for being

00:25:28 ...homeless anywhere in the western world and it was all my own fault. I called them ignorant. I

hope when they sober up they feel ashamed.

00:28:06 I have been bullied too much recently. I cannot put up with this anymore. They r lucky they left

or i would have ended in a police cell.

00:30:44 One thing: they said they weren't disturbing me bcoz i was having a 'chinwag' wiith nipper. He

was talking about wanting to commit suicide.

00:32:04 But ignorant people don't use their eyes. If someone asks me to do something, i do it. I have

faith in their reasons for asking me. So don't

00:33:36 ...try to second guess me when i ask you to do something. That's all i have to say on that.

00:35:21 @oiseaufrancaise it is how to write aibaihe in characters.

00:43:04 @calneeagle yeah they were all wannabe actors working front of house in the theatre and felt

they had the right to be there and we should

00:44:11 ...move. They had no more right than ourselves to sleep there. I wouldn't challenge a homeless

person for the right 2 drink where they sleep

00:45:37 @calneeagle of course if they had been homeless they would have been arrested not only for

drinking in the street but 4 harassment too.

00:52:47 @calneeagle and of course they made the fatal error of tackling a very tired woman with a bad

back whose period had just started!

00:54:54 @calneeagle. By the way, it's 1a.m. GO TO BED!

06:41:36 @shinseitaro hi. Everything is ok with me. I hope you are well, godfather!

07:55:07 I thought it was the drink talking but nipper was on about the same thing this morning. Especially

when a young man talks like this it has

07:55:51 ...to be treated seriously. He is barred from the daycentre at the moment for fighting but i hope it

gets lifted soon.

07:56:53 Outreach spoke to me last night. Is your friend here they said. Which one? I replied. They

paused then said simon. Who's simon?

08:00:11 Forgot to say: there were two more fights at lincoln's inn fields last night. Both were serious. One

was homophobic attack on gay man.

08:21:51 Now that i have made it through the typically crazy first few hours of my period, i can retreat into

polite passivity again!

08:23:09 @SockMobEvents he had a nasty cut on his head. I gave him some tissue to clean it up.

10:46:14 @narrowboatlucy @ThePansyProject Actually i have. It was mentioned in private eye recently.

10:50:56 I think there is still time to vote for ben richardson www.talk-talk.mirror.co.uk/region-london.htm

13:59:06 RT @vendazero: Dailymotion - 4 kittens se batte contre une boite de C♥CA 

http://t.co/2wXBRrL via @Dailymotion

13:59:38 @vendazero hhaaaaaaaaaaaaa! I am filled with joy now.
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Saturday, 6th  of November.

09:53:47 RT @JeremySwain: Douglas Alexander right to say 10% cut to HB after year on JSA is punitive

+ unacceptable.Easily most destructive of we ...

10:01:57 Took nipper 2 my locker last night. He was exhausted and i just read my book on my chair as he

slept. After a while i used him as a footrest

10:03:51 He is looking a bit better today if still feeling down. I am carrying a pouch of tobacco round so he

can have a cig when he wakes up. It

10:10:44 ...takes the edge off his craving if he can have a smoke when he wakes up. He is barred from

the daycentre but they r letting him in to take

10:11:18 Take his medication and see the doctor everyday.

10:12:23 J is driving me nuts. He is absolutely playing up to every victorian romantic novel's idea of the

leading man. It's making me all fluttery

10:13:56 ...which is very annoying. I think he knows he has that effect on me and that's why he is always

laughing at me and ruffling my hair.

10:14:34 All i can say is the bronte sisters have a lot to answer for!

10:18:25 I'm signing off twitter for the day now bcoz it's saturday and you already know it is going to be a

bad day!

10:19:56 @chickenskinmomo well done for volunteering for Big Issue Japan. I hope i can help you with

your English.

15:00:33 @deadly_sirius you are in such an awful predicament. I think the centre is wanting u to take

ownership of your situation and be actively

15:02:16 @deadly_sirius involved in ur recovery. The added difficulties 4 u r that u have no secure base

whcih makes ur situation more fraught and u

15:03:45 @deadly_sirius r using facilities where u r surrounded by people in an equally fragile state.

Luckily i think u have just enough strength

15:06:22 @deadly_sirius to recognise what u need to do at this time. That might be a temporary

medication or some really gentle talking therapy.

15:07:47 @deadly_sirius i feel for u so much that u r waiting 4 a home where u can access in depth

treatment and the daycentre for obvious reasons

15:10:23 @deadly_sirius is not the setting to provide this. I know u have the emotional and spiritual

resources to see u through until the hostel

15:37:59 @deadly_sirius it's ok babe.  You can do this. This is one of those times in life that u just have to

grit your teeth and make it through

15:39:03 @deadly_sirius i'm thinking of you and so r others. But u r the one who has to find the strength

for this.

15:39:53 RT @JeremySwain: @ThePavementMag  If they offer a sponsored sleep out I will cycle to work

in a gorilla suit as an alternative.

15:41:20 @JeremySwain i've retweeted so u can't delete! This so has to happen.

15:43:43 @JeremySwain what business leaders r u meeting with? They need to be contacted forthwith

15:45:27 @JeremySwain i am going to sponsor u 5 pounds to do it and 10 pounds if u do it as a lady

gorilla

17:35:51 @ChrisDRoberts7 benefits aren't an instrument of reward and they should not be an instrument

of punishment either. The argument is purely
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17:37:03 @ChrisDRoberts7 about the correct level to pay and nothing else.

18:17:12 @ChrisDRoberts7 but that isn't what @jeremyswain was protesting at. If HB is set at a new

appropriate level for someone to find a home then

18:18:55 @ChrisDRoberts7 ...it is completely unjustified 2 reduce that amount at a later date as a

punishment when the consequence wld b homelessness

18:20:05 @ChrisDRoberts7 particularly as it would be applied in a blanket way whether justified or not.

21:01:02 RT @ChrisDRoberts7: @aibaihe Ah, I see. I miss-read his comment then.

Sunday, 7th  of November.

00:07:07 I thought it was time to get up. It's only misnight! Huh! Nipper and I have reclaimed our sleeping

spot by the  vents from a gang of Poles

00:08:44 A couple came by and gave nipper a fiver of which he gave me half. That's 2.50 more in my

charity pot.

07:39:14 RT @AJMurraymints: @aibaihe @JeremySwain me too! To the sponsored run in gorilla outfit

07:46:42 @deadly_sirius where did you sleep last night? You don't have a sleeping bag.

11:12:18 @doorwayproject @thePavementMag @AJMurraymints this is gathering momentum. People

have 2 start pledging now so he is obliged to do it.

14:06:11 Beggars doing excellent trade at tottenham court road station.

15:33:14 Just noticed this week that my cleaning job pay has gone up. Minimum wage took a small jump

last month.

15:35:25 My main job salary has been frozen for four years and have been told will continue to be for next

few years - no sick pay/minimum benefits

19:14:56 I feel myself slipping into a situation where someone is becoming dependent on me again. I

don't know how to deal with it.

19:16:05 And quite separately on the subject of J. I don't want to wait till i have a place to live. I think it is

controlling and i am wary.

19:17:49 There is an alarm bell going off in my head telling me i am not capable of being with someone

bcoz i bring out the worst in them.

21:15:47 @deadly_sirius those were really great sites u linked 2. They gave great info on what treatment

u need to seek to deal with ur panic attacks

21:17:21 @deadly_sirius in fairness to the centre staff, they r not a medical facility + it is east to expect

too much. Ur side of things is 2 seek

21:18:46 @deadly_sirius treatment and their side is to provide encouragement and moral support.

21:49:12 http://bit.ly/bKFMZL oh poo! More wintry weather on the way.

22:07:54 Ha! Nipper just started begging in his sleep. How can he be dreaming about that? So cute!

Monday, 8th  of November.

07:01:51 That girl who cheated me after all my help had trained as a counsellor and was preparing to

become a missionary. If I can make someone like

07:02:40 ...that go bad then no-one is safe from me. I don't know how i do it to people.

07:56:33 What r we up to for @jeremyswain 's bike ride? I make it £30. I think a pink tutu should nicely
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complete the ensemble.

08:54:17 @deadly_sirius do you have a prescription for those. I am surprised a doctor gave them to you.

There must be safer choices of drugs.

11:28:00 RT @Providence_Row: Documentary tonight about living on London's streets and how people

end up there. 10pm BBC4. http://bit.ly/9wMQVA ht ...

11:29:02 I have to watch that 'On the Streets'. I recognise a few people from the pictures. I'll watch it

online.

11:32:04 @valstevenson !! 'Silent. Deadly. Delicious.'

11:53:42 @deadly_sirius No! You're not creating ur own misery. But u do have the power to deal with the

panic attacks for your own sake.

11:55:45 @deadly_sirius although they r a natural response to ur situation, they are destructive and

counter productive + hide the real problems in

11:57:01 @deadly_sirius your life that in the long term r preventing u from settling. Sometimes just having

the insight is all it takes to stop them

11:58:07 @deadly_sirius but if it isn't you should try some cognitive behaviour therapy to help u cope in

the 'heat of the moment'.

11:59:02 @deadly_sirius the first time i had a panic attack i thought i was doing. When i realised what it

was i developed little ways of coping.

11:59:56 Sorry - thought i was dying not doing.

12:43:36 @deadly_sirius thank u but don't fret about me. My situation will resolve itself in time.

13:07:08 @shinseitaro good luck with @bigissuetrain #bigissuetrain i hope you get lots of japanese 

buying the big issue to support the homeless.

13:08:35 @shinseitaro @bigissuetrain #bigissuetrain GOOD LUCK! Buy Big Issue, Ride with Big Issue

and Read Big Issue!

13:08:55 RT @homelesslondon: It's not too late to vote homeless people from CSTM as digital heroes.

We only have 1 week left, please help us... h ...

13:21:07 @shinseitaro it's a pleasure! Keep me updated. I am going to try and learn some japanese so i

can communicate with you all better.

13:49:46 Thank you @bigissuetrain #bigissuetrain for supporting ben richardson and @homelesslondon

in the digital heroes awards

14:02:03 He's gone quiet. Is @jeremyswain busy or sulking? His public demand answers. Fund stands at

£30 for #jeremygoesape

15:07:31 @deadly_sirius I think he is just busy which is understandable. But he ain't backing down from

this! #jeremygoesape

20:46:34 I am but a poor homeless girl. All i want for christmas is @jeremyswain gorilla suit/pink

tutu/blond wig #jeremygoesape pls give generously!

20:49:16 @JeremySwain i fear you may have to stock up on those tissues!

Tuesday, 9th  of November.

08:09:04 I think on balance i was being unreasonable. J has a right not to date me till i have a home. I

shall just give him space till then.

08:48:34 The meaning of homeless | John Bird http://t.co/Reza4xq via @guardian He is so, so right on

this.
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09:07:33 @mingo703 pleased to meet you.

09:10:21 @deadly_sirius don't be naughty! #jeremygoesape is meant to be an alternative to sleep outs.

10:40:35 I am worried that in giving nipper attention i am spurring him on towards suicide. I don't want to

do that - not qualified to deal with it.

10:42:36 And once again i am spending my mortgage money on others. I just can't stop myself. I am

going to doctor tomorrow to arrange counselling.

10:45:16 It makes me anxious that i can't be of real assistance and then i start to have problems with my

eating. It's so silly and predictable but

10:47:23 ...I can't stop it. I really need to get a grip on this. I have had an eating disorder since the age of

4 (when i started school)

11:12:29 I've just heard I'm going to be working 22 hours this weekend. That should keep my mind off

things!

12:34:50 @outerbongolia i know! Did he write it himself? He is usually so authoritarian in his stance.

12:53:42 @outerbongolia there is always an assumption that 2 change things will cost more but a LOT

can be achieved by altering the workplace culture

12:55:50 @outerbongolia when i stayed in the psych ward this year i was amazed at the therapeutic

environment created by the simplest/cheapest ideas.

13:15:11 @martinhilditch hurrah! Looks like @jeremyswain has the picture for this year's corporate

christmas card sorted! #jeremygoesape

13:30:09 @deadly_sirius i think he could rightly say 'been there, done that'. You're in a feisty mood today!

13:33:58 @outerbongolia sure. I'll blog it this week sometime.

14:05:22 @bully_lover78 there are lots of people i read but don't 'follow'. The following thing is just for

convenience.

15:47:03 @deadly_sirius enough of the benzodiazepines young lady!! #jeremygoesape

16:07:25 Support Official RBL Poppy, add a #twibbon to your avatar now! - http://twb.ly/au90dH

17:03:39 Meant to be meeting nipper but i can't. I need to see doctor first.

Wednesday, 10th  of November.

07:49:19 @deadly_sirius anti-depressants are prescribed for things other than depression. They can be

helpful for anxiety and OCD symptoms too.

07:50:28 @deadly_sirius i know GPs can often be dismissive but the ones connected to homeless

services do demonstrate great commitment in my view.

07:51:54 @deadly_sirius it wouldn't hurt to give it a try. And please, please, please do not self-medicate

with drugs bought on the internet.

07:52:50 Letters: Prepare for shanty towns in the south-east http://t.co/mUMVWEX via @guardian Oh, do

me a favour!

07:53:16 @IsabelHardman congratulations!

10:19:12 @valstevenson now you have to be really, really careful you're not sick that day or you'll never

live it down.

10:21:36 I'm a bit confused. It's undercover, fenced off, with security guards + refreshments all night so

how does centrepoint call it a sleep out?

11:00:21 Anyone object if I try to make it through the barrier to talk to some of the celebs at centrepoint's
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sleep out to publicise the debate?

11:13:44 Sorry nearly forgot my legal head! If no-one objects that does not mean I act with anyone's

implied support etc.!

11:24:14 RT @ThePavementMag: @weareopencinema www.youtube.com/user/pavementtv

12:08:09 http://homelessness.change.org/blog/view/sleep_out_for_the_homeless_worst_fundraiser_ever

12:16:57 i am still on balance in favour of sleepouts if they are handled correctly. I'll see if a first hand

account changes my opinion.

12:18:01 And of course whether the people doing the sleep out would actually want a real rough sleeper

anywhere near them! Watch this space!

14:27:13 RT @AbeOudshoorn: This is heavy stuff: Bribing addicts to become infertile.  A very

level-headed look at a very heated topic - http://bi ...

15:53:06 @deadly_sirius you've said it yourself. It's just coincidence. No-one will lift you out. You have to

get yourself out of it.

15:55:02 @deadly_sirius you need to seek support and encouragement for your own actions not allow

yourself to get worse waiting for a magic wand

15:57:14 @deadly_sirius it may seem cruel and unfair but these are the facts and you have to face them.

And i know how unfair bearing in mind all the

15:58:18 @deadly_sirius terrible things you have had to endure in your life. But the fact remains that

recovery is something you DO. It is not

15:59:59 @deadly_sirius something that is done to you. And so it is really a simple choice. Do u carry on

the same or do u make efforts 2 get better.

16:00:43 And on that note i am off to do my least favourite thing in the world - go to the doctor.

16:22:25 Wooah! At this moment there is outside holborn tube a chugger 4 Shelter arguing with a hare

khrishna about vegetarianism.

16:23:32 The hare khrishna is showing great restraint. Hare khrishna 1, Shelter 0.

17:52:22 @chickenskinmomo hi! I'm not too bad at the moment. However it is extremely cold and wet.

Thanks for thinking of me. Take care.

Thursday, 11th  of November.

05:38:07 @deadly_sirius i have faith in you.

11:24:47 And now for some gender politics. Last nightt went to doctor. Said i have an eating disorder. He

said have you been diagnosed with a

11:26:11 ...personality disorder. There is one school of thought in psychiatry that you can't treat people

with personality disorders. Now this is

11:28:12 ...an interesting comment from J: he said to nipper 'what we do or did with alcohol, she does

with food but they don't help her'. If you

11:29:26 ...search online about info on eating disorders they commonly relate it to a personality disorder,

if you search for info on alcoholism/drug

11:30:39 ...abuse they relate it to traumatic life events. Alcoholism affects more men and is considered

treatable. Eating disorders overwhelmingly

11:31:29 ...affect women and are considered a problem of 'personality' and hence untreatable. Think the

days of diagnosing women with hysteria are

11:31:44 ...over? Think again.
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11:34:46 Anyway i am going to the counsellor on monday bcoz there's a drop in clinic and J got me

started talking last night. He makes it so easy.

22:00:22 Just settling down with nipper by the vents. Two other guys warming themselves up. Car stops,

gives the other two money and ignores us. They

22:01:53 ...are staying in the night shelter and we are on the street. It's all a bit random.

22:02:48 Not gone down to see sleep out. Decided to let them get on with it.

22:04:47 Nipper told me off. He said he wanted to kill himself to get back at me for disappearing or at

least start drinking again. It's not my fault

Friday, 12th  of November.

08:58:38 @shinseitaro @bigissuetrain #bigissuetrain I just read the French version of your site:

www.bigissuetrain.com/fr WHAT A FANTASTIC IDEA!

08:59:52 If anyone happens not to read French (or Japanese) @bigissuetrain #bigissuetrain is a group in

Japan promoting the Big Issue and the plight

09:00:48 ...of homeless people by arranging to all take the same carriage on a train and reading the

magazine @bigissuetrain #bigissuetrain

09:01:39 @bigissuetrain #bigissuetrain What a wonderfully simple and effective form of promotion and

activism!

09:03:01 @bigissuetrain #bigissuetrain @shinseitaro If you Direct Message me an email address, I will

send an English translation of the French.

13:10:55 RT @shinseitaro: @aibaihe Yuri-san, English updated ! http://bigissuetrain.com/eng/

13:11:50 @shinseitaro has updated the @Bigissuetrain website to include an English translation by me.

It's a wonderfully simple idea #bigissuetrain

13:12:57 I bet it could be adapted for use in other ways and it's a great way to involve other people in an

action. #bigissuetrain

13:34:31 RT @BigIssueTrain: @aibaihe Thank you! we hope Big Issue Train spread all over the world !!

18:34:44 RT @AbeOudshoorn: Taking the one night sleep out to the next level, guy sleeping rough for a

month to raise money for #homeless youth: h ...

18:35:42 Why if one night sleep outs don't really bother me do I find the idea of one man doing a one

mont sleep out really offensive?

21:03:28 I know now why i find the one month sleep out offensive. It's bcoz unlike the one night sleep out

he thinks he is actually learning what it

21:04:45 ...is like to be homeless. But how can that be? Sure he is discovering what it is like to sleep by

the side of the road but unless he is

21:05:51 ...also trying to recreate what it is like to have been in and out of the care system as a child; or

what it is like to be a transgender

21:07:41 ...woman facing daily physical and verbal abuse (hang on in there @deadly_sirius); or what it is

like to be fleeing domestic violence or

21:08:36 ...child abuse or any of the other myriad of reasons for people to sleep rough then he is not

learning about homelessness at all.

21:09:37 But the fact that he thinks he is really grates. At least those people on their one night sleep outs

don't pretend to understand.
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Saturday, 13th  of November.

05:24:37 Slept at locker. In the night the security guard came and looked at me. I pretended to be asleep

and he didn't say anything.

06:46:48 I am cleaning toilets for 11.5 hours today and tomorrow for 10.5 hours. I really don't want to do

this. I just want to sleep.

09:08:16 city of london depot a hive of activity ahead of lord mayor's parade. ranks of road sweepers

revving their engines and

10:31:04 ...phalalnxes of men with matching tabards and brooms. It's such a joyous sight. I want to cry

out 'let's storm the Bastille!'

12:23:29 @PokerFiend depends who's doing it and why. I do it to portray an accurate account of my

experiences day by day.

14:13:26 I've had a few revelations about myself over the last few days and i am going to blog about them

tonight (from my mobile so expect mistakes)

14:15:12 It is going to be a little embarrassing for me but i think i have to keep being open about it.

14:43:36 That's about the tenth londoner to ask me if i am american - people keep saying i have a slight

american lilt at times. Weird.

Sunday, 14th  of November.

16:15:53 @donotbeordinary please feel free to follow me. I don't follow everyone back but i always

respond to messages. Take care!

Monday, 15th  of November.

16:39:29 RT @homelesslondon: Our clients from the photography group have won the Digital Heroes

award! Thank you so much to everyone that voted f ...

16:55:39 @weareopencinema i would say give them to ASLAN. They hand out clothes on a saturday

morning at various places throughout london

16:56:48 @weareopencinema guaranteed to be rough sleeping clientele and no traders. Otherwise the

sally army at oxford circus established hand out

18:33:07 U bcoz@DaisyGreenwell 'more' suggests that you are a little of those already. In fact all your

followers love u bcoz u r none of the above!

Tuesday, 16th  of November.

13:18:48 @DaisyGreenwell my friend J is finally getting through to me with regard to wearing suffficient

layers and i sleep next to hot air vents.

19:22:31 Saw counsellor on monday. Going to be seeing him every wednesday morning. Feeling very

positive about this step. I wouldn't be here if it

19:23:31 ...weren't for J. I need to be careful I don't rely on him too much. He admits to the same problem

as me - putting the needs of others first

19:24:29 I don't want to have a negative impact on his own recovery.

22:49:33 Earlier at soup run taffy started shouting at me unprovoked. I can't tell you what he said but it

upset me a lot. I panicked and had to go.
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22:50:46 Afterwards i felt angry and aggressive. I wanted to hit him with an object or my hands. I think

that starting counselling has made me very

22:51:42 ...sensitive to things that trigger memories. I am feeling a little less positive now. I might be in for

a rough ride.

22:53:49 @hardlynormal thank goodness i have access to free medical services. I hate to think what it

would cost me to pay for it.

Wednesday, 17th  of November.

06:50:20 RT @shinseitaro: @aibaihe Yuri-san, we #bigissuetrain are invited by a Radio show! we have a

live on the Sunday morning on J-Wave, a tok ...

06:51:29 @shinseitaro @bigissuetrain wow! I hope it inspires lots of people to join you on the

#bigissuetrain

06:59:16 @JeremySwain that sounds like a tentative acceptance. #jeremygoesape

08:44:16 @doorwayproject yes! And the libraries close and the shops have shorter opening hours. Bank

holidays are a nuisance for homeless.

09:37:59 I am very worried about @deadly_sirius 's situation. I experienced many of the symptoms she is

now having before going into hospital all

09:39:28 ...those years ago. I really hope her housing gets sorted soon bcoz she is only headed in one

direction and it's not good.

09:41:01 @ThePavementMag i think JS is a smart man and the more sleep outs there are, the more

opportunities for him to promote TR by opposing them!

09:42:28 Booked morning off work to go to workspace for help finding more cleaning work but instead i

am sitting in mcdaycentre staring at wall!

11:04:04 @doorwayproject i have read some oblique references of his to them but u can't expect him to

criticise a charity directly. It is the method

11:05:23 ...of fundraising he is commenting on not the charity's work. Direct references would be

misconstrued to mean just that.

11:11:41 @calneeagle NO! I've never met the man but i have a nasty habit of analysing people's

behaviour, trying 2 work out the rationale behind it.

11:13:19 @doorwayproject @calneeagle i can see the difficulties in fundraising for a small org like

doorway that cant afford professional fundraising

11:15:28 @calneeagle trust me. I think i am probably blacklisted from ever working for any homeless

organisation.  I am the only woman in london

11:16:12 @calneeagle ...barred from a night shelter which says quite a lot, don't you think?

11:28:55 @calneeagle you should meet my new counsellor. I bet you'd become best buddies!

11:34:14 @calneeagle one of the things i like about being a rough sleeper is being able to talk casually

about mental health and medications with

11:35:32 @calneeagle with others. It's such a freeing experience not having to bottle it up. And no-one,

not even the men, embarrassed to see me cry.

Thursday, 18th  of November.

07:25:41 @dunksplace sorry to hear that. Keep trying.
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11:55:50 J has been working his magic again. Sorting out everyone's problems. I'm a little in awe of him

and am starting to not feel good enough for

11:57:29 ...him. Maybe he doesn't like me really. He is just being kind to boost my confidence. He looked

so handsome yesterday and a few days ago i

11:58:53 ...saw him laugh properly for the first time, not just his chuckle where he turns away and covers

his mouth.

12:48:09 @vendazero i'm really sorry. Perhaps you should have taken pennie in a pram. I know it isn't the

child's fault but there has to be more of

12:50:41 @vendazero a balance struck to stop rewarding people for making these choices.

12:53:16 Actually I'm a bit of a tough nut. I am a socialist (I consider it the only tenable position for a

christian) but i think cash benefits

12:56:04 ...should not be given to anyone under the age of 21 in any circumstances to create a 'firebreak'.

That money could be spent on apprentice-

12:58:22 ...ships and job creation. i would even include the disabled in that (apart from those deemed

never capable of employment).

23:09:34 @JeremySwain no nothing can stop the inevitable now. And stop trying to worm out or it doesn't

have to end at blond wig!

23:11:52 @vendazero ha! He'd get some kind of accommodation alright. Along with chauffeur driven

transport and a burly guy with a big needle!

23:14:29 @doorwayproject by eck they breed em tough in wiltshire. I 'slept rough' as a teenager in

yorkshire- never managed to sleep whole night

23:15:51 I'm not sure that counts as sleeping rough if you don't actually sleep! I used to walk all night

bcoz i couldn't get warm (pennines area).

23:17:13 Then i used to sleep in the library next to the heater during the day. I watched that will smith film

recently where he slept one night in

23:18:26 ...the public toilet. I cried when i watched it bcoz it reminded me that i had tried that a couple of

times myself.  Ah fond memories!

23:20:22 I'm getting all reminiscent now i am facing counselling. Of course there's a good chance i'll crack

up completely when i start digging.

23:21:19 I've only done the background stuff and already i am having difficulty concentrating at work!

23:22:31 @doorwayproject i remember that night. I was on the campsite.

23:27:35 RT @flatmansally: Just launching the BBC Radio 4 St Martin-in-the-Fields Christmas Appeal

great photos to come http://bbc.in/9jFoPK

23:31:41 @vendazero that's not that really cringeworthy one where they keep calling london londinium is

it or am i thinking of summat else?

23:38:25 @calneeagle #*+9! It's bad enough having to endure 300 daily tweets from u going on about

what i guess is some sports team.

23:40:59 @calneeagle though from reading some of the tweets i guess the word 'sport' is 2 strong -

having rather a connatation of competition!

Friday, 19th  of November.

13:05:04 RT @homelesslondon: Read ‘Aibaihe’s’ blog on Inside Housing describing 24 hours on the

streets of London http://tiny.cc/ltm96 http://fb. ...
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13:06:53 Hurrah! They kept in my plug for @doorwayproject - hope it gets your website some more

traffic/donations.

13:12:33 RT @QRistmas: @aibaihe 1st X Factor winner Steve Brookstein is releasing an Xmas single in

aid of Streetsmart charities: http://bit.ly/c ...

15:11:26 RT @SocietyGuardian: Life on the streets http://gu.com/p/2y8aa/tf

15:11:53 RT @weareopencinema: @aibaihe your excellent blog from @insidehousing has been repeated

in @SocietyGuardian, congrats and great work.

15:12:06 RT @doorwayproject: RT @SocietyGuardian Life on the streets http://gu.com/p/2y8aa/tf >>>

@aibaihe 's day sleeping rough & menti ...

15:12:18 RT @doorwayproject: @aibaihe Hurray!! Thank you SO much for mentioning Doorway.

Congratulations on getting on @SocietyGuardian

15:35:51 Now if only there were some way of harnessing interest in my blog after IH article to get a

certain man to wear a certain costume. Ideas?

16:26:35 Winding up work in the office. Essential last task of the day: checking the weather forecast...fog.

Excellent. Please don't trip over me.

20:22:17 There were problems at LIF last night. Gang of romanians got aggressive and threatened british

guy when he told them to calm down.  They

20:23:27 ...threatened to stab him. Others came to his defence. Apparently they were shocked to see

whites would defend black man.

20:24:12 Something more is bound to come of this. Lines have been drawn in the sand.

20:24:46 Strand very tense tonight.

21:24:12 @deadly_sirius sounds encouraging.

21:25:37 @deadly_sirius i have just left her. We got her soup and rice and chicken. I have given her my

number. Hopefully she'll find work quickly.

21:27:08 Luckily strand soup runs passing off peacefully. Wonder what will go down at LIF next week.

Saturday, 20th  of November.

13:12:19 @JeremySwain i wish! It's freezing as well. It would be so much more dignified to get to sit

down in the warmth to eat. We're not animals.

13:12:56 RT @AmbrozineW: @JeremySwain @aibaihe We're working on it with the soup run forum but

more places need to welcome soup runs in...

13:16:00 @AmbrozineW wonder what position i'd be in without the soup runs? Would i have been forced

to address my situation quicker. I'll never know.

13:18:20 @deadly_sirius there are many more youth hostels these days and many older people staying

in them. What part could they play?

13:19:54 @deadly_sirius you can only hold someone's hand so much. You've lived abroad like me. You

prepare for it and hit the ground running.

13:21:08 I think one major problem that is not being addressed is lack of rights in the private housing

sector. Even if social rents rise they'll

13:21:55 ...still have the overwhelming advantage in people's eyes in that they abide by the rules.

15:19:44 @doorwayproject where i come from there is no real price difference between social housing

and typical working class terraces in rents.
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15:21:19 @doorwayproject so i don't know why per se there has to be more social housing. Better

tenancy support definitely and better protection for

15:23:28 ...for tenants in the private sector so people feel more confident in private rentals. Maybe not as

strict as france but lot better than now

15:24:48 @PokerFiend you woke up at 2.30pm? That was some night!

15:28:46 RT @MrsParanandi: Eventful run. First bumped into the lovely @aibaihe at Bankside on her

way to Sat job. Read more about her day here ht ...

15:29:39 I forgot to say i bumped into the equally lovely you this morning. Hope you enjoyed your run!

Small world!

20:11:23 @doorwayproject they're are just too many and it is quite wasteful. The best are brilliant but lots

of duplication. And you've shown that

20:12:26 @doorwayproject there are areas of the country that need more funds and donations

desperately and are struggling to cope with need.

20:20:10 Good luck @shinseitaro @bigissuetrain and everyone on the #bigissuetrain for your first get

together tomorrow! GOOD LUCK!

Sunday, 21st  of November.

07:53:52 @vendazero have u not considered that when she does this she is having a Lassie moment and

there is in fact a boy trapped in a well?

12:06:23 http://gu.com/p/2y8aa/tw comments on guardian website. Please add more if you feel strongly.

14:53:13 Guy at st giles street cafe took my arm and claimed to have been roadie for kurt cobain. He told

me he'd really been murdered.

14:54:46 One of his mates had dyed his beard orange whilst he was asleep so he now looked like he'd

just performed the hajj. Nice dog though.

14:56:23 @doorwayproject i love your drive and passion for what you are trying to achieve. Who couldn't

support that? I'll do what i can to help.

15:23:00 @deadly_sirius well i'm the right age for nirvana. I don't know why he chose to confide in me.

16:35:52 It's freezing! I am in bed by the vents already even though it is only 4.30 p.m. I guess a very

early night for me!

16:38:23 I find it impossible to keep warm on my day off. Your core temp drops when you are outside for

hours. Nipper managed to get a hostel, though

16:42:13 http://bit.ly/cdvuQI more good news! I'm going to check the met office website and see what

they have to say.

16:46:24 Uh oh. It's not daily mail scaremongering. Heavy snow and overnight frost is on the way for

south east england. Remember to layer, girl!

17:01:47 @deadly_sirius look at the met office website first. Things look pretty bleak for next week. Well

done on the queen mary's referral. I've

17:02:43 @deadly_sirius heard good things about them and it is a much better location for you. Plus

you'll get more support.

Monday, 22nd  of November.

02:26:03 2.30am police welfare check. They were polite as always.
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05:49:22 Damn! It is becoming a regular thing them closing the covent garden toilets at night. The place

is bustling with market traders though at

05:49:53 ...5.30am. There must be a special market on today.

06:32:27 Leicester square toilets closed too. Trust the UK to define 24 hours differently to the rest of the

world!

06:35:23 A posse of chinese hookers are getting their last clients of the night outside the casino. They're

wearing warm coats I'm pleased to see.

09:39:42 @deadly_sirius the funny thing is policewoman said to her colleague 'she looks in a bad way'

and i thought 'but that's just the way i look!'

09:40:48 @deadly_sirius i've got to stop sprawling all over the pavement like it's a king size bed but this is

one thing i can't adjust to.

11:20:50 @deadly_sirius unless you're me and then they have nothing to offer me! The policeman sighed

and said 'it's you! Nothing changed?'

11:56:37 Wednesday, thursday and friday are forecast to be below zero. Does that mean severe weather

emergency protocol will be activated? Anyone?

11:58:39 @deadly_sirius ! You are right. But standing on my own two feet means up to 3 more years of

this. It's a bit cold at the mo!

12:59:17 @IsabelHardman that makes sense. Those are two groups it makes the most sense to offer

long term stability as their situations won't change.

17:29:37 RT @mbinfield: @aibaihe The Govt no longer believes in telling councils what to do so they

have scrapped the SWEP. Let's hope councils d ...

17:44:36 @hardlynormal london is going to be 30F with possible snow by the end of the week.

20:57:35 Just opened my eyes and there's a guy right next to me trying to get warm from the same vent. I

got rid of him sharpish. If you think that

20:59:20 ...seems a bit mean, just remember he gets to go into the night shelter tonight; not me, i have to

last the night outside and it's freezing.

21:01:20 Nipper says B turned up this afternoon and he hit him. No idea if it's true. But if it is and B tells

the police I am going to report him

21:02:29 ...for benefit fraud. Not only is he claiming incapacity for illness to do with being homeless (i saw

the sick note) but he has also been

21:03:21 ...doing cash in hand work as well. Not for much longer methinks.

22:22:59 Nipper says it's true. He saw B and B said he'd just been using me for money so nipper attacked

him. B went to the police, the coward.

22:23:53 Well if it is police action he wants then he can have it. I have just submitted his details to the

benefit fraud hotline and I know an

22:24:20 ...uncomfortable amount of information about that young man.

22:33:55 Outreach came by. Offered me rent deposit. Great and what would I pay rent with? It's bullshit. I

am happy outside. I have 3 years left and

22:35:01 ...i am going to stick to it for the whole period if necessary. They also said nightshelter is open

bcoz of cold weather. But it wasn't open

22:36:17 ...to me for more than a few days when I just left hospital and it hasn't been open on those long

wet nights so fuck em.

22:37:13 I realised that I feel angriest when I am cornered so I will just stay out and uncornered until the

therapy has any effect.
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23:06:52 Everything feels like it has turned sour. I can't touch money. Cards all chopped up. Even got rid

of oyster. Can't be trusted near people.

23:08:10 Nipper said he wanted to beat up B so I'd visit him in prison to show I cared. Have I ruined his

life as well? He keeps saying he loves me.

23:09:26 @deadly_sirius it had better be a four season one bcoz it's freezing! Oh well, shelter will b

packed coz of cold weather anyway.

Tuesday, 23rd  of November.

14:05:35 @HomelessGirl1 Legal, just morally reprehensible. No woman (or man for that matter) deserves

to be addressed so when they've done u no harm

14:15:03 RT @homelesslondon: MAP + DETAILS --> http://schmap.it/9bs0x2 Finley Quaye Sings Live

<-- SPREAD THE WORD!

14:58:32 I need to apologise to outreach for dismissing them so abruptly last night. They visited when I

was still coming to terms with nipper's news

14:59:25 Anyway the good news at least is that the night shelter is throwing open its doors for the cold

weather which is good.

15:00:23 I can't go in, though. I have my first proper counselling session 2moro and I am all over the

place emotionally already.

Wednesday, 24th  of November.

07:48:21 I slept through three alarms but managed to wake up for the two policewomen on horses. One

horse was very curious and came in 4 a good look

07:49:52 They asked me if I was warm enough and I said not too bad. Turned round and someone had

left £1 on my mat. Will add to fund (now over £6).

07:51:04 Last night a taxi driver threw a bag of marks + spencer food at me and another man who had

bedded near me in the night. I let him have it.

07:59:35 A taxi just stopped and gave me £1.

08:30:43 @AJMurraymints I know. I really wanted to go but I wasn't feeling well. Next time.

16:19:05 Today counsellor mentioned me playing role of rescuer. Just looked on internet and found this

which was interesting. Yep, looks like me.

16:19:12 http://www.iloveulove.com/psychology/psychspirit/thefacesofvictim.htm

16:29:18 @deadly_sirius well done!

16:30:38 @deadly_sirius if you're concerned queen mary too intense, go to look ahead now. Your

symptoms might ease once you have a room.

17:47:26 http://t.co/rEtqbgt crikey

17:50:37 http://t.co/sHrD0Ns most of them are homeless now, not protestors.

20:11:57 A man just gave me a mini chocolate santa. I am trying to eat healthily at the moment but who

can refuse a chocolate santa?!

20:38:06 Just got rid of those guys that keep sitting by the vents again. They have places in the night

shelter. The only way I seem to be able to

20:39:15 ...defend myself is by getting incredibly aggressive with people. I feel like I have a huge well of

anger inside me that occasionally erupts
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22:19:52 @hostel_worker her paintings are amazing aren't they?

22:21:07 A second person has now just stopped and given me a kitkat chunky. Can everyone tell I

haven't eaten today or is there a link bettween

22:21:42 ...subzero temperatures and altruism?

22:22:35 Another homeless guy came by that sometimes offers me food. He had seen the argument with

the men. He said he will watch out for me.

22:23:54 He is organising a major fundraiser for a charity he volunteers for. He has support of mclaren f1

director's daughter, he says.

22:25:04 I am feeling a bit of a homeless VIP tonight. Been approached by two sets of outreach tonight.

Meeting for coffee 2moro if up to it.

22:25:55 I cried a bit. I don't know if it is everything that is happening at moment, the counselling or just

PMT.

23:06:53 It's turning into one of those nights! Two young men from a church came round with tea,

sandwiches and water.

23:11:13 Aargh! There's pickle in the sandwiches. I only know two homeless that will eat them. Soup run

people. Stop putting pickle in ALL sandwiches

23:31:43 They just keep coming...two police from the homeless unit - were very sweet. Called themselves

pigs! Offered me ticket 'home'. Where's that?

23:33:16 @dariakaram I only know one other woman that likes it in a sandwich and that's my sister!

You're not her are you?

23:34:15 @dunksplace it was a one off thing. You can see the artwork online though.

23:35:55 @vendazero I know! I churn at those words now. Perhaps we should petition them to overhaul

their menu!

23:40:37 @deadly_sirius well done! I bet everyone loved your pictures.

23:43:35 @dariakaram out of fairness I felt obliged to try it. It was ok, I suppose but only bcoz there were

slices of tomato and cucumber as well.

Thursday, 25th  of November.

00:27:56 @dariakaram no. I have decided to forgive but put him out of my thoughts and my life. Besides

nipper caused him to have 15 stitches.

00:28:53 When B said the things about me that he did, nipper hit him with an iron bar and knocked him

out. Lawyer said to expect 2.5 years.

00:45:12 Just met JS! Is EVERYONE going to visit me tonight? I'm half expecting the queen to pop by.

00:51:29 @deadly_sirius he has anger management issues. He just came out of prison for abh. He has a

string of similar convictions.

01:42:38 Sigh. 1.45am 15 american students standing by the vents shouting and being crass. Excuse

me. Human trying to sleep here. I Said nothing.

05:18:27 It's snowing!

13:25:03 @deadly_sirius I know this is a scary moment for you but you haven't seen the rooms yet. They

are great. The windows are massive and lift

13:26:09 @deadly_sirius right up so if you get claustrophobic you can step right out onto the balcony.

You overlook trees and are five minutes' walk
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13:28:11 @deadly_sirius from beautiful kensington gardens. The thing to remember is if you don't like it

you can leave.

15:47:09 @vendazero best of luck.

17:56:45 @oiseaufrancaise not warehouses but night shelters. And the churches have a network of free

winter shelters. I am staying out for time being

17:58:18 Even by the vents it is absolutely freezing tonight. The skin on my left hand is cracked and

threatening to bleed.

17:59:22 It is far too cold to be hanging out at the soup runs. I would rather go hungry and stay in my

sleeping bag.

18:03:06 And seeing as we're on physical symptoms I have terrible pain in my left hip and cramping in my

right leg and foot.

18:05:07 Ouch cramping in the left foot too. These aren't normal cramps. Had them before. Can last up to

half an hour.

18:06:52 @deadly_sirius I feel fine but can't bring myself 2 b in group situation at the moment. I get

panicky at thought but away from it feel fine.

18:08:17 @deadly_sirius also i'm cold. Just want to be in sleeping bag.

18:19:06 @deadly_sirius well you have some big decisions to make. That must be really scary. Is that

part of it?

18:20:48 @vendazero I was wondering if that was the reason bcoz I slept on my left side all night last

night.

18:33:47 Woman gave me £2 though I said she didn't have to. I think she wanted to know why I was

there but didn't feel like explaining.

21:09:55 man just woke me up up and gave me handful of coins. he said 'about 8 or 10 there. I'm so

sorry.' put it in my pocket. Then noticed someone

21:11:22 ...else had left £1 by my head. I had been told that when temperatures drop people give a lot.

Also leading up to christmas. true so far.

21:23:07 I thought it was the early hours. It's only 9.15pm. Where did all the people and cars go? It's

eerily quiet.

21:24:55 I was meant to meet outreach worker for coffee but I slept through. Sorry.

21:53:34 Nipper rang. He said all charges are dropped.

21:59:15 I am feeling really low. J not talking to me bcoz of blog. And still struggling to come to terms with

what B said about me.

22:00:31 After first session with counsellor this week he offered to give me two sessions a week. Might

have to take up that offer.

23:09:50 @oiseaufrancaise I don't know. Maybe/maybe not.

Friday, 26th  of November.

07:45:01 Final tally for last night 2 from woman, 1 by my pillow, 6.98 from man and 50p left in my sleeping

bag hood equals 10.48.

07:46:00 The temperature of the vents fluctuated quite badly last night. At some points it was cool. Still

warmer thnan not being there.

07:47:32 At 5am the pain in my back was so intense I unzipped my sleeping bag and used it as a blanket.

07:48:37 Outreach offered me a place for the winter in an 'alcove' that queen mary's hostel is opening up
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soon. Am going to go and look.

07:49:24 But my primary motive for going in sooner rather than later was J and he is refusing to speak to

me.

09:49:55 @doorwayproject i'm on my tea break and just read this. However got distracted by 'fingernail in

chippenham takeaway complaint' brilliant!

09:56:01 @doorwayproject it was the reaction of the takeaway I liked best. They have been enduring his

complaints for 15 years. Why still go there?!

10:30:30 @deadly_sirius is this bcoz of hostel. When you move in you start off with short contract of a

few weeks. Can u seek agreement with all

10:31:53 @deadly_sirius ...parties that if you dislike it strongly u can not renew contract and still be

considered for other placement. Worth a try.

11:34:29 Fields of dreams http://t.co/erjFOwT via @guardian mentioned the same article in different

place.

11:38:10 I'll have to post J's birthday present to him now. I thought about not sending coz it looks needy

but it's perfect 4 him. Researched it lots

13:20:35 Saw the man again this morning who gave me the handful of coins. He said 'morning. I hope

you spend that money wisely.'

13:22:43 the woman who gave me 2 pounds asked how if I had a phone I couldn't afford somewhere to

live. Didn't know what to say.

13:23:25 You might as well say if you can afford that sleeping bag or that coat you can afford somewhere

to live.

13:24:40 @vendazero I know things like that r so frustrating. Hopefully you'll get a place soon.

14:07:47 http://tweetbook.in/store/aibaihe/aibaihe-Tweet-Bookc1d4a3cf0507d727177ba36fb1229e67.pdf 

best app ever!

14:27:04 @vendazero I heard water melon is great. But it sounds like you need to visit the doctor.

16:13:07 @doorwayproject I knew you'd love it!

17:40:49 In my sleeping bag already. I am really cold and depressed.

Saturday, 27th  of November.

01:07:48 RT @vendazero: Being homeless taught me to be more vigilant and always on my guard-

because you need proof for every thing you say.NOONE ...

06:32:32 Woke up a couple of times last night bcoz of the cold. First time someone had put 1.45 under

my head, next time 2 by my book.

06:34:01 Outreach woke me at 1am. They were actually daytime staff. I hope they r being paid overtime!

Asked how I was and if I wanted to go into

06:35:15 ...shelter. Said no I was ok. They said they would be waking me up again every night during cold

weather to check on me + said sorry.

06:36:24 I said even during the weekend? They said yes just during the cold weather period. It must be

really cold for them, more than for me.

07:12:03 Camping shop man came up to me and gave me a new sleeping bag. He said I need to double

up in this weather. He said I can ask him for a cup

07:12:46 ...of coffee anytime I see him in the morning or I can just sit inside for a few minutes to warm

myself up.
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15:05:08 @doorwayproject @AJMurraymints @deadly_sirius @oiseaufrancaise of course they have to.

Can't have dead bodies on streets.

21:13:04 Man gave me 30p. Love my new sleeping bag - much better for my back. But it's really cold

tonight.

Sunday, 28th  of November.

07:00:04 3am man came by handing out hats and gloves. Gloves were good (small) but the hat was too

small but I still put it on out of politeness.

07:01:07 The hat gave me a slight headache after a while but felt obliged to keep wearing it in case he

passed by again. Also gave me a boost ...

07:02:24 ...chocolate bar. This is a wild guess but was he from the fellowship that hands out hot dogs on

the strand. It's their night (saturday)

07:03:16 Outreach gave me a reprieve last night and let me sleep through. No more money last night. My

new sleeping bag clearly too posh.

07:46:26 The mcdaycentre is PACKED! They are almost all homeless. My turkish friend said the night

shelter is full of people at the moment.

07:47:42 That's too busy for my liking. Old scouse woman next to me getting the stickers from 'normal'

people's cups saying about sleeping rough it..

07:49:20 ...well, yeah, but she has a home back north, she just comes back down to london to sleep

rough every now and then. That's the kind of ...

07:50:28 ...activity the authorities are trying to stop with measures like the hub. Spin people back off

again as soon as they arrive.

07:53:36 Mcdaycentre said that scouse woman has to leave in 5 minutes. She is just drinking the milk

sachets.

08:06:33 The mcdaycentre has just chucked out loads of homeless that were sitting quietly. It's sunday

morning. Who else is going to b here?

08:17:29 Right I just spoke to the management. They said the people who had been asked to leave had

not bought anything. A couple of them had but

08:18:36 ...they had been sleeping. He was very apologetic and said he understood it was cold but he

couldn't have people sleeping there. He said

08:19:42 ...there was no time limit on the amount of time you could spend there as such but sleeping was

a big no no. I think that was fair.

08:32:17 Crossing hungerford footbridge, just noticed for first time graveyard for broken skateboards.

Glimpse into another little parallel world

08:33:47 ...with its own rules and conventions. Were they broken at the south bank skate park? All these

little mini societies coexisting. Lovely.

15:56:25 Trying to get warm by the vents. It's due to snow.

16:12:05 I'm really hungry but I can't put up with this cold. I have to get in my sleeping bag.

16:54:26 I feel so down. On top of everything else. My parents passed london today on way back france

and didn't give me enough notice to be able to

16:55:33 ...get there to see them. Not that I had enough money for the underground anyway. Not seen

them since week b4 started sleeping rough.

17:20:24 I'm losing the plot.
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17:53:34 Man offered to share his hotel room opposite with me. Crying so hard all I could do was shake

my head.
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